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Abstract 

 

Foot drop is a walking (gait) disability resulting with defect in neural pathway to lower limb after a 

stroke or traumatic event. The foot drop patients mainly lack the forefoot lift (dorsiflexion) while 

swinging the foot forward. In some cases, excessive inward movement (inversion) during swing and 

insufficient pressing against the ground (plantar flexion) before the swing is also accompanied. Due to 

these attributes, the patients require external support for a safe and efficient walk. Functional electrical 

stimulation (FES) is a prominent technique to assist with gait of such patients. In FES, the peroneal 

nerve and lower leg muscles are stimulated by electric current to promote required movement at ankle 

joint prior swing. A sensory mechanism is therefore employed that detects the gait and actuate 

stimulation at the right instance. However, the gait sensing system in commercial foot drop stimulators 

exhibit inappropriateness in stimulation triggering under certain communal scenarios. Beside 

triggering appropriateness, stimulation adaptation is another feature that is required in certain 

situations and commercial foot drop stimulators (FDSs) do not cater for that, as well. Existing works 

endeavoured to overcome both types of stimulation control limitations, however, situations like 

adaptation with changes in walking direction are still to be addressed.  

This thesis presents a gait recognition system that is based on unique bipedal gait model (BPM). 

The BPM is formed by cross product of finite state model (FSM) of gait at each foot. The sensing 

platform used for gait and activity information relies on force sensitive resistors (FSRs) for plantar 

foot pressure; accelerometers for foot acceleration and velocities; and gyroscopes for foot angular 

motion. A stimulation control algorithm is further developed that determines when to actuate 

stimulation upon the gait acknowledgement from the sensing setup. This sensing and control system 

was evaluated by real-time simulation under the situations causing inappropriate actuation in 

commercial FDS. The system proved successful for accurate stimulation control as well as 

identification of activities other than walking e.g. resting, standing.  

After BPM, the thesis introduces a real-time detection of walking direction, which is based on 

dominant trend duration (DTD) in anteroposterior acceleration. Next, the BPM driven stimulation 

control algorithm is updated with directional information. Thereafter, the augmented sensing and 

stimulation control is tested on a bidirectional walking data in a real-time simulation manner to 

evaluate adaptive control of stimulation triggering with respect to walking direction. The results affirm 

capability of the stimulation control for adaptation with back stepping alongside normal forward walk.
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1

Introduction

 Foot Drop Demography 

Foot drop or Drop foot is a common human gait impairment caused due to neural dysfunction. The 

condition features ankle dorsiflexion (forefoot lift) insufficiency, and in few cases excessive inversion 

(plantar surface facing inwards) of the foot or both during swing phase of the gait. Due to this, the toe 

tends to drag along the ground during swing and the patient has to lift the limb more than normal to 

counter the situation. After swing, instead of heel, the ground contact is established with the entire foot 

at once or with fore foot causing a foot slap. In some cases, the patient has insufficiency of pushing 

off the ground to ambulate into swing phase from stance [1]–[4].  

The condition mostly appears after stroke or in result of injuries to nervous system i.e. brain trauma 

(TBI) or spinal cord injury (SCI) or multiple sclerosis (MS), and rarely after surgeries at lower leg 

region. Both males and females get affected by FD though males carry higher proportionality of about 

2.8:1. The condition may affect both feet (bilateral foot drop) though severity may vary between the 

feet and in most cases the patient has only single foot affected (unilateral foot drop) [4]–[8]. 

According to recent report from World Heart Federation, every year, 15 million people around the 

globe suffer a stroke. Amongst those, the survivors around five million in numbers face different 

disabilities including locomotion limitations. In another report, more than two million suffer from other 

conditions that affect nervous system like MS, TBI and SCI. The incidence of stroke seems declining 
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in developed countries however the developing world still see the rise. According to a report, by 2050, 

80% of the stroke affected population worldwide is expected in low and middle-income countries. As 

per report by International Stroke Trial, 30% of post-stroke survivors face functional disability issues 

[6], [9], [10]. 

In New Zealand, around 24 people get struck by stroke in a day of which 25% are under 65 years. 

About 40 children suffer stroke every year in New Zealand. The statistics reports about 60,000 stroke 

survivors in New Zealand are disabled and need external support to manage their movements [11]. 

 Foot Drop Treatment and Functional Electrical Stimulation 

FD is largely frustrating for the affected person due to dependence on external walking support 

even to address domestic needs like dressing up, using bathroom and kitchen let alone travelling 

outdoors and participating in sport activities [6].  

Physical and/or occupational therapy are often prescribed to overcome this difficulty; however, the 

focused outcome is to teach the patient how to get along with the disability rather than recovering 

normal function of the affected foot. Some patients wear a brace at ankle and foot or use a splint inside 

shoe to passively support the foot in a dorsiflexed posture while walking whereas very few opt for 

surgical treatments [5], [6]. 

With recent development in researches related to effects of neurological disorders on brain and 

nervous system, neuro-stimulation has emerged as a safe treatment that facilitates active restoration of 

physical activity through neuro-muscular training. The intervention benefits by delivering therapeutic 

effect alongside orthotic benefit to walk with normal foot motion. This feature earned it a great deal 

of interest in FD community and the users have enormously increased in last five decades. The 

treatment was earlier called functional electro-therapy and presently known as Functional electrical 

stimulation (FES). The commercial FES systems termed as foot drop stimulators (FDSs), deliver FES 

at peroneal nerve below knee which recruits muscles running down to ankle and foot. FDS has activity 

sensors and/or processing units to control FES delivery as per need while walking [6], [10], [12]. 
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 Motivation 

 Stimulation Precision 

Existing FDSs are open loop systems where stimulation actuation is based on either detection of 

heel pressure or measurement of tilt at shank during walk [13], [14]. Although both parameters are 

integral components of walking activity, they might also be expressed during non-walking activities. 

So, the user has to be aware to manually switch off the stimulator to avoid unnecessary stimulation 

when not walking [15], [16]. Beside unnecessary stimulation, another limitation is undetected walking 

activity and a subsequent stimulation failure. This situation might be observed when a user of shank 

tilt measuring FDS has limited rotation at knee joint or when a user of heel pressure detecting FDS 

changes footwear or walking surface or when the pressure sensors are worn-out [14], [16]–[18]. The 

limitation could be termed as ‘triggering or actuation inappropriateness in FDS’. However, actuation 

inappropriateness is not the only drawback to be addressed. The current FDS are also not capable to 

adapt the stimulation dose that is required with changing terrains during walk, walking directions like 

back or side stepping, and reducing rotations at ankle joint due to induced fatigued in dorsiflexors by 

long duration stimulation [3], [19]–[21]. 

 Gait Rehabilitation 

FD patients are often prescribed to perform muscles stretching and strengthening exercises to 

rehabilitate gait [7], [8], [22]–[25]. Since, FES at peroneal nerve deliver therapeutic benefits in addition 

to orthotic aid of foot drop correction, it is used as added intervention with conventional gait 

rehabilitating procedures in patients with FD attributes [12], [18], [21], [26]–[29].  

Among the rehabilitation exercises, heel cord and calf stretching, toe and heel rocking, standing 

and balancing are suggested by physiotherapists [22]–[24]. Besides, backward walking (BW) is also 

utilised to strengthen ankle dorsi-flexors that are mainly affected muscle groups in FD conditions. 

Patients execute these rehabilitation activities while being passively supported by therapist or by 

holding supporting hand rails without FDS [30]–[32]. But prior stretching muscles, the patient needs 

to walk to warm up to increase flexibility and metabolic processes in target muscles so as to get proper 

benefit out of such exercises [23]. Patients do not need FDS during stretches but they require it for a 
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safe warm-up walk. However, gait detection in current FDSs is designed to support forward directed 

walk (FW) only and likely to stimulate inappropriately during rehabilitation exercises.   

Based on the aforementioned facts, an enhancement in gait sensing is needed enabling FDS to 

accurately distinguish walk from exercises. Thus, the patient can continue with the exercises while 

wearing FDS after warm-up without fearing needless stimulations. Such an FDS would speedup 

rehabilitation process by promoting convenience and independence while exercising. 

 State-of-the-art and research gaps: Smart stimulation control 

accommodating rehabilitation activities and walking direction variation 

Investigations revealed that activity sensing relying on a single sensor along with open loop 

mechanism, passes insufficient information to the stimulation controller to act upon accurately. Thus, 

this lead to the gaps mentioned in 1.3.1 and 1.3.2. Therefore, in the past, a group of researchers 

addressed the ‘actuation inappropriateness’ under possible communal activities and terrain changes by 

proposing better gait defining algorithms while incorporating multiple sensors [15], [33]–[35]. A later 

group of researchers introduced closed loop control to work out ‘adaptation incapability’ for 

compensating stimulation induced fatigue in muscles and rotational anomalies at ankle joint [3], [19], 

[36]. However, until the time of writing this thesis, none of the researchers have evaluated FDS control 

during rehabilitation activities, nor the behaviour and control of FDS during non-conventional walking 

direction like back stepping or side stepping is studied. Back stepping is a useful rehabilitation activity 

as indicated earlier but the angular mechanics of the limbs while stepping backwards is time-reversed 

to FW. So existing FDS are likely to deliver inappropriate stimulation with BW [37]. Thus, stimulation 

control while back stepping is required to be analysed. These existing research gaps underpin the 

notion to develop a robust activity sensing and stimulation control mechanism, which can precisely 

identify gait amongst set of communal and rehabilitative activities and actuate appropriately; and that 

can also accurately detect variation in walking direction and adapt the stimulation dose accordingly. 

The improved sensing and control mechanism would transform a simple electrical stimulator into an 

intelligent FDS, which could be effectively utilised in clinical settings for therapeutic purpose 

alongside communal scenarios for orthotic use. Besides, the patient will be relieved from the hassle to 

manually switch FDS on/off or adjust the stimulation dose with changes in walking conditions. 
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 Objectives 

This thesis is aimed to develop a robust activity sensing and stimulation control mechanism that 

enhances existing FDS to be efficiently used during communal and rehabilitative activities with 

variation in walking direction. For this purpose, wearable embedded system and body sensors network 

based on inertial and force sensors will be utilised. The following research goals are targeted to achieve 

the desired aim of the thesis. 

 Investigation of gait and activity sensing criteria exploited in ongoing FD researches and 

selection of a suitable sensing approach for this research. 

 Development of a sensing system based on data fusion of force and inertial sensors at each foot 

as well as combined information from both feet for precise distinction of walk from non-

walking and rehabilitative activities. 

 Development and validation of a control algorithm for accurate activity based stimulation 

actuation. 

 Utilisation of sensing system to detect walking direction. 

 Development and validation of a control algorithm for stimulation adaptation with respect to 

walking direction. 

 Contributions 

The main contributions of this thesis are presented as follows: 

 Categorized classification of limitations in current foot drop stimulators: 

For the first time in FD related researches, a comprehensive organisation of the limitations in 

current FDS systems are presented with correspondence to the type of limitations and related 

scenarios. (Chapter 2) 

 Analytical selection of a force sensitive resistor for the research: 

The state of the art researches in context of FDS have utilised inertial sensors and force 

sensitive resistors FSRs to attain finest details of user activities. In this regard, MEMS based 

inertial sensors delivering triaxial information with similar resolution values are common 

amongst all. However, in case of FSRs, differences are found with respect to resolution and 
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formation. In this thesis, a functional comparison of two majorly used FSRs is demonstrated 

by undertaking walking trials with different footwears. Thereafter a selection criteria for a FSR 

with respect to application is established. (Chapter 4) 

 Bipedal gait model for accurate determination of gait: 

Thus far the FD researches expressed gait recognition algorithms based on the information FD 

affected limb only. The human gait is a collaborative effort of both feet and ignoring the 

information of healthy foot might lead to false detection of gait under certain scenarios. 

Therefore, in this research, a novel gait detection model is developed that relies on concurrent 

information acquired from inertial measurement units and FSRs worn on both feet. It was 

proved the new model accurately distinguishes gait from non-walk as well as rehabilitation 

activities where even state-of-the-art single foot based model would exhibit misdetection and 

needlessly stimulate. (Chapter 5) 

 Robust and efficient stimulation control: 

The bipedal gait model based detection is supported with temporal information of integral sub 

phases of gait. Based on the combined information, a control algorithm is developed that can 

timely actuate and cease the stimulation along with the intensity control as per need of gait 

kinematics. Thus, the user would get a more refined stimulation dose in terms of duration and 

power rather than a binary pattern of stimulation as in existing FDS. This feature would bring 

up dual benefits by reducing stimulation induced fatigue in long duration assisted walk and 

increasing battery time by avoiding unnecessary electrical discharge. (Chapter 5) 

 Dominant trend duration monitoring for bidirectional walk detection: 

To address the need of stimulation control with changing walking direction, this thesis focuses 

on identification of back steps during a walking activity. Therefore, a novel approach is 

proposed to distinguish FW and BW. The approach is based on monitoring the variation in 

acceleration trend and its duration with respect to walking direction. (Chapter 6). 

 Stimulation adaptability for backward walking: 

The stimulation controller in chapter 4 is further enhanced to adapt stimulation pattern with 

respect to walking direction. Therefore, upon detection of BW intent, a stimulation pattern is 

generated to promote BW mechanics. The stimulation pattern is governed by the spatio-
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temporal information from both feet. This feature opens up the doors for use of FDS in clinical 

settings to rehabilitate gait while BW. (Chapter 7) 

 Thesis Structure 

The upcoming chapters are organised as follows: 

 Chapter 2 gives a clear understanding of the human gait mechanics and foot drop effects. Next, 

it briefs on some prominent tools to address foot drop with prime focus on FES. Later, the 

sensing technologies in current FES devices or FDS are discussed while highlighting the 

limitations currently faced by their users. 

 Chapter 3 discusses the gait sensing criteria adopted by past researches to overcome the 

limitations in current FDS. A comprehensive review of sensors for gait detection is presented. 

Thereafter the sensors often used in foot drop stimulator researches are further detailed. Also, 

algorithmic approaches adopted by past researches are discussed and compared. The idea of 

sensor fusion of pressure and inertial sensors is promoted as well for better gait detection and 

characterisation.  

 Chapter 4 contributes to the ongoing FDS research by developing a functional comparison of 

two force sensitive resistors (FSRs) prominently utilised in past researches. The comparison 

gives a clear insight for the selection of FSR to future FDS researchers. The chapter also 

describes the data collection system and insole preparation for pressure sensing, which is 

utilised further in upcoming chapters.  

 Chapter 5 highlights the role of normal foot consideration alongside affected foot for a robust 

gait recognition and stimulation triggering control. Therefore, a novel gait detection model is 

introduced that is based on simultaneous phasic changes at both feet during gait. The phasic 

variations are defined by the fused information of inertial measurement units and FSRs. The 

new sensing system empowers the gait detection process to identify gait and non-gait activities 

with better precision than the state-of-the-art detection models. Moreover, a control algorithm 

is detailed for attaining improved stimulation actuation capabilities than current FDS systems. 

 Chapter 6 identifies the need of BW detection within FDS to make it useful for gait 

rehabilitation and non-conventional walking. A novel technique to identify walking direction 
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is proposed. The technique proposes and utilises the acceleration trend changes during swing 

phase of the walk in both forward or backward directions. An algorithm is developed to analyse 

the trend changes and identify motion direction at both feet. 

 Chapter 7 describes the capability of the proposed sensing and control system to adapt the 

stimulation dose for backward walk. The proposed system is analysed during a BW alongside 

control mechanisms from the current FDS and the state-of-the-art systems. The results confirm 

the reliability of proposed system for a BW and also the non-compliance of state-of-the art and 

current stimulation controls with BW mechanics. 

 Chapter 8 delivers conclusions regarding the gait sensing and stimulation control approach 

proposed in this thesis and also elaborate potential directions and other applications. 

 

Figure 1.1 illustrates the thesis structure, where three building blocks of the thesis (literature 

review, sensor selection, and thesis contributions) are shown with respective chapters and links among 

them. So, Chapter 2 and 3 are grouped in literature review unit. Chapter 3 also discusses selection of 

inertial sensors and therefore it is additionally considered in sensor selection block with Chapter 4 

which details FSR selection for this research. Chapter 4 contributes a new plot for FSR comparison 

and therefore it is also considered in thesis contributions component alongwith Chapter 5,6, and 7. 
 

 

Figure 1.1  Thesis Structure 
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Foot Drop and Functional Electrical 

Stimulation 

 Introduction 

Walking is fundamental ability of an individual to move and the easiest means for travelling small 

distances to execute essential life needs. So, for an independent living, a walking disability could not 

be compromised with. A normal walking pattern is characterized as gait. that can be defined as: 

symmetric moves of lower limbs such that the feet step one after the other to orderly displace the body 

forward by generating forces against the ground while maintaining the stability alongside [1].  

In this chapter, we describe the mechanics of a human gait including kinematics (motion 

describing) as well as kinetics (motion affecting) factors and then correlate the effects of the focused 

walking disability known as “foot drop” on the walking mechanics. Besides, foot drop aetiology and 

treatment methods are also detailed. Among the treatment methods, functional electrical stimulation 

(FES) is discussed in terms of gait sensing technologies, advantages over other methods as well as 

functional demerits. As per research focus, the demerit of actuation control limitation in certain 

communal activities is specifically targeted and the reason behind the limitation is highlighted. 
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 Human Gait 

The human gait is characterised by two main phases, the stance, and the swing phases. Stance phase 

is the stage when foot is in contact with floor surface partly or fully while in the swing phase it is in 

the air. The feet execute these phases alternatively to accomplish a gait cycle. Conventionally a gait 

cycle is considered to start from a heel strike on the floor of one foot and to complete at the next heel 

strike of the same foot while going through both phases. Each phase is further partitioned into sub 

phases as illustrated in Figure 2.1. The stance phase approximates 60-62% of the total cycle in a normal 

gait. During stance phase, the body weight is supported sequentially in order to displace it forward 

while transiting through sub phases. It begins with initial contact attributed as heel strike in a normal 

gait. The IC is followed by loading response and mid stance where forefoot contacts the floor laying 

down completely flat on the floor surface and termed as foot flat. During this period, the contralateral 

(other side) leg swings forward for its initial contact causing the weight on ipsilateral (same side) leg 

to shift from heel towards toe and consequently raising the heel known as heel off. From here terminal 

stance commences and ends into preswing upon the heel strike of the contralateral leg. During this 

moment both legs are touching the ground and this event is termed as double support period. Double 

support makes up 10% of overall cycle in average gait speed. It reduces with increase in cadence 

(number of steps per minute) and ultimately vanishes once walk turns into a run. Preswing terminates 

with a toe off, accelerating leg into swing phase, whereas contralateral foot enters its mid stance at the 

Figure 2.1  Gait Cycle, % Phasic Contribution & Terminologies [38] 
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Figure 2.2  Angular orientations at ankle joint a) dorsiflexion, b) neutral, c) plantar flexion 

 

same time. From the instance of heel off till toe off, the foot manifests plantar flexion posture as shown 

in Figure 2.2c) in which it tends to press the ground with the forefoot region. 

Swing phase, which normally makes up 38-40% of the gait cycle, could be equally divided into 

initial, mid, and terminal phases. These sub phases are identified through kinematic (motion 

describing) differences. Initial swing is the first sub phase which begins with the ipsilateral toe off. 

Wherein the leg undergoes forward directed acceleration under the influence of hip and knee flexors 

and simultaneously the muscles at ankle joint lift the fore foot so as to clear the ground while being in 

air and ambulating forward. This movement at ankle is known as dorsiflexion and illustrated in Figure 

2.2a). Next is the mid swing which initiates when the swinging leg is aligned with in stance leg and 

lasts until swinging leg moves forward making tibia (thicker bone in shank) perpendicular to the floor. 

From the latter half of mid swing till the end of last subphase terminal swing, the knee extends and the 

leg decelerates to strike the ground [38]–[40]. 

 Foot Drop 

Gait is well controlled in terms of phasic symmetry, dragging force and velocity with the interaction 

of central nervous system (CNS) and musculoskeletal system of lower limbs. This proves to be 

indispensable for an individual in order to move adequately in unparalleled scenarios during communal 

routine. Therefore any asymmetry in gait may affect the productivity of a person and reckons to gait 

abnormality [1], [41]. Out of many foot abnormalities, FD is one of the usual gait problems which in 

itself not a foot disease. It is considered a symptom observed as a prognosis of a 

partial or complete paralysis of a limb termed as hemiparesis or hemiplegia respectively. The paralysis 

                            
     a)                        b)                  c)  
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Figure 2.3  Peroneal nerve, Dorsi and Plantar Flexors muscles modified from [42] 

 

occur due to a lesion (damage) in neural pathway from brain/spinal cord (cerebral palsy) that could be 

caused by many reasons e.g. a stroke or accident, direct muscular trauma to dorsiflexion muscle group 

(tibialis anterior, extensor hallucis longus, and extensor digitorum longus), injury to the common 

fibular nerve (peroneal nerve), due to drug intoxication or diabetes [4], [41], [43]. Figure 2.3 displays 

the anatomical positioning of the aforementioned muscle groups and peroneal nerve at lower limb.  

In healthy gait cycle, dorsiflexion is required at ankle upon toe off instance in which fore foot is 

raised. But in case of FD, patient suffers weakness of dorsiflexors and toe is dragged along the ground 

as depicted in Figure 2.4a). In some cases, excessive inversion of the foot is also accompanied with 

dorsiflexion lacking. To compensate this, the walker leans on other side as shown in Figure 2.4b) and  

 

(Dorsi Flexors) 
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a)        b)                c)        d) 
   

Figure 2.4  Depiction of Gait with Foot drop: a) toe drag during swing, b) lean on opposite side, c) swing 
in antero-lateral direction, d) the foot slap after swing [44] 

 

swing the limb in an antero-lateral direction as shown in Figure 2.4c). Also, due to this weakness, foot 

lacks the generic transition from heel strike into midstance phase. Therefore, the foot unwantedly tends 

to be in plantar flexion as shown in Figure 2.2 hence patient slaps the foot against ground as it enters 

stance phase. This phenomenon is termed as steppage gait depicted in Figure 2.4d) [41], [45]. In stance 

patient lacks stability due to weakness of quadriceps muscles on anterior of thigh [46]. In some severe 

cases of FD, patient is not even able to plantar flex as required after heel off, causing weaker propulsion 

into swing phase and instability during stance phase [4], [47]. 

 Existing Treatments 

Based on the aetiology, different ways are adopted to neutralize the effect of FD. The solutions 

could vary from fundamental physiotherapeutic and surgical procedures to the state-of-the-art 

mechanical support for limb namely Ankle Foot Orthosis (AFO) and electrical excitation of nerve for 

muscle actuation the Neuromuscular Electrical Stimulation also termed as Functional Electrical 

Stimulation [4], [48]–[50]. The latter two are preferred by the patients for the reason of orthotic support 

during walk as well as non-invasiveness. 
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 Ankle foot orthosis (AFO) 

This is an externally worn modality often termed as exoskeleton. It is used by patients succumbing 

to direct injury of dorsiflexors and considered preferable alternative of surgical procedures which could 

be undesired in many situations. Primarily AFO helps the walker by holding the foot in dorsiflexion 

thus avoiding the ‘steppage gait’. Moreover, it helps maintaining foot stability during stance phase. 

This methodology has seen several advancements from its birth. Presently one can witness it in diverse 

manifestations; from simplest and passive form as a brace tied to the affected limb - Figure 2.5 to a 

complex and active joint control system based on sensors, mechanical, electromechanical and 

pneumatic components - Figure 2.6 [49], [51]–[54]. 

 

a)            b)        c) 
 
Figure 2.5  Ankle Foot Orthosis a) lateral view, b) posterior view, c) lateral view showing rotation at 

ankle joint [55] 
 

 

                      a)               b)       c)    d) 

Figure 2.6  Portable powered AFO a) sensor and actuator assembly linked with brace, b) lateral 
view, c) posterior view with electronic control part, d) pneumatic power source [56] 
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 Functional electrical stimulation (FES) 

Different to AFO, FES is a technique which supports the responsible muscle group to promote 

dorsiflexion at ankle under the influence of external stimulation at the nerve site. In a healthy walker, 

the motor signals from CNS are supplied to dorsiflexors through peroneal nerve and sub branches 

which passes through lateral side below the knee and above the head of fibula (thinner bone in lower 

leg). In FD, a dysfunction occurs to this neural path. FES helps in this case by actuating peroneal nerve 

externally via controlled electrical pulses. This dorsiflexion generating stimulation is performed as the 

heel lifts and body weight shifts on the fore foot before toe off as illustrated in Figure 2.1 earlier in sec 

2.2. FES in some patients supplied to plantar flexor muscles as well to promote plantar flexion for 

enhanced stability during stance phase [46], [57]–[59]. 

The stimulation pulses generation can be controlled by open loop (no feedback) or closed loop 

(having sensory feedback) electronics and delivered to the nerve via metallic electrodes. The electrodes 

may be implanted under skin on site of peripheral nerve but this requires minimal surgery and therefore 

not preferred. Alternatively electrodes are placed externally in situ of peroneal nerve enveloped in a 

cuff that is strapped around the leg below the knee region while other components may be attached to 

it or tied elsewhere, [48], [60]–[63].  Figure 2.7 illustrates FES arrangement described above. 

 

                  a)                                          b) 

Figure 2.7  FES arrangement a) Position of peroneal nerve, b) Cuff placement and sensor positioning 
under foot [64] 
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 Advantages of FES over AFO 

Both AFO and FES provide non-invasive support to the user for avoiding steppage gait. However, 

few researches and feedbacks of users significantly prove FES as better alternative on the bases of 

features outlined below 

 Portability: Lighter weight components make FES less tiring to use for long duration community 

dwelling activities. On the contrary, prolonged use of AFO causes discomfort to user due to 

compressive and bulky attachments leading to early muscle fatigue [65]. 

 

 Active Joint Rotation: Some hemiplegic patients can restore independent gait through retraining 

of muscles. In AFO user has no control over ankle rotation during gait so this possibility is 

unexploited in AFO users. On the contrary, in FES, rotation is controlled through nerve conduction 

and muscular contraction thereof, so it enables the user to clear the toe in a better way during 

swing phase. Thus, FES increases probability of functional restoration by activating the 

dorsiflexors and promoting a natural lift of fore foot during gait [55], [56], [65], [66]. 

 

 Therapeutic Effect: Both solutions are used for orthotic purpose, assisting the patient for a safe 

dorsiflexion. However, by virtue of stimulation of peroneal nerve, neuromuscular coordination is 

retrained by FES. Thus FES induces carry-over or therapeutic effect and the patient exhibit 

reduced foot drop attributes for some time after removal of FES [67].   

 FES Technology 

The use of FES for correction of  FD dates back to early sixties by Liberson et al [68] and since 

then it has revolutionised to great extent [4], [62]. Advancements are made in terms of stimulation 

type, electrodes application methods, patient’s age, number of stimulation channels/sites, connectivity 

of sensing base with stimulators and type of sensing methods for controlling stimulation [58], [61], 

[69]–[72]. As per directive of this research, the details of sensing techniques for stimulation control 

will be discussed further. 

In FES, initiation, timing, and strength of stimulation delivered on site relies upon the feedback 

from sensors sensing gait of the user. The sensing base senses the changes in gait phase and/or limb 
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posture during ambulation and controls the stimulation accordingly. To acquire the gait information, 

two main distinct sensing criteria are used in modern FDS, either solely or in combination. One of 

those is based on sensing heel pressure while the other relies on measuring tilt of the lower leg during 

a walk. 

 Heel Pressure Sensing 

This technique is witnessed in the earliest FES devices where its role was to act as foot switch 

while detecting the heel strike and heel off activity as indicated in Figure 2.7b). In this a pressure/force 

sensor is placed under heel to detect significant phasic change from swing to stance through heel strike. 

This is the state of switching stimulation OFF. Next when heel is lifted preparing for swing phase, that 

again is sensed by the sensor and stimulation is switched ON. Presently, the best known non-invasive 

surface FDSs, the Odstock Drop Foot Stimulator (ODFS) by Odstock Medical Systems, MyGait by 

Ottobock group and NESS L300 by Bioness Inc., utilise heel pressure sensing [73]–[75]. 

 Shank Tilt Sensing 

This is a newer methodology in which the gait action is detected by using an accelerometer 

combined with/without inclinometer attached alongside stimulator. The sensor measures the changes 

in inertial state and tilt developed at shank (lower leg) with knee rotation during execution of different 

gait phases. This technique is adopted in Walk Aide by Innovative Neutronics and in XFT 2001 by 

XFT China. Both are non-invasive FD solutions where the latter can also make use of under heel sensor 

as an alternative option [76], [77]. 

 FES Limitations 

FES is widely accepted on account of benefits over AFO as mentioned earlier in 2.4.3. However, 

it is also reported for some issues listed below. 

 Ergonomic Issue 

In few cases, skin abrasion underneath cuff and electrodes is contraindicated with FES [66], [78]. 
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 Electrical Interference  

Using FES in the areas of electromagnetic fields or with patients having implanted devices like 

pacemaker or defibrillators is not recommended. The precaution is due to likely interference in 

electrical activity of the devices [17], [75], [78]. 

 Physiological Problem  

FES is intended to generate action potentials running down to muscles via efferent nerve fibres 

(nerves carrying motor signals from nervous system to musculoskeletal system). However, the 

surrounding afferent nerve fibres (nerves carrying sensory signals from musculoskeletal system to 

nervous system) are also recruited in this process. As a result, patient might feel FES discomforting or 

painful depending on the level of FES intensity. Thereafter, the desired joint motion using FES is also 

resisted. The effect varies with patient’s capability to tolerate FES. So, the FES dose generating 

movements without discomfort in one patient might be inefficient and painful in another patient. 

Another physiological issue is the accelerated fatigue of FES-activated muscles. The phenomenon 

is due to a group of muscle fibres that contract fast and get fatigued quickly. These muscle fibres are 

more sensitive to FES due to the large diameter of their motor nerve fibres. So, they are recruited first 

at lowest effective FES intensity and after a continuous period of use their contraction power is 

decreased. Due to this, the required joint rotation is reduced and the patient needs to readjust FES 

intensity [60], [79]. 

 Electrode Placement Discomfort 

Placing electrodes over skin is never straight forward. User has to adopt manual methods to locate 

accurate position of nerve. For this one might need to stimulate more than once and check the 

functional rotation of joint prior use. This could be painful and irritating for many users [80], [81]. 

 Actuation Control Limitations 

Even though the four drawbacks mentioned from  2.6.2 to 2.6.4 need attention to be resolved, yet 

these could be compromised for not being a common likelihood in daily routine. The user could 

possibly avoid encountering them and go for FES because the potential advantages it offers. However, 
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few researches and reviews by professionals on users’ feedbacks highlight the limitations in both tilt 

and pressure sensing techniques with respect to control of stimulations under specific community 

dwelling activities.  

The limitations could be broadly categorised into inappropriateness in stimulation triggering and 

incapability of stimulation adaptation. The triggering inappropriateness could be further categorised 

into needless actuation and actuation failure. Collectively, all these limitations are attributed to 

functional inadequacy of the sensing mechanism employed in current FES devices. Since, the gait 

recognition is based on the detection of a single feature of heel pressure or shank tilt as described 

earlier in 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 respectively. Therefore, if either of these features are exhibited during a non-

gait activity, the FES user gets stimulated needlessly because the sensing system falsely indicates gait 

execution. Secondly, if a user exhibits a decreased angular or pressure values due to pathological 

reasons or external factors, the sensing system overlooks such gait and fails to stimulate. Thirdly, the 

current sensing systems are open loop and thus the stimulation is not adapted with the kinematic 

changes during gait [14]–[21], [3], [82]. The limitations of both sensing criteria with associated 

scenarios are detailed in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 Situations sourcing stimulation limitations in existing foot drop stimulators 

Gait Sensing 

Mechanism 

Limitation Category 

Triggering inappropriateness Adaptation incapability 

Lower Leg 

Tilt Sensing  

 Due to non-gait knee flexion while 

sitting or standing [15], [17]. 

 Because of decreased flexion at knee 

joint due to joint pathology [17], [18].   

 For an appropriate ankle rotation 

and varying muscle spasticity 

during stimulation assisted gait 

[3], [19].  

 For terrain changes while 

walking like slopes, stairs [20], 

[21].  

 For unusual walking direction 

like side stepping and back 

stepping [21] 

Heel Pressure 

Sensing 

 Due to non-gait heel lift while 

sitting/standing or weight shifting 

while standing [15], [16], [82]. 

 Upon changes in footwear/walking 

surface or sensor degradation [14], 

[16].  
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 Prevalent Research Gaps 

Having known the limitations in commercial FES devices, there is obviously a need to improve the 

gait sensing criterion for accurate identification of gait and associated characteristics amongst complex 

set of activities. Although one of the commercial FES, ‘Walk Aide’, offers solutions for users with 

decreased knee rotation in the form of heel force sensor, yet the sensor has to be wired with the 

stimulator that might lead to unnecessary conscious walk. Whereas to cope with unnecessary 

stimulation for non-gait knee flexion, a timing based control of stimulation is also featured, however 

the stimulus has to be borne by the user until the defined duration is lapsed [17]. Besides, the remaining 

limitations are still to be addressed and incorporated in commercial FES systems. 

Past researches proposed different gait detection techniques and validated the efficiency with non-

gait activities and/or non-conventional walking scenarios [15], [33]–[35], [82]–[86]. So, effects of 

weight shifting while sitting or standing was presented in [15], [33], [34], [82]. Walking on non-

uniform surface was evaluated in [15], [34]. Walking on inclined surfaces was examined in [15], [83]. 

Walking on stairs was investigated in [15], [33]–[35], [84]. Walking barefoot was tested in  [85], [86]. 

Some of the researches addressed adaptation incapability where adjustment of stimulation dose 

was based on monitoring affected foot motion and comparing with a reference angular profile [19], 

[86]–[88]. However, their methodologies were evaluated in a controlled environment, considering 

level surface or clinical setups. Therefore, effectiveness of their stimulation control with non-gait 

moves and with variations in terrains or walking direction are unclaimed. 

Although diverse scenarios have been addressed thus far, no evidence has been found validating 

gait detection model and stimulation actuation control with rehabilitation activities for FD patients, 

nor the adaptability of stimulation with changes in walking direction has been discussed. Therefore, 

the two unaddressed aspects will be focused in this thesis and viable approaches to overcome these 

gaps will be presented in following chapters. 

 Summary 

In this chapter, the importance to have a normal walking ability is established with respect to 

community dwelling. Therefore, mechanical characteristics of a normal human gait are discussed 

including kinematic and kinetic features. Later, the problem of FD is described in detail including the 
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etiologic factors as well as the inability to execute the dorsiflexion and plantarflexion that are necessary 

component of a normal gait. Thereafter the compensation techniques or the treatments are detailed 

among which FES is highlighted on account of the benefits over contemporary methods. Further, the 

existing FES systems (FDS) are investigated for functional lacking. It was found to have issues 

pertaining to user comfort, physiological effect, electrical interferences, and actuation control. As per 

directive of the research, the actuation control shortcomings were discussed in detail and categorized 

into specific functional limitations with respect to walking conditions. It was inferred these limitations 

owe their presence to the sensing criteria employed in current FDS, which tend to have imprecise gait 

recognition and no feedback of the changes occurring to the movement conditions. Moreover, the state-

of-the-art researches addressing limitations in existing FDS were briefly discussed. The achievements 

were highlighted but gaps pertaining to gait sensing and stimulation control with rehabilitation 

activities and variation in walking direction were also identified. In the upcoming chapters, we propose 

the techniques to overcome the aforementioned functional limitations of gait sensing and stimulation 

control mechanism in existing FES devices and prevalent gaps in the state-of-the-art FDS researches. 
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Sensing Criteria for Gait Characterisation 

 Introduction 

Since the birth of foot drop solutions, researchers have targeted improvements in the foot drop 

correction technologies by employing different methods. However, there had been a common focus of 

gait analysis which is considered inevitable step prior stepping towards a prospective solution. In FES 

researches, the gait symmetry of the user is investigated to get proper insight of persisting stimulation 

control limitations. Therefore, various sensing techniques are utilised for detection and 

characterization of gait events/phases. 

In this chapter, the sensing approaches adopted in past FES researches will be comprehensively 

explored with respect to gait mechanics and physiology. Later, the selection of sensing base for this 

research will be explored based on feasibility in FDS development. At the end, the algorithmic 

approaches for gait detection proposed in earlier FDS researches will be briefed. Thereafter, the 

approach selected for this research will be introduced and justified. 
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 Gait sensing approaches 

Researches thus far are seen deploying different sensors for the purpose of gait understanding. It is 

also suggested every sensor type gives unique information about gait activity. Hence, most researchers 

preferred exploiting combination of sensors types to get better results. After a comprehensive review, 

the sensing and measurement criteria for gait and related attributes can be summarized into following 

major groups [15], [29], [36], [71], [89], [84], [90]–[119]. 

 Kinetics Measurement  

 Kinematics Measurement 

 Physiological Variations Measurement 

Where each group boasts sensors of varying classes. With respect to the demand of this research, only 

wearable sensors which can be applied in portable foot drop solutions will be discussed below. Also 

for the sake of brevity just the working principle of all the sensors will be described here. Later, the 

ones chosen for this research will be detailed and justified. 

 Kinetics Measurement 

This criterion depends upon the measurement of changes in forces applied during gait especially 

under foot. Thus, sensors are seen placed underneath plantar region of the foot at specific positions to 

measure the loads. So far, the sensors under this category could be categorized as follows: 

 Air pressure sensors: These sensors make use of air pressure developed by foot loading. They are 

air filled tubing of soft material like silicon or nylon, curled to form a spiral air-filled bladder. At 

the open end of tubing, an air pressure measuring sensor is attached [89]. 

 Strain Gauge: This sensor type consists of flexible semiconducting material which changes its 

resistive activity with strain caused by the mechanical stress when load is applied. Therefore they 

are used to define under foot mounted pressures during gait [92]. 

 Conductive rubber pressure sensors: These sensors work on similar principle as FSR. Here the 

sensor is composed of rubber which when depressed under influence of loading, reduces its 

resistance and increases conductivity [96]. 
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 Force sensitive resistor (FSR): FSR consists of thin polyester film with conductive piezo resistive 

substance inside. The force when applied onto films causes suspended particles of internal 

substance to unite and make up a conduction path. The resistivity of sensor changes inversely with 

the applied load and so behaves as a resistor varying with force [91]–[93]. 

 Force sensitive capacitor: It works on the principle of capacitor so these sensors are composed of 

two electrical plates having opposite charges with a flexible dielectric in between. With external 

load measure, the dielectric displaces and brings the plates nearer in accordance of applied 

pressure. Hence, the potential difference at the plates varies with load applied onto them [91], [92]. 

 Micro-electro-mechanical (MEMS) pressure sensors: These are micro machines or transducers 

working on piezoelectric principle. Under mechanical influence they generate electrical output and 

vice versa. They are not required to be electrically supplied with power however output could be 

amplified for further analysis [91], [92], [94]. 

 Load sensitive opto-couplers: Another pressure sensing technique in which a switch consisting of 

silicon made shell, housing inside a LED and a photodiode. When there is load onto switch, the 

silicon roof depresses and subsequently restricts the pathway of light from LED to diode. Thus, 

causing a reduced electrical output generated at the diode with respect to applied pressure [95]. 

 Kinematics measurements 

This technique makes use of sensing and measuring the changes in parameters which describe 

motion during gait. This can be sub divided into measurement of inertial parameters and goniometric 

measurements (variation in lower limb angular orientations with respect to ankle, knee, and hip joints). 

Below are the sensors witnessed in researches for measurement of inertial parameters. 

 Inertial Parameters Sensors: These sensors take into account the variations in inertia of lower 

limb during gait. The sensors falling in this category are: 

 Accelerometers: These are MEMS devices relying on either piezoelectric, piezo resistive or 

capacitive element which get stressed under influence of inertial force and result change in 
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output voltage. Therefore, they are exploited in gait analysis for quantification of acceleration 

of body part. This is furnished by measuring relative change in linear speed of the moving 

system in the direction of motion while accounting the gravitational pull simultaneously. Some 

devices are capable to measure inertial changes in all the three horizontal, vertical and lateral 

aspects of space known as triaxial accelerometers [71], [97]–[100], [114], [115], [119]. 

 Gyroscopes: Like accelerometers, these are similarly packaged micromachined devices but are 

used to measure angular velocity. In this a piezoelectric triangular prism is allowed to move 

about a reference axis. Prism deflects about the reference and outputs potential with respect to 

angular velocity of the rotating system. This phenomenon is the Coriolis inertial measurement. 

A relative change in angle corresponding to angular motion is also computable with angular 

velocity. Gyroscopes are also available with uni to triaxial measurement capacities. Unlike 

accelerometers they are unaffected by gravitational forces [98]–[101], [114], [115], [119]. 

 Inclinometer/Tilt Sensors: These sensors detect the inclination or tilt of the system under the 

influence of gravity. They are in forms of capsule with a solid or liquid medium inside. The 

medium has electrolytic properties and as it is displaced with a tilt, gets accumulated on one 

end rising conduction on that side [102]. 

 Magnetometer: It outputs directional data while working on principles of compass or Geo-

magnetic field sensor. It measures the orientation of system with respect to Earth’s magnetic 

field reference ‘North pole’ but may also be affected with nearby temporary magnetic fields 

[100], [103], [104], [119].   

 Piezoelectric Film Sensor: This sensor does not work on similar phenomenon like earlier four 

as measuring variations of different inertial elements, rather it detects the vibration caused upon 

foot landing and foot take-off and so discussed under the category of inertial measurement. The 

piezoelectric film can generate voltages upon mechanical change in structure. The transition 

from swing to stance phase and vice versa cause some changes in length of skin which in turn 

causes sensor deformation placed onsite and thus detects the phasic change prominently [105]. 
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 Ultrasonic Sensor:  It works on detection of echo of ultrasonic waves which travel with the 

speed of sound and can be used to calculate the distance between the beacon and receiver. This 

can be useful for estimating the stride length or lateral distance between limbs [106]. 

 Goniometry: Goniometer is a device used to account range of motion (angular rotation limits) at 

joints during motion. It can be a simple mechanical form which possesses angle measuring scale 

at junction of two adjacent arms. The arms are extended on adjacent lower limb parts forming the 

angle while keeping the scale centre aligned with centre of joint. This way observer reads out the 

angles manually [107], [108]. However to have automatic readings, goniometers are modified 

differently in terms of replacement of rigid arms with flexible wires/fibres or in respect to sensing 

element used instead of a manual measuring scale [100]. Describing below the features of 

electronic versions of goniometer. 

 Bend Sensing Resistors: It works on the principle of FSRs. These are long strips with an array 

of FSRs. The resistance of strip array varies with strain in the length of sensors, inherited by 

bending of strip with joint rotation. Strip is placed on the body region where joint 

flexion/extension occurs. The strip receives a bent as the adjacent body parts moves during 

joint rotation [106]. 

 Potentiometer: It is a rotary variable resistor located at the centre of arms. So, the angular 

movement is quantified by correlating the angular rotation executed at limb joint with 

corresponding change in its resistance [109]. 

 Optical Fibre: A recent advancement is made in goniometry context by utilizing flexible 

optical fibre with a light emitter and a sensor at the fibre’s ends. The unit is extended about the 

joint such that the fibre bends with joint rotation. Later the angle is measured on the basis of 

fibre optics principle for light propagation [100], [110], [111]. 

 Physiological variations measurements 

The sensors under this category measure the electrical activity from muscles and tissues while 

performing gait related events. 
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 Electromyography (EMG): It is a technique to capture electrical potentials from lower limb 

muscles (myo) while they contract to promote gait related moves. These potentials are signature 

of muscular health and activity, so are analysed graphically to provide valuable information about 

the gait. The measurements are done by placing metallic electrodes outside skin on site of muscles 

or by inserting them nearing the muscle fibres to collect refined potential measurements [100], 

[112]–[115]. 

 

 Bio impedance (BI): This is similar to EMG in terms of measurement technique. However, it refers 

to a different phenomenal activity of muscles. It considers the variation in impedance with 

muscular contraction executed for joint rotation. The impedance can be detected superficially and 

measured in similar fashion as EMG [116], [117]. 

 

 Electroneurography (ENG): Different to EMG, this technique is based on detection of action 

potential from nerves rather than muscles. Thus, the term ‘neuro’ (nerve) is replaced with ‘myo’. 

It utilises the concept that afferent nerves (nerves carrying signal to central nervous system) at sural 

and calcaneal regions generate distinct action potentials upon foot contact and swing phase [114], 

[118]. 

 Sensors in the proposed research 

In a number of the state-of-the-art foot drop stimulators developed for orthotic purpose, tri-axial 

accelerometers and gyroscopes are employed for kinematics and/or force sensitive resistors for kinetics 

measurement. The reason for this selection is the availability in miniature size, low power operation 

modes, and compatibility with embedded and wireless communication protocols. Thus, these sensors 

are best suited for portable and unobtrusive wearable setups  [29], [34], [86], [120]–[124]. Currently 

they are available as a single integrated device and commonly named ‘inertial measurement unit’ 

(IMU). The current research focuses on robust communal use of FDS, hence, exploits aforementioned 

sensors. The operational description and criteria for measuring the gait mechanics are detailed below. 
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 Gyroscope 

As studied earlier, MEMS based gyroscopes works on the principle of Coriolis effect, according to 

which a mass ‘m' moving with linear velocity ‘v(t)’, rotates at angular velocity ‘G(t)’ about an axis 

perpendicular to that of v(t), experiences a Coriolis force ‘Fcor(t)’ which is a vector product of the two 

velocities with a direction perpendicular to both velocities. Mathematically Fcor(t) is given as: 

𝐹𝑐𝑜𝑟 = 2𝑚[𝑣(𝑡)𝐺(𝑡)]               (3.1) 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the Coriolis phenomenon, where oscillation in direction of v(t) (right and left) of 

the mass ‘m’, which is under influence of rotational velocity G(t) about vertical axis, forces oscillation 

Fcor(t) in up and down directions. The intensity of the angular velocity is proportional to the magnitude 

of oscillations while the phase difference between both oscillations yields direction of rotation. The 

Fcor(t) measurement described above corresponds to one coordinate axis. In case of a tri-axial 

gyroscope, such a force will be accordingly measured for other two axes provided the gyroscope 

experiences a v(t) and G(t) in three-dimensional space. 

The gyroscope output voltage is proportional to the rate of change of angle or angular velocity 

measure with respect to time [99]–[101]. Mathematically, angular velocity G is defined as: 

                                                     𝐺 = (𝛼 − 𝛼 ) (𝑡 − 𝑡 )⁄                                                          (3.2) 

where i to j represents the duration at which change in gyroscope output is measured. So, angular 

change ‘α’ can be obtained as follows:   

            𝛼 = ∫ 𝐺. 𝑑𝑡 + 𝛼                 (3.3) 

 

Figure 3.1 Coriolis effect on a linearly moving and rotating mass (m) 
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Considering the case represented in Figure 3.2, where the IMU is inclined at angle θ with reference 

axes (XYZ). The body frame of IMU is represented by its sensitive axes (xyz) and shown as suffix 

with angular velocities Gx, Gy, and Gz and linear accelerations Ax, Ay, Az. By applying (3.3), the 

pitch (dorsiflexion/plantar flexion) angle of the foot exhibited in ZX plane (sagittal plane), represented 

by Φ is measured using gyroscope outputting angular velocity about Y-axis (GY). Similarly, the yaw 

(adduction/abduction) angle in XY plane (transverse plane) could be measured using angular velocity 

about Z-axis (GZ), while roll (inversion/eversion) angle in YZ plane (coronal plane) could be obtained 

using angular velocity about X-axis (GX).  

 Accelerometer 

In MEMS accelerometers, a mass ‘m’ suspended with spring, which displaces under the influence of 

force ‘F’ generating acceleration ‘a’. The displacement ‘d’ measure is directly proportional to the 

intensity of acceleration ‘a’. The relationship between the vectors is represented as below 

𝐹 = 𝑚𝑎 = 𝑘𝑑                (3.4) 

where, k is the spring constant  

 

 

Figure 3.2 Triaxial IMU outputting linear accelerations (A) and angular velocities (G) in spatial axis 
XYZ. The foot placed at angle θ with the normal 
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     a)                                                 b)  

Figure 3.3 Measurement principle of an accelerometer. a) mass m in a constant state of motion or rest.  
b) The suspended mass under influence of acceleration a(t), displaces from original position p0 to new 

position p1 creating a displacement d(t) in opposite direction to acceleration along the same axis. 
 

Under the state of constant motion or rest, the only influence is of gravitational acceleration ‘g’, 

and the accelerometer measures 1g (9.8m/s2) in vertical axis perpendicular to ground. Whereas during 

an accelerated move, the accelerometer outputs the sum of this gravitational acceleration and the 

acceleration that is related to change of velocity. The phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 3.3. 

In gait and activity analysis, accelerometer is ubiquitously employed for the benefits of detecting 

static posture e.g. inclination of the body with respect to ground; quasi-static state like heading 

direction of a moving subject; as well as purely dynamic parameters of velocity and acceleration. So, 

researches having medical objectives e.g. studies related to gait pathologies, intervention and 

rehabilitation [34], [36], [86], [125]–[127], patients or geriatrics activity monitoring [128]–[130], 

health and energy expenditure studies [131]–[133] are seen exploiting accelerometers for gait detection 

and evaluation. Moreover, accelerometer is inevitable component in non-medical aspects of human 

activity and gait detection e.g., indoor pedestrian localization or pedestrian dead reckoning “PDR” 

[134]–[139]. 

In gait analysis, it is required to detect the transition of stance into swing phase and to study the 

gait kinematics while foot is not in contact with the ground. Also if there is a terrain variation like 

walking on stairs, stepping sideways or walking on inclined surfaces, accelerometer can be helpful 

[47], [140], [141]. They are employed to collect tilt angles at lower leg or foot with respect to surface 

as well as determination of direction and distance while walking. Irrespective of attachment region on 

the body, gait is precisely determined by virtue of inertial characteristics of accelerometer and temporal 

changes. Therefore, Seel et al [84] used foot-worn tri-axial accelerometer to detect gait by measuring 
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changes in vertical and horizontal accelerations with inclination during heel-off; noticing changes in 

the velocity (acceleration integral) in direction of motion upon swing of the foot; and detecting jerk 

(acceleration differential) upon heel strike at forward and vertical accelerations. Wang et al [134] 

utilised accelerometers worn on shank above the ankle. They identified static (mid-stance) phase by 

detecting the characteristic 1g output of signal vector magnitude of tri-axial acceleration values. Next 

categorized dynamic phase into push-off, swing and heel strike sub-phases and uniquely detected each 

of them by comparing acceleration changes with static event and with the order of occurrence during 

gait cycle. Alvarez et al [126] also exploited a 3D accelerometer and this time on waist region to detect 

bipedal walk categorizing into single and double support periods, which were detected by an orderly 

detection of acceleration changes upon heel strike, mid-stance and toe-off phases. 

During motion, the voltage output of accelerometer represents the sum of a dynamic component 

and static component of acceleration vector. The earlier component is due to force in intended direction 

generating acceleration ‘a’ whereas the latter one subjected to gravitational pull at the rate of ‘g’ [71], 

[97], [99], [100], [106], [142]. Mathematically, 

         𝐴 =  𝐴  +  𝐴                (3.5) 

Both components are affected by the angular changes in orientation of accelerometer with respect to 

time and space. So, rewriting (3.5) while considering corresponding accelerations and orientation, 

𝐴 =  𝑎𝑓  +  𝑔𝑓                (3.6) 

where fa and fg are trigonometric factors applied to calculate actual magnitude of acceleration vectors 

‘a’ and ‘g’ with respect to orientation changes. The two factors are defined as:  

     𝑓 =  𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛷 ;  𝑓 =  𝑆𝑖𝑛𝜃                (3.7) 

where Φ is the angle between the sensitive axis of the accelerometer and the acceleration ‘a’, while θ 

is the angle between the sensitive axis of the accelerometer and reference normal and measured as 

initial orientation prior motion [142]. 

Figure 3.2 exemplify the two angles with respect to X-axis. Therefore, foot is shown static on an 

inclined surface and ‘θ’ is the tilt angle (accelerometer orientation) of X-axis of the accelerometer with 
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ground or fixed global reference X. Later, assuming foot in motion in the direction of ‘a’ (dashed 

vector), where Φ is used to determine the component acting along the direction of motion in X-axis. 

 Static component measurement: In gait analysis applications, θ is measured during midstance 

when foot is temporarily static with no dynamic component. Therefore, accelerometer output 

represents effect due to gravity only. So, with respect to the case of Figure 3.2, while using vector 

component resolution, the acceleration of x-axis accelerometer will be 

𝐴  =  −𝑔 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝜃              (3.8) 

Accordingly, in vertical direction 

𝐴  =  −𝑔 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝜃              (3.9) 

Then, from (3.8) and (3.9), θ can be calculated as   

𝜃 = −𝑆𝑖𝑛 = − 𝐶𝑜𝑠 = 𝑇𝑎𝑛            (3.10) 

Equation (3.10) is considered when the rotation is executed in two dimensions only. However, the 

real foot exhibit a 3 dimensional rotation, where perpendicular accelerations in a plane contributes 

in determination of motion in each fixed axis of that plane [106]. This situation makes angular 

measurement a bit more complex. So, for more precise measurement of θ, acceleration changes in 

all 3 axes should be considered. Therefore, utilising the relationship in (3.10) while changing 

acceleration pairs, refined value θ can finally be obtained using the following relationship [143]. 

𝜃 = 𝑇𝑎𝑛 𝐴 𝐴 + 𝐴⁄                         (3.11) 

 Dynamic component measurement: To accurately detect the walking direction, dynamic 

component of the corresponding acceleration needs to be known. So, in accordance of (3.5) and at 

any point in time ti, the accelerometer outputs the sum of translational component i.e. movement 

in direction of motion: Adynamic(ti) and effect of gravity on accelerometer: Astatic(ti) at the time 

instance ti. With respect to motion presumed in Figure 3.2, the effective angle at ti will be equal to 

a sum of initial orientation ‘θ’ and dynamic change in angle from initial point i.e. Φ(ti) obtained at 

the time ti. Therefore, 
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𝐴 (𝑡 ) = 𝐴(𝑡 ) −  𝐴 (𝑡 )            (3.12) 

where A(ti) is the acceleration output at time instance ti, while 

     𝐴 (𝑡 ) = [𝑔𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝜃 + 𝛷(𝑡 ))]            (3.13) 

In real scenario, the determination of dynamic angular change with accelerometer only 

measurements, is a complex process. It is required to filter out dynamic component from the static 

component. Therefore accelerometer is needed to be precisely and firmly placed while walking to 

avoid erroneous tilt readings due to changes in orientation and a high pass filter is needed on the  

combined acceleration data to segregate static component [144]–[147]. Some researcher resolved 

this by using gyroscope which is not influenced by gravity and can be positioned at any suitable 

place without concern of orientation. Moreover, gyroscope computation of tilt and angular 

deviation of the body in motion is simpler, faster with better signal to noise ratio [34], [121], [148], 

[149]. 

In recent gait researches, tri-axial and digitally interfaceable IMU is preferred for the reason of 

high resolution, low power consumption and greater throughput then analogue counterpart. Also, 

IMU is proved well suited for gait analysis due to miniature size and could be placed anywhere on 

the body without hindering optimal gait moves 

 

 Orientation estimation: The motion in 3 dimensions deviates orientation of each of tri-axial 

accelerometers from its fixed global axis. Therefore, for an accurate determination of moving 

direction with respect to global axes, the output of the accelerometer needs to be transformed 

relative to fixed global axes. The transformation is performed by obtaining a rotation matrix based 

on Euler’s angle or Quaternion vector values. Euler Angles based determination is simpler and 

straightforward as compared to Quaternion vector analysis but Euler angles would result into 

inaccurate orientation if a rotation of +/- 90 degrees is made from original zero-degree position 

(gimbal lock situation). However, rotations at ankle are measured under 90 degrees in all the axes 

of motion so Euler angles would be considered for this research. 

To determine relative orientation of IMU from a fixed global coordinate system, a rotation 

matrix ‘R’ is obtained by integrating the angular velocity signal G(t) over time. Therefore, angular 
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rotations α, β, γ are measured about IMU body axes x, y, and z, to obtain individual rotation matrix 

for each axis. The 3D rotation matrix ‘R’ is thus the product of the three matrices as shown below 

 𝑅 =
1 0 0
0 𝐶𝑜𝑠α 𝑆𝑖𝑛α
0 −𝑆𝑖𝑛α 𝐶𝑜𝑠α

 
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛽 0 −𝑆𝑖𝑛𝛽

0 1 0
𝑆𝑖𝑛𝛽 0 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛽

 
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛾 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝛾 0

−𝑆𝑖𝑛𝛾 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛾 0
0 0 1

            (3.14) 

The resulting matrix R gives the transformation of motion parameter from reference frame to IMU 

body frame. Obviously, the transpose of matrix i.e. ‘RT’ could be used to determine the motion 

relative to reference frame from the measurements in body frame. This transpose matrix is then 

multiplied with 3D acceleration matrix of sensitive axes (xyz) to obtain relative acceleration in 

reference axes (XYZ) as shown in equation (3.15).  Figure 3.4 presents the algorithm to compute 

reference frame accelerations. These accelerations are essential for navigation applications where 

velocities and distance in fixed frame are required. In Chapter 5, the velocity in horizontal plane 

will be calculated based on thus obtained reference frame accelerations [79], [150]–[153]. 

𝐴
𝐴
𝐴

=  𝑅

𝐴
𝐴

𝐴
             (3.15) 

 Drift problem and compensation: In absence of any rotation or acceleration, ideally the output of 

gyroscopes in all three axes and accelerometer in anteroposterior and lateral axes should output 

zero values whereas 1g should be measured in vertical axis accelerometer. However, practically 

an offset from these values is often measured, the average over time of this offset is known as bias  

 

Figure 3.4 Algorithm to determine acceleration values with respect to reference axes 
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of that sensor. Therefore, integration of sensor data with a bias over time results in output which 

reflects linearly rising error values known as drift. 

The bias is caused by multiple factors like temperature of the sensor, flicker noise in the 

electronics, and thermomechanical noise in MEMS. In addition to these, the calibration errors 

related to scaling, alignment and linearities of the sensors can add to the existing bias. The 

calibration errors can however be reduced by precisely calibrating IMU. The standard method for 

calibration is taking average of the sensor output during rest and then subtracting the bias value 

from final output. However, the method gives an approximate measurement of the bias and the 

result can’t be claimed completely error free.  

 An appropriate approach to achieve accurate orientation is through strapdown integration of 

IMU data acquired at consecutive sampling intervals. So, the rotation matrix is obtained for two 

consecutive small rotations associated with consecutive sampling intervals ‘Ts’ as illustrated in  

Figure 3.5 Rotation matrix determination at every sampling instance using strapdown integration. The 

rotation matrix for two consecutive measurements transforms the motion parameter from body 

frame of the IMU at latest time instance into the IMU body frame in penultimate instance. Though 

the individual rotation matrices could always be multiplied to achieve a rotation matrix which 

transform the change from final instance ‘t’ to origin at ‘t0’ as expressed below 

𝑅(𝑡0) =  𝑅 (𝑡1)𝑅 (𝑡1) … … 𝑅 (𝑡𝑛)     ∀ 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁           (3.16) 

The orientation based on such piece wise determination of rotation matrix is more accurate than a 

long-time scale transformation where gyroscope drift can cause discrepant estimation. Such short- 

time-scale determination can be useful in situation where IMU body frame during certain gait  

   

Figure 3.5 Rotation matrix determination at every sampling instance using strapdown integration 
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posture (e.g. stance phase during gait) has to be considered as reference orientation to analyse the 

foot moves during gait. The multiplication order of rotation matrices should be chosen carefully, 

since tri-axial rotations generally do not commute. Another factor that can deteriorate the accuracy 

is drift in gyroscope output that tends to accumulate with consecutive integration. Researchers in 

the past fused accelerometer and magnetometer data to compensate this drift problem. However, 

such fusion could also be undermined by the presence of high acceleration moves and magnetic 

field disturbing surrounding. Yet accelerometer data can be useful estimating IMU orientation 

during the periods of rest (e.g. midstance subphase), when the accelerometer readings are due to 

gravitational pull only and the IMU inclination can be computed using (3.11). However, during 

dynamic phases of the walk the acceleration output is quite higher then rest and therefore, Euler 

angles could be better estimated with gyroscope readings described earlier [79], [150]–[153]. 

 IMU in current research: This research employs MMA8451Q from Freescale Semiconductors, 

Austin, Texas, USA, which is a tri-axial accelerometer, having (±2, ±4, ±8)g dynamic ranges of 

acceleration measurement; 8bit, 14bit selectable digital output; 1.56Hz-800Hz output data rate; 

advantage of low power consumption and sleep mode working [154]. Similarly, L3G4200D from 

STMicroelectronics, Geneva, Switzerland, a tri-axial gyroscope with (250, 500, 2000) deg/sec 

selectable range of angular velocity measurement; 16bit digital output; up to 800 Hz output data 

rate; benefit of low power consumption in power down mode [155]. Both sensors were embedded 

on custom made sensing node controlled by CC430F6137 from Texas Instruments, Dallas, Texas, 

USA a 16bit microcontroller with an 8-channel 12bit ADC; a sub-1GHz RF core; and ultra-low-

power modes of processing [156]. The sensor node entitled AWSAM-3 was developed at the 

department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, The University of Auckland  [143]. 

 Force Sensitive Resistor (FSR) 

FSR consists of two membranes barely apart with a thin air gap in between. The membranes are rigid 

enough to maintain separation along with the support of spacer at perimeter. The membranes are 

typically made of flexible polymer sheets whereas the spacer is a screen print or thin film of pressure 

sensitive adhesive. One of the membranes has electrically distinct, two sets of interdigitated lines with 

each set connecting to one connection trace to FSR output. The conductive traces are typically screen  
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Figure 3.6 FSR components [158] 

 

prints of silver polymer thick film ink and occasionally formed out of gold plated copper. The other 

membrane is coated with FSR® carbon-based ink. When FSR sensitive area is pressed, the ink surface 

shorts the interdigitated fingers of the facing side and in turn connects the two traces with a resistance 

that is inversely proportional to the applied force. Figure 3.6 illustrates the components of FSR. 

FSR is readily used for gait kinetics in foot drop applications, since it is thin enough to be positioned 

on insole underneath foot without being obtrusive during gait [159]. Also with FSR, data collection 

and evaluation is quite simple. Pressure can be calculated by monitoring resistive changes in FSR with 

applied load through a simple voltage divider circuit. Result accuracy is guaranteed by virtue of 

maintained proportionality between force and resistance [160], [161]. Thus, FSR can detect stance 

phase events unambiguously. Since long and still in recent works for drop foot correction, FSRs are 

widely opted in gait analysis to determine the phasic changes and sub phasic information during stance 

phase [159], [162], [163]. They are used as force sensing platform in commercial OEM medical 

devices [164]. A401 from Tekscan Inc South Boston, MA, USA [165] is selected for this research after 

a comparative analysis with a contemporary FSR, which will be discussed in detail in next chapter.  
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 Fusion of inertial and pressure sensors  

Since long and still in recent works for drop foot correction, FSRs are widely opted in gait analysis. 

However, some researchers rejected the idea to rely on force or pressure sensing for stimulator 

actuation and preferred using inertial sensors [15], [166]. In this regards only gyroscope based 

approach is utilised in [35], [83], [167]–[170]. Whereas accelerometer only setup for gait analysis 

witnessed in [85], [171]–[173]. The low power consumption of accelerometer is pronounced as 

preference grounds over gyroscope and therefore utilised for angular measurements beside calculating 

linear accelerations [85]. 

An accelerometer is also claimed as a source of sensing tilt of tibia in commercial FES based foot 

drop solutions, the Walk Aide and XFT-2001 [76], [77]. Yet a number of researchers utilised both 

accelerometers and gyroscopes together (IMU) [19], [34], [71], [149], [174], [175]. From the sources, 

one added benefit in systems based solely on inertial system is bare foot gait analysis. These systems 

are claimed for accurate detection of phases for both with and without footwear studies; however, they 

require complex software approach to detect the gait phases distinctively. Therefore, another group of 

researchers preferred combination of sensing criteria for robust analytical outcomes along with simple 

computational procedure and they are seen using FSRs together with gyroscopes in [15], [101], [121], 

[176], [177] and FSRs with accelerometers in [90], [125], [140], [178]–[180]. The readings also 

suggested the effect of gravitational force on accelerometers can be useful to measure angular 

displacement of the moving part alongside the accelerations in space, but this is to be traded off for 

delayed detection due to increased functional evaluation of accelerometer outputs which might be 

disadvantageous in real-time recognition of phases. Hence, majority of researchers used data fusion of 

accelerometer and gyroscope in combination with FSRs for fast and accurate detection of events 

throughout gait and providing real time feedback to promote enhanced stimulation control in foot drop 

stimulators [29], [124], [181]–[186]. 

 Gait Phase Detection Schemes 

It is understood, a typical human gait is a sequential occurrence of sub phasic events. During which 

gait kinetics and kinematics alters with transition of events but remains specific for a unique event. 

The sensory information is useful for identification of executed event and to anticipate the intended 
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event prior happening [187]. Even though the similarities in sensing configuration existed in many gait 

detection researches, differences in detection approaches have been witnessed as well. The popular 

techniques are described below. 

 Rule-based finite state machine 

Some researchers tried to define gait cycle using phase detection algorithm based on a finite state 

machine (FSM) model. Here gait phases are realised as states and the status of the gait kinetics and/or 

kinematics within, sets up the ruling for transitions between machine states and where the data from 

sensors serve as the conditions necessary for a state existence and for the transition into next state. 

This proved to be promising for a timely control of stimulation by specifying a condition necessary to 

be satisfied before actuation of stimulator [187]. This approach has been dominantly utilised in 

researches involving gait analysis for foot drop stimulation control irrespective of sensing platforms. 

In this context, researchers disintegrated gait into differing number of states with differences in 

transition possibilities. Therefore, Rueterbories et al [85] defined FSM representing four distinct gait 

phases with six transitions using accelerometers on foot affected by foot drop. Pappas et al [15] and 

Seel et al [19] introduced seven possible transitions among four gait events while using sensors on 

affected foot as well. Pappas utilised fused information from FSRs and gyroscopes while Seel sensing 

criteria was based on fusion of gyroscopes and accelerometer as IMU. Kotiadis et al [34] worked out 

detections with three states and transitions while using IMU on shank of affected foot. Noelia [88] 

presented six state gait FSM and fused magnetometer in addition to accelerometer and gyroscope. In 

her work, the sensing setup was worn on both limbs at thigh, shank, and foot locations.  

 Machine learning techniques 

Few FDS researchers adopted machine learning techniques like inductive learning (IL) and neural 

networks (NN) to infuse better control of stimulator in FES devices. For this an algorithm is trained to 

control stimulation triggering automatically based on the user requirement for actuation. The data sets 

for the trainer are the outputs from sensors which could be carrying information about body posture or 

muscular activity. The sensory data sets are evaluated in accordance of the reference sensory values in 

that particular event. This methodology was claimed successful in coping erroneous stimulation in 
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open loop FES devices [187]. Therefore Kirkwood et al [188] utilised IL approach to identify gait 

activity using goniometer and force sensing insoles. Williamson et al in [125] used accelerometers as 

sensing base and compared both IL and NN techniques for gait phase detection, Pawin et al [189] 

worked with FSRs to train NN based algorithm for abnormal gait phase detection. 

 Fuzzy logic  

In some researches, detection is based on multiple levels of the sensory output rather than unique 

threshold for binary form of outcomes. Considering the fact there is not an abrupt transition from one 

gait phase into another, fuzzy logic based detection can give good interpretation of phasic transitions. 

This can be achieved by assigning a unique recognition pattern for a specific phasic existence and inter 

phasic transition [187]. Chizek with Ng in [190] and later with Skelly in [120] used goniometers and 

FSRs respectively, to develop fuzzy logic based algorithms for real time detection of gait phases to 

control FES stimulation in paraplegic subjects. Similarly, Kyongchul presented a better fuzzy based 

pattern description for five sub phases in stance by measuring ground reaction forces through air 

pressure sensors [89]. 

 Comparison of approaches for suitability in proposed research 

Machine learning approaches require recursive process of learning and specialised software for 

training the model for gait detection [125], [149], [187]. An inevitable feature is the collection of large 

datasets prior training the software to achieve precision which is a time-consuming step in design. 

Fuzzy logic based approach can be useful in precise description of gait transitions. However, the 

algorithm is subjected to care for multiple thresholds for actuation decision for a single sensor. 

Therefore, in cases where fusion of multiple sensor is required for precise detection, the computational 

complexity would rise [149]. 

The state-of-the-art FDS works indicate the significance of fusion of multiple sensors for 

appropriate identification of gait sub-phases. Alongside, precision in gait detection, it is also desirable 

to have reduced computational loading during detection process. Therefore, these works utilised 

unique threshold values from each contributing sensor and adopted FSM based algorithm for achieving 

computational simplicity without compromising real-time effectiveness [15], [19], [33]–[36], [120], 
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[85], [144], [187].  Since, the proposed research is also intended to utilise fusion of variant sensing 

bases, so single threshold governed FSM based algorithm would be leveraged for gait determination. 

 Summary 

This chapter investigated hardware and software techniques for gait sensing to decide a viable 

combination for proposed research. Therefore, at first, categorization of sensors based on kinetics, 

kinematics and physiological parameters is presented. Based on the wearable feasibility and proven 

effectiveness in FDS control, tri-axial inertial measurement unit (accelerometer and gyroscope) and 

force sensitive resistor are chosen for this research. The mathematics foundations behind measuring 

dynamic angular variation with gyroscope, while the static posture and linear motion determination 

using accelerometer, are described. Further, the fusion of pressure and inertial sensors for reliability in 

gait detection is justified by comparing past researches. At last, algorithmic approaches in past 

successful FDS works are analysed. Thereafter, concept of realising gait cycle as a finite state machine 

where state detection is based on a single and unique threshold level per sensor, is chosen for this 

research on account of accurate real-time detection with computational economy.  
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Selection of Suitable Force Sensitive Resistor

 Introduction 

FSRs from different manufacturers, with variation in morphologies and loading capacities were 

selected in past foot drop researches. However, a functional comparison of different FSRs and options 

on how to choose them for gait analysis has not been established. Therefore, in this chapter, two major 

FSR sensors in gait or foot drop researches, FSR 406 from Interlink Electronics, CA, USA and A401 

from Tekscan Inc South Boston, MA, USA [165], [191] are evaluated and compared for the 

behavioural patterns during gait. FSR 406 was exploited in [183], [192], [193] whereas A-401 utilised 

in [194]–[196]. Both FSRs are different in terms of loading capacities, shapes and area as shown in  

Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. However, both are efficient enough to generate response in less than 5 micro 

seconds. For a suitability check for this research, both FSRs are tested on adult and healthy individuals. 

The pattern of an individual’s gait is then correlated with the as varying resistance of FSR which 

changes as function of applied pressure. The stance and swing phases are represented along with 

distinct indication of sub-phases according to standard gait definition by Perry [1]. Finally, a 

performance based selection criteria for each FSR type with respect to individual’s gait are developed. 
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         a)                     b) 

Figure 4.1 Force sensitive resistors a) Interlink’s FSR 406, b) Tekscan’s A401 
 

 
a) 

 

 
                       b)                                           

Figure 4.2 Characteristic curve for Force vs Resistance & Force vs Conductance for a) for A401 [165], 
b) FSR 406 [191]  
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 Development of plot for comparing FSRs at a common force scale 

As the first step prior experiments, sensors were verified with calibrated weights for the characteristic 

curve supplied by manufacturers as shown in Figure 4.2 a) and b). The resistance versus force curves 

are presented at different force units. Therefore, to ease the comparison, a new plot was developed in 

which the characteristic curves of both FSRs are scaled at a common force unit as shown in Figure 4.3, 

where A401 demonstrates a greater functional bandwidth, ranging from 2 kilograms Force up to 60-

kilogram Force and can even go beyond. On the other hand, FSR 406 is more sensitive to lower 

magnitude forces and able to distinctively respond to forces as low as 20 grams. 

 Experimental Setup  

Heel is a major load bearing part of foot during gait cycle. Both stance and swing phase could be 

precisely distinguished through pressure changes under heel. Moreover, the variations in heel 

pressures, while executing sub-phases during stance phase, can be an important factor for description 

of an individual’s gait [89], [159], [179]. Therefore, heel was selected as primary location, for FSR 

testing, at which the two FSR models were placed alternatively during experiment. Along with an FSR 

at heel, a separate A401 was placed under the great toe to get better interpretation of phasic change 

from stance to swing phase. A generic sole was prepared for this purpose by marking the pressure 

region of heel and great toe using ink imprints of foot. A pair of pre-sewn pockets for FSR enclosure 

was pasted at target locations under the insole as shown in Figure 4.4. 

A fixed value resistor is connected in series with each FSR to form a voltage divider circuit as 

shown in Figure 4.5. The voltage drop across the fix resistor VR is fed to an analogue-to-digital 

converter with the output which is calculated as: 

𝑉  =   (𝑉 × 𝑅) (𝑅 +  𝑅 )⁄                          (4.1) 
where VS is the source voltage 

From the working principle of FSR, the resistance decreases with increasing load and subsequently 

the current through FSR increases, which allows major drop of voltage across fixed resistor at the 

output. The relationship of FSR conductance with applied loading stays approximately linear 

throughout as reported in [164]. This way the output voltage reflects direct proportionality with the 

amount of pressure applied during gait activity. 
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Figure 4.3 A new plot for representation of Force vs Resistance curves of FSR 406 and A401 at common 
scale of grams Force, N vs k-ohms 

 
 

     
     a)                                                                                b) 

 
                                                                            c) 

Figure 4.4 Placement of sensors a) FSR 406 at heel and A-401 at toe, b) A 401 on both sites, c) Pre-
sewn pockets for FSR 406 (at heel) and A-401 at toe (at toe) 
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Figure 4.5 Voltage divider circuit for FSR: VS supply voltages, VR output voltage proportional to loading 
pressure 

 

Two participants capable of walking normally, weighing between 65 and 80kg walked on a flat 

surface. The experiments were first conducted with complete foot enclosing (closed) footwear, tied 

with laces, and then repeated while wearing a bit open footwear (strapped) with the straps for fastening  

as shown in Figure 4.6. To process the output voltage, development board for Texas Instruments 

CC430F6137 integrated microcontroller was deployed. Two ADC channels were utilised to collect 

and process the analogue voltages from the fixed resistors with heel and toe FSRs. Data was sampled 

at 50 Hz, and transferred wirelessly from the sensing module to a workstation for analysis in 

MATLAB. The sensing module was firmly pasted on medial site of the foot. Different values of fixed 

resistors were tested with both FSRs and outputs were observed; finally, the gait patterns generated 

out while using 1 k-ohms with FSR 406 and 100 k-ohms with A401 were found suitable. 

 Results 

The outcomes of experiments turned out to be similar in terms of gait pattern while testing for same 

type of FSR with both participants. However, tangible differences in gait pattern were commonly  

 

       
                a)                                        b) 

Figure 4.6 Footwear types and setup a) Closed footwear setup, b) Strapped footwear setup 
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observed with both participants upon switching FSR type as demonstrated in Figure 4.7 and Figure 

4.8. So, irrespective of FSRs or shoe type, the load bearing (loading response) ‘L’ initiates with heel 

strike. Thereafter heel FSR output rises swiftly and reaches maximum until the middle portion of foot’s 

plantar side touches the floor upon mid stance ‘MID ST’. From mid stance to heel off, load shifts from 

heel to middle foot leading to forefoot, which is exhibited by fall of heel FSR output after a sustained 

maximum level, followed by a rise in toe FSR. As the heel output drops to unloaded values, terminal 

stance ‘TER ST’ starts, which stays until toe output reaches maximum values indicating point of push 

off or propulsion (pre-swing) ‘P’. Next, at toe off, the toe sensor drops to unloaded level indicating 

transition into swing phase where both heel and toe sensors stay at the unloaded level. A mid value 

during ascent and descent of the sensor output was selected as border line for sub-phasic transitions. 

 Effects of A401 

From Figure 4.7 a) and b) as the heel strikes with A 401, regardless of type of footwear, a significant 

rise in voltage levels is seen at the output of fixed resistor and shapes in a peak. Later, it begins to drop 

as the foot goes flat and diminishes when the heel lifts. From here, the output of toe fixed resistor rises 

referring to terminal stance. Upon toe off, the output of toe resistor decreases to values representing 

initial swing phase after which no changes in outputs occur until next heel strike. A slight difference 

in rise pattern of toe is however observed in closed footwear where output from toe increases gradually 

right from the start of mid stance - Figure 4.7 b).  

 Effects of FSR 406  

Some important differences were noted with FSR 406. Therefore, after heel strikes the ground, a level 

of highest values rather than a peak is formed before the voltage drops to unloaded values. With the 

start of swing phase, output from heel rises undesirably to a level higher than unloaded values. The 

rise persists for the entire swing phase and drops back to the unloaded value just before the next heel 

strike. This phenomenon annotated as ‘Swing Rise’ in Figure 4.8 is observed with both footwear types 

and with higher intensity in closed footwear. Also, with closed footwear, a peculiar level sustenance 

was observed during the descent of heel output while transiting from mid stance into terminal stance, 

marked as ‘Plateau’ in Figure 4.8 b). Another discovery was the rise in magnitudes of these strange 
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 Gait Pattern for a single foot with A401 placed inside Strapped footwear 

 

 

       a)  
 

 Gait Pattern for a single foot with A401 placed inside Closed footwear 

 
       b) 

Figure 4.7 Loading curves with A401 under heel and toe in a) Strapped footwear, b) Closed footwear  
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Gait Pattern for a single foot with FSR 406 placed inside Strapped footwear 

 

       a) 

 

Gait Pattern for a single foot with FSR 406 placed inside Closed footwear 

 

       b) 

Figure 4.8 Loading curves with FSR 406 under heel and A401 under toe a) in Strapped footwear,  
b) Closed footwear 
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Variations in ‘Swing Rise’ and ‘Plateau’ with change in series resistors 

 
Figure 4.9 Variations in swing rise and plateau formations with FSR 406 in closed footwear with a RS of 

a) 1 k-ohm, b) 10 k-ohm, c) 100 k-ohm 

 

formations while testing for suitable value of fixed resistor with FSR 406, which increase directly with 

series resistor value as shown in Figure 4.9. 

 

 Discussion 

With both FSR setups, commencement of stance phase is depicted with a substantial rise in voltages 

upon ‘heel strike’, while end of the stance and start of the swing with dropped voltages from heel and 

toe FSRs at ‘toe off’. However, momentary differences are identified within during stance and swing 

due to the variations in size, load bearing capacity and enclosure within shoes. The differences are 

noticeable in swing phase right after toe off: the swing rise. Whereas in stance phase, difference is 

observable near the end of mid stance when the forces at heel are dropped around half while the toe 
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forces are increased to a level indicating toe under stressful contact: the plateau formation. 

By comparing the gait patterns in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 with gait plots in a similar work published 

earlier [197], A401 based gait presentation appeared to be a closer match than FSR 406 based setup. 

 Effects of Footwear Enclosure 

Increasing toe forces were observed right from mid stance while wearing closed footwear as shown in 

Figure 4.7 b) and Figure 4.8 b). This is caused due to constrained space for forefoot positioning in 

closed footwear. Due to which, the toe sensor gets stressed immediately after foot goes flat as toe 

comes into an earlier contact with the sensor. 

 Influence of Sensor’s Surface Area 

The ‘plateau’ formation with FSR 406 in closed footwear in Figure 4.8 b), suggests the existence of 

sustained pressure by heel onto the sensor because of a persistent contact of heel with sensor while 

transiting load from heel to forefoot. In the strapped footwear, heel displaces more freely and depresses 

the sensor in a smoother pattern. Therefore ‘plateau’ is not observed with strapped footwear. Moreover, 

its absence in cases of A401 highlights that the occurrence probability of plateau goes with sensor’s 

surface area too. Although with greater surface area of FSR 406 one has to deal with such unnecessary 

formations, yet it adds up to the benefits by increasing the possibility to detect heel strike in case strikes 

unevenly and establishes contact with the ground on the sides rather than the middle. 

 Working Range and Sensitivity of Sensor  

Figure 4.3 suggests FSR 406 is much more sensitive than A401 for smaller forces, however not able 

to embrace larger loads as A401 does. The difference in loading behaviour of two sensors owes its 

existence to differences in sensitivity characteristics between them. 

Therefore, unlike A401, FSR 406 doesn’t display a peak formation during loading response and 

mid stance when heel loads shift from striking point to the heel off point. This is for the very reason 

that the forces are typically quite large in any point in time during transition from heel strike till heel 

off and FSR 406 is unable to distinguish them in terms of resistance. Hence a sustained level is seen 

right from heel strike till heel off while using FSR 406. Next, in start of swing phase, ‘swing rise’ is 
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observed while walking with FSR 406 as shown in Figure 4.8. Swing rise occurs due to ankle 

dorsiflexion during ‘initial swing’ which in turn causes minor depression by heel onto sensor that is 

falsely interpreted as if heel loading in ground contact. That is why combining higher values of series 

resistances with FSR 406 is not recommended as this would increase magnitude of swing rise as well 

as of plateau. Figure 4.9 elaborates this issue graphically, where resulting output voltages are shown 

in bits scale. Starting from Figure 4.9 a), it’s observed that a 1 k-ohm fixed resistor results in a very 

little swing rise of about 20 bits which is almost negligible whereas plateau is showing rise of 100 bits. 

However, a 10-times increase in series resistor lifts swing rise at 130 bits that is equal to half of the 

magnitude of stance phase value and plateau nears the mid stance values reaching to 200 bits as shown 

in Figure 4.9 b). The worst case is observed in Figure 4.9 c), where a series resistance of 100 k-ohm 

with FSR 406 gives a boost to swing rise and plateau equalising almost maximum loading values at 

heel. Here the mid stance fall is merged with terminal stance rise due to plateau while the swing rise 

portrays a heel strike. This situation could be disastrous if an algorithm is distinguishing phases and 

sub phases of gait by monitoring changes in heel loading. 

On the other hand, A401 can bear much higher loads as compared to FSR 406. Normally A401 can 

measure 100 lbs and with certain modifications in driving circuit, it can measure up to 7000 lbs [165]. 

Beside this, as suggested from Figure 4.3, A401 exhibit noticeable variations in resistance for larger 

magnitude of forces. Thus, for smaller forces such as those mounted by ankle dorsiflexion during 

swing, it appears to be insensitive and does not vary its resistance at all, so no ‘swing rise’ with A401. 

 The power consumption  

The square shaped FSR 406 showed undesirably high sensitivity to forces and quickly dropped to 

low resistive values with rising forces. So, a low value resistance like 1 k-ohm was selected to get 

distinct patterns for stance and swing though this low resistance configuration would lead to rapid 

discharge of battery due to higher current drain through voltage divider. Whereas, the round sensor 

A401 showed lower sensitivity to foot movements during swing phase with distinguished smooth 

patterns for values as large as 330 k-ohm. However, 100 k-ohm is used for optimum output voltages. 

Thus, A401 has edge in terms of power consumption of the system, as well. From above mentioned 

discoveries, selection criteria for FSRs are summarized in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 based on advantages 

of both FSRs with regards to gait scenario.
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Table 4.1 Benefits of FSR 406 over A401 

S. No                A401                     FSR 406 

1.                           Enhanced probability of Heel strike detection 

Due to smaller contact area (0.8 in2 approx. 

from 1-inch dia.), A401 might miss out heel 

detection in situations when heel does not strike 

the ground at the centre. Such a case could be 

seen when surface is not even or foot is 

unexpectedly landed with excessive inversion 

or eversion. 

FSR 406 can benefit from larger surface area 

(2.6in2 approx. from 39.6mm each side) of 

contact while walking on uneven ground where 

foot might strike on the side, rather than middle 

of heel. Thus, the probability of heel strike 

detection is higher than A401 in case of non-flat 

surface. 

2.                                       Suitable for low loading activities 

A401, because of its lower sensitivity for 

smaller forces (2kgF minimum force to vary 

resistance noticeably), is not envisaged to work 

well for low loading activities like gait analysis 

in paediatrics (children) or individual 

experiencing some foot loading problem. 

FSR 406 shows increased sensitivity for lower 

loads (20 gm-F sufficient force to produce 

resistance change). Thus, it could be useful for 

gait analysis in paediatrics and in cases where 

individuals are unable to support body weight on 

the heel completely due to trauma or any other 

gait related suffering.  

3.                                                         Economical 

A401 is quite more expensive than FSR 406. 1 

A401 is about $24NZD in a pack of 4 sensors. 

FSR 406 is much cheaper even less than half of 

A401 price. Single FSR 406 is worth 10NZ$ 

approximately. 
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Table 4.2 Benefits of A401 over FSR 406 

S. No                                                             A401                            FSR 406 

1.                                            Precise representation of phases 

 A401 offers M Ohms resistance to force values 

below 2 Kilogram. This feature nullifies the 

effects of false loading at heel during 

dorsiflexion in swing phase (no swing rise). 

Also by virtue of smaller surface area exposed 

to loads (a circular perimeter of 3.1 inches 

approx.) the heel forces distribute 

symmetrically while shifting from rear to fore 

foot during transition of mid stance into 

terminal stance. (no plateau) 

FSR 406 being sensitive to as low as 20 grams 

force or even lesser, detects heel depression due to 

dorsiflexion in swing phase and output as a true 

compressive loading against ground (swing rise). 

Unlike A401, it offers larger contact area under 

heel. Quantitatively a square perimeter of 158.4 

mm (6.2 inches approx.). So, progression of heel 

forces shows abruptness during transition from 

rear to fore foot for midstance into terminal 

stance. (plateau formed) 

2.                                  Suitability for normal to high loading activities 

 A401 can bear greater pressures. Typically for 

a loading of 100 lbs, it offers resistance around 

100 k-ohm. This highlights its usefulness in 

analysis of extreme loading activities like 

running, jumping, walking down a steep slope 

etc. 

FSR 406 reduces to resistance values under 3 k-

ohm while sustaining just about 1 Kilogram force 

(2.2 lbs only). Due to this feature, it doesn’t 

appear to suit for high loading activities like 

running, jumping, walking down a steep slope etc. 

3.                                                           Power effectiveness 

 A401 promotes longer battery life by offering 

high ohmic pathway to reduce the current drain. 

For example, to drop 1 V in this experiment, 

sensor would be at 50 k-ohm (series resistance 

100 k-ohm and battery 3V). Hence a current of 

20 µA would flow through the resistive path. 

FSR 406 should be worked out with smaller fixed 

resistors this would enforce large drain of current 

subsequently reducing battery life. With FSR 406, 

1 V drop would occur when it’s offering 500 ohms 

(series resistance 1Kohm and 3V supply). 

Eventually a current drain of 2mA would result. 
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 Choice for the proposed research 

A401 by virtue of its robust load withstanding capacity, can be advantageous in adult gait analysis as 

well as for some extreme gait activities in which large pressures are mounted by the foot. The smaller 

surface area gives liberty to be placed under specific bone e.g. 1st metatarsal without being affected by 

the pressure under the other region. Also with lower sensitivity profile of A401 for low magnitude 

forces, one can develop reliable algorithm for gait phases’ detection while using higher values of series 

resistances with it, which also offers long period of battery usage in experiments. On the contrary, 

combining higher values of resistances with FSR 406 puts the distinctive detection of stance from 

swing phase at stake (Typically at 100k: swing rise almost equalises loaded sensor values instance) as 

suggested by plots in Figure 4.9. This could in turn cease the stimulation during swing phase due to 

possible misinterpretation of stance by gait detection algorithm. Hence, considering all the favouring 

situations for this research, A401 was chosen to proceed with. 

 Summary  

In this chapter, two force sensitive resistors (A401 and FSR 406) used in past gait research, were 

compared while being tested in same conditions. Based on evaluation, selection criteria are established, 

which according to authors’ knowledge, were never proposed before. The criteria founded in the 

research could be beneficial for future FSR based gait investigations, providing guidance for choosing 

suitable FSR for specifics of the gait conditions. 

 With both sensors, gait phases were vividly detected while participants walked in real walking 

scenarios on level surfaces. Further from analysis, it is deduced that A401 is a suitable option for 

proposed research on account of greater load withstanding capacity; lower sensitivity to movement 

artefacts (low magnitude forces); better chances to develop circuit which require lower current drain 

which in turn enable the battery to be used for longer periods without the change.
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A Robust Stimulation Control based on 

Bipedal Gait Model and Heterogeneous Sensor 

Fusion

 Introduction 

Commercial FDSs trigger inappropriately under certain postural and walking conditions. The 

limitation is due to imprecise gait sensing mechanism used in commercial FDS. Past researches 

addressed this limitation by defining stimulation control based on finite state model of a gait cycle 

governed by the information from foot drop affected limb/foot only. Since gait is a collaborative 

activity of both feet, where sequential occurrence of sub phases during stance and swing makes up a 

gait cycle. Therefore, this chapter investigates the role of normal foot information for robust 

stimulation triggering control. In this regard, gait cycle is realised as a finite state model based on 

information of concurrent gait sub-phases (states) from each foot and named bipedal gait model 

(BPM). The input for state transition is served by fused information from feet-worn heterogeneous 
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sensors: pressure and inertial sensors. Both sensor types are connected to AWSAM-3 (an in-house-

built miniature low power wireless senor node) for data collection and wireless transmission for off-

line analysis. The pressure sensors are placed under the feet at heel and first metatarsal, whereas inertial 

sensors embedded on a stack of AWSAM-3 are mounted at medial side of each foot. Further, a BPM 

based stimulation control algorithm is developed. BPM and stimulation control is evaluated in real-

time simulation scenario on normal and simulated FD gait executed by sixteen able-bodied 

participants. The evaluation is performed while walking with speed variations (slow, normal, and fast) 

and, then investigating it under inappropriate triggering scenarios (ITS). Finally, the analysis of the 

proposed model and control with FD rehabilitation exercises was performed. The efficiency of BPM 

and stimulation control is justified by comparing with gait detection and stimulation control in 

commercial FDSs and single-foot-gait based state-of-the-art FDS. 

 Existing solutions and research gap 

Electrical stimulation at peroneal nerve and/or lower leg muscles provide orthotic support to FD 

patients by  actuating dorsiflexion and/or eversion prior swing phase [13], [18], [26], [198]. Moreover, 

the stimulation provide therapeutic effect to promote gait rehabilitation like muscles strengthening 

exercises [22]–[25], [28], [29]. However, commercial FDSs exhibit inappropriate triggering under 

specific community dwelling activities as highlighted in Table 5.1 and here onwards termed as 

inappropriate triggering scenarios (ITS). Collectively, the limitations are attributed to incapability of 

present sensing systems to accurately recognize gait.  

Diverse methodologies were adopted in past researches for accurate real-time gait detection, among 

which gait representation via rule-based FSM complemented by force and/or inertial navigation 

sensors is prominently utilised [15], [19], [34], [85], [120], [144], [187], [199]–[204]. In this context, 

many researchers proposed FSM approach upon information from single foot to identify sub-phases 

during gait. Therefore Popovic in [199] represented gait with 12 states (8 for stance and 4 for swing) 

meant for FES control. The research was however not claimed to be useful for real-time applications 

and was updated by Duric by increasing the number of states to 21 and utilised inertial sensors 

(accelerometer and gyroscope) on lower leg [200]. Pressure sensors (force sensitive resistors FSR) 

were placed under foot, which were merely used as switches and state definition solely relied upon 
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Table 5.1 Inappropriate triggering scenarios in commercial foot drop stimulators 

Gait Sensing 

Mechanism in 

commercial FDS 

Lower Leg Tilt Sensing  

 

Heel Pressure Sensing 

Inappropriate 

Triggering  

Scenarios (ITS) 

 Non-gait knee flexion while 

sitting or standing [15], [17]. 

 Decreased flexion at knee joint 

due to joint pathology [17], [18].   

 Non-gait heel lift while 

sitting/standing or weight shifting 

while standing [15], [16], [82]. 

 Changes in footwear/walking surface 

or sensor degradation [14], [16]. 

 

inertial sensors. However, the increased number of states inherited complexity in selection of 

appropriate thresholds for 21 states. However, no results were shown for model’s performance with 

ITS. One focus of such researches is stimulation adaptation for compensating angular variations at 

ankle during communal gait or gait rehabilitation under clinical supervision. In this context, most 

recent and substantial contributions are done by Seel et al [3], [19], [84], [86], [205], [206]. They 

presented gait FSMs with 4 states (3 stance, 1 swing) and 7 transitions where state detection relied on 

fusion of information from feet-worn IMU that comprised of 3D accelerometer and gyroscope [84], 

[205], which improved ankle/foot motion at more than one degrees of freedom during swing phase[3], 

[86], [206]. However, none of these contributions were validated under ITS as mentioned in Table 5.1. 

A similar model was followed by Rueterbories et al [85] where detection mainly relied on 

accelerometers. However, the system lacked testing under ITS. The evaluation under ITS while 

considering normal gait alongside paraplegic foot moves was performed by Pappas et al [15], [121]. 

They used a gait FSM as in [19], [84], but fused data from FSRs and gyroscope worn on foot drop 

affected foot. Later, Kotiadis et al [34] presented ITS evaluation while utilizing a tri-state gait FSM 

complemented by IMU worn at affected shank. Both works showed success for normal and foot drop 

gait at different surfaces and terrains. However, both used static threshold levels for inter-state 

transitions that costed trade-off between detection robustness and delay. Thus, their algorithms 

rendered discrepant heel-off/pre-swing (PS) detection and stimulation triggering in cases where 

thresholds were unusually met or missed.  
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Human gait is a collaborative phenomenon of both feet where the periodic exchange of stance and 

swing phases between feet makes up a gait cycle [1]. All the earlier mentioned works considered single 

foot information for determination of gait. Although the models and algorithms were successful in 

usual situations, yet in certain scenarios the possibility of gait misinterpretation can’t be denied. A 

likely situation is when focused foot is making movement as in gait, whereas the other foot is not 

contributing alongside. Thus, it is possible that movements on focused foot fulfil the sensory criterion 

for gait detection without the gait actually executed. 

Few researchers developed gait models while considering movement of both legs though control 

of FDS was not their primary target. In this context Franken in [201] came up with 10 states based 

FSM for assisted gait. The statuses of both legs were monitored using two different sets of sensors, 

however, the model was not counter tested under ITS. Gorcic et al [202] proposed a gait model for 

robotic prosthesis engaging information from both legs comprising of 4 states (2 single support and 2 

double support) with auxiliary 3 states for pre-gait (bipedal standing) posture. The system was claimed 

reliable for real-time walking, however evaluated in a lab setup and not in a real-world scenario and 

neither judged under ITS. Another group of researchers [203], [204] described a bi-limb gait model 

based on fuzzy finite state machine for normal and simulated abnormality in gait. They used waist 

mounted accelerometer, and so had to come up with state detection rules governed by high degree of 

complexity with temporal constraints. Even then, no details of feet posture during gait would be 

possible that is an essential parameter for identification of gait disorders due to impairment in feet 

movements as in foot drop. Another contribution highlighting bipedal gait analysis is proposed by 

Wang et al [144], where fused data from IMU were taken to detect gait states (3 stance, 1 swing). The 

dual feet gait was affirmed by carrying out modular analysis on each foot separately rather than an 

interactive single model.  

Some researchers didn’t focus on the implementation of gait FSM, however, used normal foot 

status to determine gait and trigger stimulation on affected foot [122], [162], [207]. Still they didn’t 

evaluate the performance under ITS. Recently, Noelia [88] proposed a gait model based on 

simultaneous information from both shanks using inertial and magnetic measurement systems 

(IMMS). The model took into account six states; however, the model and stimulation control were 

studied for stimulation adaptation purpose only and not validated for ITS either. 
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Hence, this chapter is focused to build up a robust solution to overcome the prevailing ITS related 

triggering deficits in commercial FDSs without facing threshold governed discrepant phase detection 

as in [15], [34]. For this purpose, a gait detection model is aimed that depends on concurrent 

information from both feet detected via heterogeneous (pressure and inertial) sensor fusion. Thereafter, 

a stimulation control is proposed that relies on bipedal gait periodicity rather than single foot behaviour 

during gait. For reliability in gait detection, the proposed model is evaluated with normal and foot drop 

gait simulated by sixteen healthy walkers. The walking tests were performed at three different speeds: 

slow, normal, and fast. In the next step, the precision in gait detection is challenged with ITS and foot 

drop rehabilitation exercises. Beside gait model, the stimulation control algorithm is also evaluated for 

precision in actuation during all aforementioned activities in a real-time simulation manner. The effect 

of rehabilitation exercises on FDS is being studied for the first time. The notion comes up with the fact 

that a warm-up activity is essential prior stretching muscles and a feasible way to warm-up is walking 

[23]. Although stimulation is not required during stretches but would be needed for a safe warm-up 

walk. Therefore, it would be convenient if FDS is capable to distinguish walk from exercises so the 

patient is not required to remove it after warm-up fearing needless stimulations during exercises. For 

efficiency comparison, the gait detection and stimulation control mechanism of state-of-the-art single-

foot-based gait models (SFMs) and commercial FDSs are evaluated alongside BPM and stimulation 

control. 

 New Bipedal Gait Model 

This research introduces a gait model that considers concurrent states on both feet as a single state. 

The model is based on product of FSMs principle, where simultaneous state changes at two 

independent FSMs contributing to a common process are combined to form a single state and 

eventually resulting into a single FSM representing the process comprehensively. In this research, the 

process is the gait cycle, while independent FSM and states refer to cyclic change of sub-phases at 

each foot and therefore the combination of both is termed bipedal gait model. The background which 

led to the development of bipedal model is elaborated in following subsections.  
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 Gait realization as a FSM  

The stance and swing phases are characterized by sub-phases [1]. Each sub-phase possesses a distinct 

combination of kinetic and kinematic information, collected via respective sensors e.g. mid-stance (a 

sub-phase in stance) is identifiable by high plantar pressures without dynamic acceleration whereas 

initial swing (a swing sub-phase) can be recognized by high dynamic accelerations without plantar 

pressures. The data serves to realise the sub-phase as a state of a gait FSM [15], [84], [205]. 

 Single-foot-based gait FSM  

The gait FSMs in previous works differed in number of states and feet, however, a common 

consideration was analysing single and double support periods during gait cycle [88], [202]. A single 

support manifests one foot on ground (stance) while the other in air (swing), whereas double support 

establishes when swinging foot lands (initial contact) to support while grounded foot prepares for 

swing (pre-swing) [1], [88]. These gait components were utilised as states of gait FSM at a foot and 

validated in normal as well as foot drop gait [15], [84], [205]. 

 Product of gait FSMs from each foot  

The states of single-foot gait FSM mentioned above, are herein realised for both feet in accordance of 

defined gait bipedalism [1]. Therefore, a tri-state gait model is proposed for each foot comprising of: 

1) Stance (ST), 2) Swing (SW) and 3) Initial Contact (IC). Here ST includes the foot-flat and heel-off 

sub-phases defined in single-foot gait FSM [15], [84], [205]. Each state bears definition based on 

postural information of both feet. Therefore, foot is considered in ST from the moment of its single 

support period till the IC of other foot. SW is the complete period when foot is not in ground contact. 

IC is referred to the period from first strike of the foot after its SW till other foot enters SW. Hence, a 

new gait model is developed where each state incorporates concurrent states from both feet. 

An FSM (M) is a 5 tuple comprising of finite set of states (Q), set of inputs (∑), set of outputs (σ), 

set of possible transitions (δ) mapping current state and input to next state and output, and initial state 

(q1) [208]. Mathematically, 

M = {Q, ∑, σ, δ, q1}               (5.1)       
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In proposed case, (ST, SW, IC) belongs to Q; ∑ comprises of foot activities: foot strike (fs), single 

support (ss), foot lift (fl) and foot flat (ff) as in Figure 5.1a)-c). The activities embed sensory 

information necessary for the target state. Figure 5.1a) shows an ipsilateral foot (foot ambulated first) 

executing a gait cycle. Here, ICI of the ipsilateral machine cycle ‘MI’ represents starting state ‘q1’. To 

be in gait congruence with ipsilateral foot, a concurrent machine cycle ‘MC’ of the contralateral (other 

side) foot begins with STC as in the Figure 5.1b). The feet switch their positions from SW to ST and 

vice versa as the swinging foot reaches IC. Hence, a valid gait cycle would begin and terminate upon 

ICI. Looking at the contribution of both feet for a common task, a global finite state machine ‘MB’ is 

constructed by taking cross product of the two concurrent gait machines MI and MC. So, 

M = M xM                   (5.2) 

In the product cycle every element is the cross product of corresponding elements in individual 

machines[208], [209]. With this respect, correlating (5.1) & (5.2) gives 

M = {Q xQ , ∑ x∑ , σ xσ , δ , q1 xq1 }              (5.3) 

MI and MC comprises of 3 states so their product can result 

into 32 states as shown in. However, complying with the 

normal gait phenomenon, few states and transitions would be 

invalid as indicated with ‘X’ in Table 5.2. Thus, MB is 

confined to four states in a continuous gait cycle represented 

by q1B – q4B and one pre-gait state q0B referring to stable 

standing prior gait as realised in Figure 5.1c). State ST of each 

foot stays longer within gait cycle and contributes with IC and 

SW of other foot in two consecutive bipedal states. So, 

suffixes ‘1’ & ‘2’ are used with ST to indicate its participation 

instance within bipedal cycle. Figure 5.1d) reflects a gait cycle 

with periodic moves of ipsilateral and contralateral limbs 

along with the bipedal gait states marked as they would appear 

during gait. 

 

       

Ipsilateral 

states 

Contralateral 

states 

STC SWC ICC 

    STI q0B q3B q4B 

    SWI q1B X X 

    ICI q2B X X 

 

     Table 5.2 Valid bipedal gait states  
          resulted from product of two  
      tri-state single-foot-based gait 

FSMs 
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          Ipsilateral Machine Cycle (MI) 

 
 

     a) 

 

      Contralateral Machine Cycle (MC) 

 
 

    b) 

     Bipedal Machine Cycle (MB) 

       c) 
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d) 

Figure 5.1 FSMs for a complete gait cycle with respective positions in start of a gait cycle. a) ipsilateral 
foot at initial contact. b) contralateral foot in late stance c) Bipedal gait FSM formed from product of 

FSMs in a) & b) d) Illustration of limbs executing gait cycle with marked bipedal states 

 

 Data Acquisition 

 Subject preparation and data collection 

At each foot, locally developed sensor node entitled AWSAM-3 having 6-DOF IMU (details given in 

the last paragraph in sec. 3.3.2) was worn outside the footwear on medial side and adjacent to foot 

arch. This location secures the node from accidental drop of anything on top of the shoe by the wearer 

or from stepping on top of the shoe by another person in a bus etc. Secondly, in the final form sensors 

would be donned inside the shoe and medial location has some space (due to foot arch) that miniature 

nodes could be concealed without affecting optimal gait moves. The sensor node is firmly fixed, such 

that the accelerometer axes are aligned with the anatomical axes and do not deviate while walking. 

Therefore, motions along longitudinal, anteroposterior, and mediolateral axes of the body are mapped 

by accelerometers measuring x, y, and z directional motions respectively. The communication between 

IMU and microcontroller was established using I2C protocol. An actual picture of the setup is shown 

in Figure 5.2a). Beside IMU, two FSRs (Tekscan model A401) were fixed on an insole and located 

under heel and first metatarsal as depicted in Figure 5.2b). An electronic interface for pressure 

measurement as previously described in chapter 4 sec 4.2.2 is developed by using ADC connection of 

microcontroller on the node. This placement of FSRs is decided after investigating different 

combinations tried out in previous gait detection researches. The heel and 1st metatarsal are the location 

where foot exerts most pressure. The sensors were set for full scale bandwidth to accommodate 

variations during intense moves. Data from all the sensors are collected at 100Hz and stored in flash 

 

STC & STI    STC1 & SWI             STC2 & ICI                       SWC & STI1        ICC & STI2                   STC1 & SWI       
    (q0B)       (q1B)         (q2B)                    (q3B)            (q4B)                   (q1B)                                  
    

C I I I I I I I C C C C C 
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a) 

 
b) 

Figure 5.2 Experimental setup a) depiction of 3D acceleration axis and angular velocity changes with 
dorsi/plantar flexion with IMU fixed outside of shoe on medial side. b) The placement and connection of 
FSRs from inside of footwear to IMU at outside. The dotted and dashed lines in red refer to connection 

lines running inside emerging from individual FSR and connection hub respectively. The solid 
continuation of connection line shows the part exposed outside and connecting to sensor node. 

 
memory at the node. The stored data from the node is wirelessly transferred to a base station using the 

same microcontroller chip as the nodes. For the wireless communication, Simpliciti protocol is used, 

which is a dedicated low power RF communication protocol for Texas Instrument microcontrollers. 

The base station then transfers the data to PC using USART protocol, where it is saved in a MATLAB 

compliant file. A program scripted in MATLAB (R2011b) recalls and processes the data in real-time 

simulation manner. The processing includes calibration of thresholds for all the sensors with respect 

to activities; denoising of acceleration data using 2nd order Butterworth low pass filter, with a cut-off 
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Table 5.3 Characteristic features of the study group 

Subjects Age (yrs.) Height (cm) Weight (kg) Shoe Size (UK) 

M (12) 27 - 36 168 - 185 72 - 91 7.0 – 10.5 

F (4) 25 - 33 151 - 167 44 - 69 4.0 – 6.5 

 

frequency of 30Hz; obtaining velocity in the direction of motion from filtered acceleration data, 

compensating linear and angular velocities for drift errors upon full-contact period of the foot during 

gait; detection of gait phases and instantiation of stimulation for commercial FDS, SFM and BPM. 

Sixteen healthy participants were randomly chosen from both genders with parametric ranges as shown 

in Table 5.3. A flat sole foot enclosing (closed) footwear was worn to perform activities as prescribed 

in the following subsections.  

 Test activities  

The analyses were performed during gait, ITS while sitting and standing and rehabilitation exercises 

for foot drop. Within each test category, different types of activities were executed. Therefore, 

following types of gait were analysed: 

 Normal gait with IC at heel on both feet, considerably a stimulation-corrected gait. 

 Simulated unilateral foot drop gait with IC established at forefoot on affected foot.  

 Simulated pathological gait with PS irregularities. This gait style features shorter strides, 

restricted knee flexion, ST-SW transition without PS and with full foot contact IC on both feet 

[15], [178]. Such a gait hampers the functionality of tilt-sensing commercial FDS and countered 

by a heel sensor additionally [15], [17]. An additional condition considered was a jittery ST 

reported as false PS detection and triggering issue [15]. 

The first two styles were performed at three self-selected speeds, considered in routine life as casual 

walk (slow speed), usual walk (normal speed) and hastened walk (fast speed), while the third style was 

measured at slow speed only. The participants learnt emulation from videos of actual foot drop patients 

manifesting foot inversion, hip hiking, and restricted knee flexion. In addition, the emulation   
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descriptions for hemiplegic walk in [171] and restricted knee gait in [178] were also followed. To 

ensure the subject sufficiently emulated the required foot drop kinematics, the gait video was recorded 

for visual observation and further validated by offline analyses of sensors’ data. The activity was 

repeated if not found in compliance with foot drop gait kinematics. Each participant executed 

minimum ten steps (five on each foot) in every speed trial during each style. A stance interval of 

minimum three seconds was undertaken between two successive speed trials during a style and a sitting 

period of five seconds between the styles. 

Similarly, following moves were analysed in ITS while sitting category: 

 Folding legs underneath the chair with knee flexion and feet plantar flexed resting on forefeet. 

 Stretching legs with knee extension and feet dorsiflexed resting on heels.  

 Lifting affected foot and resting over the thigh of normal limb.  

These activities were performed together in a trial with a static posture of at least two seconds  

before each activity. Trial was repeated three times, each time with a new sitting period attained after 

standing for five seconds. 

Lastly, the standing activities referred as ITS as well as following foot drop exercises were included  

 Heel cord and calf stretching [23]. 

 Toe and heel rocking [22]. 

 Single leg standing and balancing [24].  

Each of these activities was executed three times with a new stance every time obtained after a 

walk with minimum three gait cycles. Also, sitting period of 5 seconds was taken before standing and 

performing trials for a new activity. 

An Informed consent was taken from participants as per ethics approval granted by The University 

of Auckland human participants and ethics approval committee (UAHPEC). 

 Gait Detection Criteria 

 State Detection 

Inertial and pressure sensor fusion precisely identify gait, where inertial sensing is mostly furnished 

through accelerometer and gyroscope while FSRs are utilised for pressure detection [15], [84], [202]. 

So, sensory definition of a gait state is based on inertial changes along with pressure profile of the foot 
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in that state. As a feasibility study for a bipedal stimulation control, the parameters for state detection 

at each foot are chosen from previous works that match with proposed research in terms of sensors and 

mode of application, and had been cross validated with gold standard equipment. Thus, gait detection 

criteria relevant past researches [15], [84], [205] are utilised here. Therefore, ST is confirmed when 

pressure after IC is maintained at either heel (FH) or metatarsal (FM) or both while angular velocity 

changes with time about medio-lateral axis (|ω ′|) are negligible [15]. SW is verified when foot is 

completely unpressured [15] and a substantial increase in velocity norm in the direction of motion 

( v ) is detected [84]. IC is accounted when pressure at heel or metatarsal are sensed after valid SW 

detection [15]. The parameters are compared against threshold levels and referred as binary outputs. 

So, a ‘0’ is assigned when the sensors’ outputs are under threshold levels, while regarded as ‘1’ when 

above. Mathematically, 

IC: (F   OR F = 1) AND (SW = 1)              (5.4) 

ST: (F   OR F = 1) AND (|ω ′| = 0)              (5.5) 

SW: (F   AND F = 0) AND v = 1               (5.6)                  

The sensory criteria are considered while keeping in view the possible changes in a sub-phase due 

to walking variations, whether it be pathological (normal or foot drop walk) or communal (level surface 

or stair walk). 

 Pressure Measurement 

Pressure sensing accurately distinguishes standing from sitting or resting irrespective of feet position 

on the floor. This discrimination is not possible solely with inertial sensing where gyroscope or 

accelerometer would output same values if the feet postures are same while sitting and standing. 

Standing is inevitable activity prior gait, rendering minimum gait specific pressure values. Thus, 

detection of standing pressure prior walk analysis is essential. This pressure value can be selected as 

threshold level for differentiating stance from swing phase [202]. For that, mean µ  of 40% of peak 

output voltages VFx from FSR FX, obtained at IC of each step during a 10 stepped calibration walk was 

considered [178]. So, 
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µ =  ∑ V _  ∗ 0.4 10⁄               (5.7) 

where VFxj_max is maximum pressure relative output voltage acquired in step ‘j’ from FX. 

FX is considered loaded or 1 when its output is at or above µ  upon IC or ST, whereas considered 

unloaded or 0 when below µ during SW. So,  

        Fx =
1    ∀ V ≥ µ  

0     otherwise
               (5.8) 

The selected threshold corresponds to person’s weight, standing, and stepping style, and cushioning 

of the sensors within the shoe. Hence, the gait detection system could adapt the values for differences 

in walkers or walking platforms without compromising accuracy. 

Another benefit of having pressure sensing could be observed in case of unexpected/abrupt move 

during stance or swing. Such a situation can generate high acceleration which would output increased 

velocity norm or jerk values that are indicators of start and end of swing phases in IMU based setup 

[84]. Thus, a possible misjudgement of start or end of swing might occur in absence of pressure 

sensors. 

 Velocity Measurement 

During swing phase, the foot makes a three-dimensional move to displace the body in two-dimensional 

plane (horizontal plane). With reference to anatomical axis, the horizontal plane is governed by the 

motions along antero-posterior and medio-lateral axis. Therefore, the velocity in direction of motion 

is obtained by simply integrating the dynamic components of y and z accelerations and getting a 

Euclidean norm of the resulting 2D velocities v  and v  for a particular time period. The resulting 

vector norm v  is termed as horizontal velocity. The horizontal velocity computation is required 

for the swing phase, so the integration of acceleration starts when pressure condition for swing is 

fulfilled and continues until the pressure condition of IC is met. This orderly consideration of sensory 

inputs gives the advantage to ignore any noticeable velocity measure prior swing which might result 

due to accelerometer drift. Therefore, velocity measure in proposed method is majorly contributed by 

the dynamic changes during swing which can be effectively computed via simple mathematics. Thus, 
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trapezoidal method of integration is used as in (5.9) which is useful for compensating integration error 

due to sampling rate. 

𝑣 = 𝑣 + 𝑇
( )

               (5.9) 

where ‘𝑣’ and ‘𝑎’ represents velocity and acceleration, ‘i’ refers to present time instance and ‘T’ is 

period at which acceleration samples are collected.  

The outputs are checked for certain level of variations in amplitude about a reference level during 

gait. Here reference is mean value calculated for the duration of single support period with full contact 

where negligible values for changes in accelerations are measured. The thresholds are determined 

during a calibration gait trial comprising of 10 steps at slow and smooth pace on a level surface. Since 

the variation in acceleration goes high with speed [210], a threshold set from slow speed is applicable 

for higher speeds too. Hence, a mean of the means of velocity norms calculated during 10 swing 

periods is taken as the threshold for velocity changes, and mathematically defined as  

      µ = ∑ ∑ _ .
/10 ∗ 0.9                     (5.10) 

where ‘N’ is total number of velocity samples ‘i’ in a step ‘j’. The 90% level of horizontal velocity is 

selected after empirical validation for a definite end of preswing indicated by FSR getting below 

threshold µ  while gyroscope Gz output changes from negative to positive values. 

 Angular Measurement 

Angular acceleration ωz’ is acquired by differentiating gyroscope output influenced by dorsi/plantar 

flexion or the pitch angle of the foot. Like accelerometer, the outputs are checked for certain level of 

variations in amplitude about a reference level during gait. Again, the reference is mean value 

calculated for the duration of single support period with full contact where negligible values for 

changes in angular velocity and acceleration are measured. Therefore, the threshold for angular 

acceleration is set to be 10 % of standard deviation of gyroscope output values about a reference, 

denoted as σ . Therefore, 

σ =  ∑ (G − G ) /(N– 1) ∗ 0.1           (5.11) 
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where Gi is the gyroscope data at instance ‘i’. Gr is the mean of gyroscope data computed during single 

support/full contact intervals and set as reference about which flexions/ angular deviations are 

measured. The 10% deviation is selected after empirical validation of definite start of preswing by heel 

FSR FH indicating below threshold values. 

 Time Threshold 

Besides sensory thresholds, an average time period for a single step Tg is also measured during the 10 

calibration steps. 

      T =  T /10                       (5.12)                  

where Tt is the total time lapsed for 10 steps. Tg is used as threshold duration until which bipedal gait 

cycle waits for next state detection. If a subsequent state is undetected until Tg, the detection process 

stops and waits for redetection of pre-gait stance again. Monitoring Tg along with µ can be 

promising in FDS technology as following 

 Walking and Resting Distinguishability: pressure unloading in swing distinguished from resting 

or sitting. 

 Low Power Consumption: processor can operate in low energy mode unless bipedal state q0B is 

detected. 

 Prevention of Unnecessary Prolonged Stimulation: the stimulation would be ceased if state 

change does not occur within threshold duration. 

 Improved Stimulation Control 

Stimulation is triggered upon IC at normal foot [122], [162], [207] otherwise with PS at affected foot 

[19], [34], [121]. The control system identifies ipsilateral foot in the start of gait cycle to detect status 

of affected foot prior stimulation. With ipsilateral normal foot, stimulation triggers with first IC at 

normal foot that is also the first IC in the gait cycle and ends at following IC at affected foot with a 

gradual decrease until ST at affected foot is detected. Thereafter, upon following PS at affected foot, 

stimulation would gradually rise again and catch full strength upon upcoming IC at normal foot. With 

ipsilateral affected foot, the stimulation triggers with first IC at normal foot but that is the second IC  
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a) 
 

BEGIN 
SET State to none and Stimulation to 0  
WHILE State change duration (TSTATE)is less than 𝑇  

SWITCH State 
 CASE none 

READ sensors 
         IF bipedal stance detected THEN 
  SET State to q0B 

         ENDIF 
 CASE q0B 

        READ sensors 
         IF bipedal stance detected THEN 
  SET State to q0B and Stimulation to 0 
         ELSEIF foot lift detected THEN 
  SET State to q1B and Stimulation to 0 
         ENDIF 
 CASE q1B 

        READ sensors 
IF foot strike detected THEN 

  SET State to q2B 
  IF normal foot struck THEN 
            SET Stimulation to 1 
  ELSE 
            SET Stimulation to 0 
  ENDIF 
         ELSEIF heel of affected foot lifted 
  SET Stimulation to 1   
         ENDIF  
 
/*continued next column*/ 

             CASE q2B 
            READ sensors 

             IF bipedal stance detected THEN 
      SET State to q0B and Stimulation to 0 
             ELSEIF foot lift detected THEN 
      SET State to q3B 
             ENDIF 

             CASE q3B 
            READ sensors 

                              IF foot strike detected THEN 
       SET State to q4B 
        IF normal foot struck THEN 
                  SET Stimulation to 1 
        ELSE 
                  SET Stimulation to 0 
        ENDIF 
               ELSEIF heel of affected foot lifted 
        SET Stimulation to 1  
               ENDIF 

              CASE q4B 
             READ sensors 

                   IF bipedal stance detected THEN 
       SET State to q0B and Stimulation to 0 
                  ELSEIF foot lift detected THEN 
        SET State to q1B 
              ENDIF 

   ENDSWITCH 
   SET State to none and Stimulation to 0 

ENDWHILE 
END 
 

b) 
 

Figure 5.3 Stimulation Control Mechanism a) functional organisation of overall system, b) state model 
and stimulation control algorithm 
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of the gait cycle preceded by IC of ipsilateral affected foot. The rest of the process remains the same 

as observed with ipsilateral normal foot. A gradual rather than a sudden rise of stimulation defies rapid 

muscular contractions that lead to tissue damage or early fatigue. Similarly, gradual decrease promotes 

smoother loading and avoid foot slap [211], [212]. So, both features are included in the proposed 

stimulation control. 

Figure 5.3a) illustrates the functional organisation of the system, where gait detection based on 

bipedal activity as discussed in Sec 5.3.1 and sensory definition elaborated in Sec 5.3.3, is collectively 

represented by modules SENSOR FUSION, STATES and TSTATE along with their inputs and outputs. 

SF processes the simultaneous data coming from FSRs at heel and metatarsal, the accelerometer and 

gyroscope on both feet and reports gait event information for stimulation control represented by 

STIMULATION CONTROL unit. The information from SENSOR FUSION is also fed to state 

controller STATES, which updates sub-phase and collect gait timing from state duration monitor 

TSTATE, then provides both information to STIMULATION CONTROL. TSTATE helps in stimulation 

control based on timing of the state. So, timer in TSTATE initialises whenever STATES updates a new 

sub-phase, then starts comparing sub-phase duration against threshold time Tg. Once duration exceeds 

Tg, a stimulation halt signal is fed to STIMULATION CONTROL via STATES unit. Figure 5.3b) 

presents the algorithm for the proposed gait detection and stimulation control. 

 Experimental Results 

 Gait Detection 

Among sixteen participants, 240 bipedal gait cycles each for normal and unilateral foot drop with 80 

gait cycles in each speed category (slow, normal, and fast), while 80 gait cycles for short-stride 

pathological foot drop are evaluated at slow speed. Gait phase detection by BPM is confirmed by 

parallel running standard SFMs [15], [84] on each foot. BPM turned reliable in all gait tests as 

summarised in Table 5.4 with only 6 out of 560 cycles not detected making an overall detection error  

of 1.1%. In all the erroneous cases the foot swung much slower than in calibration test, causing a direct 

transition of PS to ST skipping intermediate SW. 
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Table 5.4 Accurately detected gait cycles with bipedal gait model in test trials 

 

Walk Styles 

(gait cycles/speed category) 

Speed category (Average cadence) 

Fast 

(65 steps/min) 

Normal 

(53 steps/min) 

Slow 

(39 steps/min) 

Normal (80) 80 80 79 

Unilateral foot drop (80) 80 80 77 

Pathological foot drop (80) NA NA 78 

 

 Stimulation Control 

 Graphical Convention in plots: Experimentally measured and processed information during  

activities are plotted in Figure 5.4 to Figure 5.11. So, concurrent state variations at both feet are 

displayed in upper half of the figures with the legend form ‘subphase_foot’ e.g. (SW_AF) where 

‘AF’ is acronym for affected foot while ‘NF’ refers to normal foot. Beside states, the binary activity 

of FH at affected foot is also shown (HSw_AF). Whereas. the lower half carries stimulation 

instantiations based on BPM, SFMs and heel-switch based commercial FDS marked as (Stim_BP), 

(Stim_SF), and (Stim_OL) respectively. Along with stimulations, bipedal state changes 

symbolized from (ng-q4) and activity status indicating sitting (REST), bipedal standing (STAND), 

and gait (WALK) are also displayed. The term (NG or ng) represents ‘no gait’. Beside 

aforementioned parameters, the angular velocity changes at affected foot indicating plantar flexion 

(PF_AF) or dorsiflexion (DF_AF) is also included wherever needed. 

The vertical lines mark the stimulation triggering instance, where solid and dashed styles 

represent start and stop of stimulation respectively. These lines are extended to interrelate the 

stimulation type to its corresponding control parameter. Thus, the lines with ‘star’ endpoints 

associate BPM based stimulation (Stim_BP) with bipedal states plot and extended to individual 

states plot of both feet. The heel-switch-based commercial FDS is realised by the lines with ‘O’ 

endpoints which connect its stimulation outcome (Stim_OL) with the heel FSR output from 

affected foot (HSw_AF). The last type of stimulation output (Stim_SF) is realised from two state-

of-the-art SFM based FDS described in [121] and [19]. Here the lines connect (Stim_SF) plot with 

the four gait states plot from affected foot only. To differentiate between the two sources (Stim_SF) 
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sources, the endpoints are taken differently. Therefore, ‘x’ endpoint lines refer to (Stim_SF) from 

[121] whereas ‘*’ endpoints indicate (Stim_SF) from [19]. Although sensing criteria are different 

in both aforementioned Stim_SF researches, yet the stimulation output would be same in some 

activities. In such cases, a common plot and ‘x’ markers are used to represent both. However, in 

situations with different stimulation outcomes, a plot with ‘solid line’ and ‘x’ markers represent 

former work [121] and termed as Stim_SF(P). While the other with ‘dash-dot’ pattern and ‘*’ 

markers refer later work [19] and denoted by Stim_SF(S). Since the proposed BPM is based on 

these works, thus their stimulation controls are considered for comparison with BPM based 

stimulation control. 

 Efficiency measure: Table 5.5 presents efficiency of stimulation controls in eighteen different 

scenarios while considering possibilities of needless triggering during non-gait scenarios ‘false 

positive’ (FP) and missed or inconsistent or delayed triggering during gait scenarios ‘false 

negative’ (FN). BPM with no FP and only one FN of delayed trigger, clearly surpasses the 

compared stimulation controls. The rationale for the outcomes follows next. 

 
 Gait tests: During an ongoing normal gait or simulated foot drop gait under all speed categories, 

the stimulations were consistent with no FN by all three stimulation controls. However, differences 

were observed upon gait initiation and during pathological gait with PS irregularities as discussed 

in the following explanations. 
 

 Gait with affected foot as ipsilateral: As shown in Figure 5.4, gait initiates with affected foot 

from bipedal standing marked as ‘STAND’ in activity plot. Stim_OL actuates as heel pressure 

lowers indicated by HSw_AF=0 as indicated at instance (I) and stays ON unless HSw_AF=1 

is detected representing pressure at heel of affected foot as marked at instance (III). While, 

Stim_SF waits for a valid PS at affected foot to trigger as per defined control [19], [121] as 

referred at instance (II). Whereas, Stim_BP does not trigger for first SW at affected foot since 

BPM require gait acknowledgement by both feet as described in Sec 2.4. How much crucial 

leaving first SW by affected foot could be for a trip and fall will be detailed in discussion 

section. However, once normal foot affirms the gait, Stim_BP triggers regularly upon PS at 

affected foot or IC at normal foot whichever detected earlier as observed at instance (IV), where 
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q2 affirmation is displayed with IC at normal foot preceding PS at affected foot. Next at 

instance (V), q1 is confirmed with PS at affected foot preceding IC at normal foot this time. 
 

 Gait with normal foot as ipsilateral: With ipsilateral normal foot, the first SW at affected foot 

would not go unstimulated. As observed in Figure 5.5 at instance (II), where first SW at affected 

foot appears but Stim_BP initiated quite earlier upon IC at normal foot as marked by instance 

(I). Stim_OL and Stim_SF trigger as stated in the earlier subsection. A gradual fall of Stim_BP 

is evident from first IC at affected foot indicated at instance (III), whereas gradual rise is noticed 

from PS at affected foot observed at instance (IV). 
 

 Pathological gait with PS irregularities: For both the conditions of pathological gait described 

in Sec. 2.2, Stim_BP was found most favourable. As illustrated in Figure 5.6, condition 1 is 

exhibited at instance (II) where affected foot directly transits into SW from ST. The compared 

SFMs accept ST-SW-ST transitions as gait, however they trigger upon PS at affected foot and 

therefore did not trigger before SW of affected foot [15], [19]. Likewise, Stim_OL waits unless 

HSw_AF=0. On the contrary, Stim_BP is not affected by missing PS at affected foot and would 

trigger upon IC at normal foot occurring well before SW of affected foot as appeared at instance 

(I). Whether it is equally favourable for a patient to be stimulated upon SW at affected foot as 

IC at normal foot will be addressed in discussion section. 

      Condition 2 is depicted just before SW of affected foot at instance (IV), where perturbations 

detected as ST-PS-ST transitions caused Stim_SF to inconsistently switch ON/OFF. Whereas, 

Stim_BP once initiated upon IC at normal foot goes OFF upon following IC at affected foot. 

Thus, perturbations are ineffective in Stim_BP case which outputs consistently from IC of 

normal foot at instance (III) until IC of affected foot is noted at instance (V).  

       It is important to add up that such perturbations during a stance outside gait will still 

generate FP in Stim_SF along with Stim_OL if HSw_AF=0 found together. However, Stim_BP 

will not source FP as it requires bipedal gait periodicity to trigger. This scenario will be 

witnessed in toe and heel rocking results later in this section. 
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Table 5.5 Error based efficiency comparison of stimulation controls 

 
Test 
category             

 
Activities 

Stimulation controls 

BP SF (P) SF (S) OL 
 

Gait 

 

Foot drop & Normal (ipsilateral normal foot) - - - - 

Foot drop & Normal (ipsilateral affected foot) FN - - - 

Pathological (missing PS) - FN FN FN 

Pathological (perturbing ST) - FN FN FN 

Non-Gait 

(ITS) 

(Sitting) knee flex, ankle plantarflex  - - FP FP 

(Sitting) knee extend, ankle dorsiflex - - FP FP 

(Sitting) affected foot rest over normal side thigh - - FP FP 

(Standing) Weight shifting - - - FP 

Non-Gait 

(Exercise) 

Heel Cord and Calf Stretch (affected side) - - - - 

Heel Cord and Calf Stretch (normal side) - FP FP FP 

Heel and Toe Rocking (Heels-up) - FP FP FP 

Heel and Toe Rocking (Heels-down) - - FP FP 

Heel and Toe Rocking (Toes-up) - - FP - 

Heel and Toe Rocking (Toes-down) - - FP - 

Stand & Balance (affected foot Front lift) - - - FP 

Stand & Balance (affected foot Side Swing) - - - FP 

Stand & Balance (affected foot Back Swing) - - - FP 

Stand & Balance (affected foot Forward Swing) - - - FP 

No. of FP possibilities in 14 non-gait scenarios 0 2 8 11 

No. of FN possibilities in 4 gait scenarios 1 2 2 2 
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Gait Detection and Stimulation Control with Affected Foot as Ipsilateral 

 

Figure 5.4 Stimulation controls comparison during gait initiation with affected foot 

 

Gait Detection and Stimulation Control with Normal Foot as Ipsilateral 

 

Figure 5.5 Stimulation controls comparison during gait initiation with normal foot 
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Stimulation Control for Pathological Gait with Pre-swing Irregularities 

 

Figure 5.6 Stimulation controls comparison under pathological gait with skipped pre-swing and 
perturbations during stance 

 

 ITS while sitting: Figure 5.7 illustrates the effects on stimulation control with rotational moves at 

the foot due to different limb movements while sitting. The rotational changes are indicated by the 

instances (I) to (VI). Here, (I) represents affected leg folded under chair with knee flexed and heel 

lifted while (II) represents bringing the leg back to normal posture. Then (III) refers to affected leg 

stretched forward with knee extended and forefoot lifted whereas (IV) shows changes when leg 

brought back to normal. Later affected leg was lifted and foot was rested on the thigh of normal 

leg, for which the rotational changes are presented at (V) while the rotational measurements when 

affected foot is brought back down are shown at (VI). For all 48 trials, Stim_BP and Stim_SF(P) 

did not false trigger (FP) in any case of rotation at knee or ankle while sitting. However, 

Stim_SF(S) generates FP as the rotation at foot overcomes ST-PS transition condition of gait. 

Precision in Stim_BP is by gait bipedalism whereas Stim_SF(P) benefits from fusion of FSRs with 

gyroscope. However, Stim_SF(S) bases solely on inertial sensors fusion. Therefore, the condition 

of static stance (ST) with respect to gyroscope output ‘ω’ and acceleration data ‘𝑎’ represented as 
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( |ω(t)| < ω  & ||𝑎(t)|| − 9.81 < 𝑎 )  [84], would eventually meet during any static 

sitting posture and thereafter any deviation fulfilling ST-PS transition criterion i.e. (||ω(t)|| >

𝛼ω ) [84], would source FP as evident in Figure 5.7 by the solid line plot generating from 

Stim_SF. Besides, Stim_OL also trigger falsely due to low heel pressure while sitting.  
 

 ITS and Rehabilitation Exercises while standing: The observations from 48 trials for ITS while 

standing in each activity are summarized below: 
 

 Heel Cord and Calf Stretching: As per description of this activity in [23], the affected foot is 

kept behind and fully grounded to stretch its calf while normal foot steps ahead. None of the 

stimulations triggered since no PS at affected foot or HSw_AF=0 detected as shown in Figure 

5.8a). However, when the activity was switched on the limbs to balance the exercise effect, 

Stim_SF and Stim_OL sourced FP with affected foot stepping ahead as in gait entering PS or 

SW sub-phases as shown in Figure 5.8b) at (II) while releasing pressure off HSw_AF as 

displayed at (I). Whereas, Stim_BP never triggered since normal foot stayed in ST throughout. 

 

Stimulation Control for Inappropriate Triggering Scenarios while Sitting 

 
Figure 5.7 Stimulation controls comparison for possible activities while sitting causing inappropriate 

triggering in commercial FDS 
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Stimulation Control upon Heel Cord and Calf stretch at Affected leg 

 

             a) 
 

  Stimulation Control upon Heel Cord and Calf stretch at Normal leg 

 

            b) 

Figure 5.8 Stimulation controls comparison during stretch exercise a) normal foot stepping ahead for 
affected leg calf stretch, b) affected foot stepping ahead for normal leg calf stretch 
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 Toe and Heel Rocking: As briefed in [22], participant stood on toes of both feet making 

rotation equal to gait PS and stayed in that posture for 3-5 seconds before standing back 

normally. Next the activity was alternated by standing on heels with heel switch pressed. 

Stimulations behaved differently as displayed in Figure 5.9. Once again Stim_BP, by gait 

bipedalism, came out without any FP during entire activity. However, Stim_SF(P) triggered 

falsely (FP) when heels were up as indicated at (I), since ST-PS transition condition for plantar 

flexion angle (θ) and heel pressure is fulfilled (𝐻𝑒𝑒𝑙 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟 = 0 &  θ > 𝜃 ) [15]. It stays ON 

for a while then lowers as the inertial condition for ST is met (θ < 𝜃′  & θ < 𝜃′′  ) [15] 

as shown at (II). However, when heels are returned down indicated by (III), the ‘θ’ changes in 

opposite direction to ST-PS prescription so Stim_SF(P) stays low. For the conditions of toes-

up displayed at (IV), the HSw_AF is 1, hence Stim_SF(P) escapes any further FP. On the other 

hand, Stim_SF(S) behaves the same as in ITS while sitting and actuates upon every rotation 

fulfilling its ST-PS transition criterion as at instances (IV) and (V). At the end, weight is shifted 

on normal foot with no rotation at affected foot so HSw_AF lowers causing FP at Stim_OL 

only as at instance (VI).  
 

 Single Leg Standing and Balancing: As per instructions in [24], single leg lift at front and 

swing sideways, behind, and additionally forward were performed with slow move and 

negligible rotation at foot. None except Stim_OL triggered since HSw_AF=0 in all such trials 

as evident in Figure 5.10. However, during some trials, affected leg was lifted and swung with 

gait specific briskness leading to FP by Stim_SF(S) and when accompanied with gait 

equivalent ankle rotation led to FP by Stim_SF(P). However, Stim_BP with reliance on gait 

bipedalism did not trigger under such circumstances either. Nevertheless, such cases are out of 

merit condition for this test and author has no intention to undermine SFMs unnecessarily so 

the case fulfilling test instructions are considered in Table 5.5. The activity is illustrated in 

Figure 5.10, where lift of the foot under each swing type is indicated by respective abbreviation 

(affected foot or normal foot). The abbreviations ‘stc’ and ‘st’ refers to intermediate bipedal 

standing period during the process of changing legs or swing type. 
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Stimulation Control upon Toe and Heel Rocking (Stretching Exercise) 

 
Figure 5.9 Stimulation control comparisons during toe and heel rocking 

 

Stimulation Control upon Single Leg Standing (Balancing Exercise) 

 
Figure 5.10 Stimulation control comparisons during single leg lift at front, and slow swing sideways, 

behind, and forward 
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 Gait to Bipedal Stance: In both Stim_SF researches, a reverse transition PS-ST is acceptable. So, 

stimulation is ceased if foot reverts back to ST after PS detected. This feature puts Stim_SF face 

irregular ON/OFF during pathological midstance with jitters as explained earlier and depicted in 

Figure 5.6. The Stim_BP has already been proved efficient in such cases due to bipedalism. In 

addition, if such a reverse activity occurs in a normal case as when person decides to stop walking 

by virtue of bipedal detection the BPM identifies the intention. Since the proposed BPM algorithm 

monitors the gait timing, therefore it waits for gait specific double stance period time to lapse after 

which the model is reset to state q0 the pre-gait bipedal standing. Thus, heel lift at affected foot 

after q0 will not actuate Stim_BP unnecessarily unlike Stim_SF. Figure 5.11 shows the scenario 

of continuous gait transiting into bipedal standing. Therefore, after IC at normal foot, PS at affected 

foot is detected and all the stimulations actuates as marked by instance (I). The normal foot gets 

into ST, however, affected foot doesn’t transit into SW, rather a PS-ST transition happens at 

affected foot, lowering the stimulations to OFF as shown at instance (II). This bipedal stance 

situation is monitored by TSTATE controller for stipulated legitimate double support period of gait. 

Thereafter, the state is reset to q0 from q4 as indicated at instance (III). 
 

Transition from Gait to Bipedal standing 

 
Figure 5.11 Activity detection and stimulation control based on state duration in BPM 
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 Discussion 

 BPM benefits in gait recognition 

On one end, gait detection with less than 2% error with all the styles and speed is commendable; 

another merit of BPM is accurately distinguishing gait from non-gait activities specially those which 

bear features like gait. This is observable in rehabilitation exercise tests where none of the exercise 

activities are accepted as legitimate gait by BPM which is confirmed by activity plot not reaching 

‘WALK’ level in any of those and therefore did not trigger. Whereas compared SFMs detected calf 

stretch exercise with affected foot stepping as a legitimate gait cycle and rotational moves during toe 

and heel rocking as gait specific PS at affected foot, thus triggered on those two occasions. This infers, 

a BPM based FDS could be constantly worn without fearing inappropriate stimulation throughout 

rehabilitation periodical that includes the necessary pre-stretching warmup walk alongside exercises. 

 BPM advantages in stimulation control 

The results affirm credibility of BPM for stimulation control, since none of the SW at affected foot 

went unstimulated during a continuous gait whether it is stimulation-corrected gait, foot drop gait or 

pathological gait with PS irregularities. Even an undetected SW at affected foot during slow 

ambulation is stimulated, since a bipedal stimulation initiates before SW at affected foot upon PS at 

affected foot or IC at normal foot and stay until ST at affected foot beyond SW at affected foot. 

Moreover, bipedal stimulation proved more reliable than single foot based as per following inferences. 

 

 Triggering timeliness: This is highlighted during pathological gait analysis, where SFM actuated 

upon SW at affected foot in absence of PS at affected foot, whereas BPM stimulated upon IC at 

normal foot giving sufficient time to the muscles at affected foot to react before SW at affected 

foot. This is extremely important since muscles react to stimulus after lapsing some time [34], [86]. 

Thus, actuation upon SW at affected foot would not be desirable for a risk of trip will exist if 

reaction time is not lapsed until swing. One approach SFM might undertake in such situation is 

pre-setting an actuation time prior SW at affected foot [86]. However, that would not be universally 

applicable since walking dynamics are individual specific. On the other hand, the stimulation 
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actuation upon IC at normal foot is a safer and universally applicable approach since it is absolute 

fact that IC of contralateral foot occurs prior to SW of ipsilateral foot [1]. 

 
 Triggering appropriateness: BPM triggers appropriately irrespective of stance perturbations at 

affected side, which cause false ST-PS transition promoting inappropriate triggering in SFM [15]. 

A possible solution is altering phase detection thresholds but that in turn inherits detection delay 

leading to a delayed triggering [34], [86]. Once again, BPM offers a universally applicable solution 

by using normal foot status to trigger Therefore, BPM won’t trigger on perturbing non-gait stance 

since gait periodicity is not established as witnessed in toe and heel rocking results. Whereas, 

during gait, IC at normal foot is the ultimate point of triggering beyond which stimulation only 

lowers upon a definite IC at affected foot as confirmed from the results of pathological gait with 

perturbation during stance. 

 Merits of heterogeneous sensor fusion  

Pressure sensors are undermined in FDS for requiring a shoe and poor detection reliability [14], [34]. 

However, communal walk is majorly performed with shoes and pressure sensing distinguishes 

standing and rest [202], so this research utilises them in conjunction with inertial sensors. The benefit 

is obvious in ITS while sitting test, where BPM and SFM(P) do not trigger upon rotational moves 

unlike only inertial sensor based SFM(S). Also, BPM identifies the situation as ‘REST’ in bipedal 

activity status, thus it can dynamically control stimulator power by operating the controller in low 

power mode upon ‘REST’. Hence, the FDS based on heterogeneous sensor fusion is not needed to be 

switched OFF immediately like commercial FDS.  

 Deficit of bipedal gait model 

Although BPM outperforms SFMs at several occasions as discussed above, however it does not trigger 

for the first affected foot step after bipedal standing while SFMs do. One might feel it a strong enough 

reason to disregard BPM, envisaging a certain trip and fall. However, it wouldn’t be so because tripping 

during gait is faced when affected foot moves ahead of normal foot from behind without stimulation. 

Whereas in case of first step after a bipedal standing, the posture is stable since both feet are together 

and in full contact with the ground. Therefore, from a bipedal stance, foot is ambulated for a shorter 
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distance with a reduced momentum than during an ongoing gait. Thus, the risk of tripping and falling 

will be negligible. 

 Limitations of the study 

In this study, normal subjects were recruited to test wide range of activities without hesitation and 

external support. However, tests were repeated more than once in order to achieve desired foot drop 

kinematics. Unlike previous single-foot-based gait detection, the sensing setup had to be worn on both 

feet. With the consideration of pressure sensors, the technique can’t be utilised for barefoot analysis. 

Although the model is successfully validated for simulated unilateral foot drop, real patients analysis 

still needed for a consolidated ground of applicability. Current research is on unilateral foot drop, so 

additional investigations are required for the application in severe disorders e.g. bilateral foot drop. 

 Summary 

In this chapter, a novel gait model BPM is proposed that signify the role of normal foot in foot drop 

stimulation control under possible communal activities causing inappropriate stimulations in 

commercial FDS. BPM is proved reliable in gait detection with 98.9% detection accuracy. Also proven 

precise in triggering under all investigated conditions unlike commercially available open-loop foot 

drop stimulators and state-of-the-art single-foot-based gait models (SFMs). The accuracy and precision 

comes through reliance on bipedal periodicity which distinguishes walking from movements that cause 

inappropriate stimulation triggering in commercial FDS. Moreover, the fusion of pressure and inertial 

data from both feet robustly distinguishes standing from sitting activities. Hence, gait detection 

leveraging bipedal periodicity and heterogeneous sensor fusion are promising solution for prevalent 

stimulation triggering deficiencies in commercial FDS. Further, the feature of monitoring the state 

duration conjoined with bipedal periodicity, prevents unnecessary stimulation due to any unusual 

sensory misinterpretation. The integration of healthy and affected feet based stimulation control 

enables a timely actuation during pathological gait that misses a substantial pre-swing and also 

overcomes the inconsistent stimulations issue due to jittery midstance in SFM based FDS. Most 

importantly, the foot drop rehabilitation exercises are evaluated for the first time in this research and 

only BPM based stimulation performs efficiently under these activities. 
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Dominant Trend Duration Monitoring: A 

novel technique for detection of walking 

direction

 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, the limitations of commercial FES devices were discussed with respect to 

imprecise stimulation triggering in non-walking situations. Beside the triggering problem, commercial 

FDS are also reported to lack adaptation of stimulation supply as per need during variations while 

walking. The scenarios where adaptation of stimulation is needed are referred in Table 6.1. Amongst 

those, back stepping or backward walking (BW) is discussed and analysed with aspect of normal and 

foot drop walking styles in this chapter with the focus of FES control. For this purpose, firstly the 

importance of BW for foot drop people is highlighted, then the need of BW detection in FES control 

is signified by identifying the uncertain stimulation possibility in state-of-the-art FDS while stepping  
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Table 6.1 Scenarios Requiring Stimulation Adaptation 

For coping variations in muscle activity due 

to stimulation induced fatigue e.g. reduced 

ankle rotation, muscle spasticity [3], [19]. 

For terrain changes while 

walking e.g. slopes, stairs  

[20], [21]. 

For unusual walking 

direction e.g. side stepping, 

back stepping [21] 

 

backwards. Next, a novel algorithm is proposed to detect bidirectional changes by extracting temporal 

dominance of acceleration trends while moving along the antero-posterior axis (forward/backward 

direction axis). A bi-state gait model is used where state transitions are based on inputs from the FSRs 

under heel and first metatarsal as used in the last chapter. A gyroscope is also used in conjunction with 

the accelerometer for validation of executed moves. Sixteen healthy subjects were tested for forward 

and backward walking with normal and unilateral foot drop styles at slow, normal, and fast walking 

speeds. The algorithm’s efficacy is evaluated using metrics scores of sensitivity, specificity, and 

accuracy upon bidirectional data from both feet. The algorithm performance is also compared with a 

recent work for bidirectional classification under same testing conditions. 

 Existing solutions and research gap 

Past researchers have proposed varying methodologies to address FDS limitations. However, most of 

these prior works are confined to triggering based stimulation control. Only a few showed validations 

of their methodologies in scenarios requiring stimulation adaptation. Among which, the variation in 

walking platform like slope surface or stairs is addressed up to some extent in past researches. 

Therefore, Catalfamo et al [83] evaluated gait on inclined surface using rate gyroscopes and later in 

[35] focused stair walk with same sensing methodology. Kotiadis et al [34] showed a evaluated gait 

on different surfaces and stairs. He used support vector classifiers to distinguish different activities, 

walking with variable speed and up/down stair walk. Pappas et al [15] experimented for normal as well 

as abnormal walk with alternating speeds, on varying nature of level and inclined surfaces, and walk 

on stairs. Later in [121], Pappas and his team successfully verified their approach for FES control 

while walking on treadmill with level and inclined orientations. Although these researchers focused 

slope and stair walks, yet didn’t explicitly focused FES adaptation in such situations.   
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On the contrary, efforts have been made to adapt stimulation for reduced dorsiflexion due to 

fatigued muscles under influence of long duration of FES assisted walk. In this regard, a commendable 

contribution has been done by Seel et al in [19], [213], [214], [86], [3], [206]. They achieved 

stimulation adaptation for single and multi-channel FES and claimed the approach to be workable in 

large range of scenarios, including stair walk. They proposed automatic control of FES intervention 

based on iterative learning control approach evaluated on forward walking foot drop patients [86]. 

Recently, Noelia et al [87] proposed a similar technique to adapt the stimulation on foot drop patients 

during rehabilitation walk on treadmill. The technique used EMG information from the muscles during 

gait of normal subjects to adjust the dose of stimulation for foot drop patients. Besides few most recent 

works focused gait relearning under clinical settings [8, 9] or endeavoured towards advancement in 

electrodes technology [10]. 

Despite such diverse experimental procedures, stimulation adaptation with respect to non-

conventional stepping direction has not been focused thus far. Hence, no claims are yet presented to 

detect BW or bidirectional walk and control of stimulation parameters accordingly. 

 Significance of backward walking for foot drop patients 

Stepping backwards is seldom needed in usual walking routine, still can’t be ignored in community 

dwelling setup when one needs to retreat suddenly or in certain conditions like an obstructed passage. 

However back steps are often utilised in fitness exercises nowadays with emphasis on revitalization of 

lower back and lower limb muscles that are essential contributors towards a balanced walk [215], 

[216].  Moreover, BW is indicated as a useful activity to rehabilitate ankle dorsiflexors in conditions 

where foot drop is a common attribute [30]–[32]. 

 Need of augmenting gait sensing in FDS for bidirectional detection 

 The BW mechanics and commercial FDS limitation: The angular trajectories during BW are 

noticed as if FW is time-reversed with slight differences in kinematic intensities. So, in a real-time 

BW, the IC would occur with ankle plantar flexion so that the forefoot establishes the contact with 

the ground alongside knee flexion. Same posture is seen upon PS stage in FW. This implies the 

necessity of plantar flexion in final phase of backward swing before IC [37]. 
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Figure 6.1 Initial contact and preswing postures during forward and backward walk 

 

In the PS stage of a BW, knee is extended, ankle is dorsiflexed and heel found in contact with 

the ground, which is an IC posture during a FW Figure 6.1 relates posture of a leg with respect to 

the walk type (BW or FW). In a normal FW, the forefoot is unloaded after heel when transiting 

from stance into swing; whereas in BW, forefoot unloads before the heel when transiting from  

stance into backswing [37], [217]. 

As per gait sensing mechanism in commercial FDS, the heel pressure sensing delivers   

stimulation as long as heel is lifted whereas the tilt sensing would initiate stimulation whenever   

knee flexes in PS and inhibits with knee extension on IC. In both cases, the stimulation provokes 

ankle dorsiflexion via constant stimulation pattern throughout FW swing [7]. Thus, with either 

sensing mechanism, postural information in BW might be misinterpreted and stimulation would be 

delivered inappropriately or undelivered when required. 

 
 Possibility of misinterpreting BW as normal gait in the state-of-the-art FDS: Although BW 

has not been considered in prior works yet we evaluate the latest gait detection mechanism 

followed by Seel et al [19], [79], [84] for BW efficacy. In their approach, it is possible to detect 

normal walk IC after swing either with forefoot or heel. The transition from full ground contact 

(FC) of the foot into SW is routed through PS state which is detected with heel-off (HO), but due 

to inherent walking conditions in foot drop, direct transition from FC is also allowed as previously 

reported in [15]. On the other hand, in a BW, in order to transit into SW, either the foot lifts at once 

from FC position or the heel leaves later to forefoot. As per Seel’s gait model and due to 

consideration of velocity norm for detection of swing phase, the backward transition would also 

satisfy the rulings and regarded legitimate; later when the forefoot strikes the ground first, that too 
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could evoke jerk similar as normal walk IC. Hence BW might be masked as normal gait by 

fulfilling the gait detection criterion. Thereafter in succeeding step the stimulation controller might 

instigate dorsiflexion from HO to IC which is needless in case of backward walk where plantar 

flexion is essential in later part of swing for a controlled IC. This infers the need to augment 

capability of controller to distinguish forward from backward walk. 

 Limitations in state-of-the-art walking direction detection approach  

Apart from aforementioned FDS works, recently Gonzalez et al [218] came up with pattern recognition 

based discrimination of FW from BW and few more nonconventional locomotion activities. Although 

the primary focus of the research is not FES control based on direction, yet it is pertinent to investigate 

the technique. Therefore, a combination of principal component analysis (PCA) and Gaussian Naïve 

Bayes classifier (GNB) for features extraction and selection from output of 2D acceleration and 4-

point FSRs from each foot. Although the technique showed versatility with respect to moves, there 

were following points of concern which persuaded to develop a different approach for FDS application. 

 Firstly, the classifier was trained for normal style FW only and that too was not tested on a different 

individual’s sample. Thus, detection accuracy is not implacable to universality of the technique 

specifically with respect to walking style.  

 Secondly, the technique required 22 features selected from 12 different sensors data to accurately 

demark FW from other activities. This highlights the need to handle large amount of data for just 

bidirectional discrimination which might not be favourable for a real-time system with limited 

memory resources as FDS.  

 Thirdly, any activity executed under 2 second duration is not evaluated. This infers to limitation of 

their approach with respect to walking speed, so in cases where walkers exhibit cadence as fast as 

2 steps (1 complete gait cycle) per second can’t be judged for intended direction. Moreover, during 

rehabilitation or fitness exercises, the walking activity could be as short as couple of steps executed 

within a couple of seconds.  

 Realizing benefits and importance of BW in gait rehabilitation and the gap in existing FDS 

researches, it is much needed to evaluate backward walking and append in the progressive 

advancement of foot drop assisting FES. A gait sensing mechanism in FDS that can sense and control 
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stimulation during BW alongside a FW can be bilaterally advantageous. As stimulation control in both 

directions can pave a way for foot drop patients towards a carefree participation in fitness exercises 

involving back steps, bringing them another step closer towards unrestrained lifestyle. Secondly, at 

present the patient attains a proper BW joint movement with passive support from therapists and 

holding bars. So, electrical stimulation as in the case of FW can be useful to achieve active joint 

rotation for an independent BW. Thus, a trainer could also be benefited by not requiring a passive 

assist to execute dorsiflexion on pathological foot throughout a rehabilitation periodical. Therefore, it 

is required to come up with a technique which could overcome these limitations while accurately 

detecting walking direction of FDS users in every scenario.  

Motivated by the aforementioned facts, a bidirectional gait sensing mechanism for FDS is aimed. 

As the first step towards this objective, distinguishing BW alongside FW with normal and foot drop 

walking styles is focused while evaluating both limbs. Therefore, a technique is proposed to detect 

walking direction through temporal analysis of acceleration along antero-posterior axis during swing 

phase. In this regard, a novel feature of acceleration is introduced and termed ‘dominant trend duration’ 

(DTD). For this purpose, data is collected from the IMU and FSRs and fused to detect and analyse the 

swing phase for distinguishing FW and BW. Thus, the directional changes can be continuously 

monitored throughout walk irrespective of walking style. 

 Dominant Trend Duration (DTD) 

The directive of distinguishing forward and backward walk is achievable by analysing characteristic 

changes in antero-posterior acceleration. Accelerometer has been utilised to estimate movement 

direction for navigation purpose. where acceleration information was fused with gyroscope and 

magnetometer data while deploying Kalman filter [219], [220]. However, this research proposes, a 

simpler approach which is based only on acceleration changes in antero-posterior axis and an algorithm 

analysing a novel feature of acceleration termed dominant trend duration (τmax) throughout swing 

phase. So, the trend of acceleration is monitored and checked for maximum duration in either direction 

during an entire swing phase. The feature turns out to be the key phenomenon to distinguish forward 

from backward walk in real-time. 
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The concept owes its origin to accelerometer property of providing data with respect to the direction 

of the motion. Thus, it is intuitive the antero-posterior acceleration delivers opposite trend pattern 

during BW swing than of normal FW swing. With this perspective, the acceleration trend is considered 

positive or rising for the period during which the foot swings forward along antero-posterior axis, 

while regarded as negative or falling when swinging backward. The approach sounds to be simple, 

however it is not the case while walking. The reason is the output of acceleration which is sensitive to 

the orientation of the accelerometer with respect to gravity as well as headed direction. Since the foot 

executes angular moves besides undergoing translational motion during swing, the foot rotation 

changes accelerometer orientation. Thus, the output reflects a combined effect of linear and rotational 

displacements, which implies the direction cannot be straightforwardly detected by analysing the trend 

for rise and fall only. Even in a rotation-less move, the accelerometer data initiates with an opposite 

trend prior following the actual direction due to inertial effect on accelerometer mass [221]. The 

counter trend is followed again lately when the motion is ceased. For an illustrative elaboration of the 

phenomenon, an accelerometer attached on a shoe as shown in Figure 6.2a) was linearly displaced in 

forward (-ax) and backward (+ax) directions without making rotations at ankle of plantar flexion (-ω) 

or dorsiflexion (+ω). The shoe was linearly displaced twice in each direction alternatively without 

making tilt moves. The recorded acceleration output is displayed in Figure 6.2b) where multiple trend 

changes are observable for a unidirectional displacement even though angular changes are zero. So, in  

 

                                                              b) 

Figure 6.2 Linear displacement in forward and backward directions and acceleration trend changes.  
a) Experimental Setup. +/- ax set for forward/backward directions. +/-ω refers to Dorsiflexion/Plantar 
Flexion. b) Acceleration along antero-posterior axis & angular deviation in sagittal plane of motion. 

Acceleration changes from ‘o’ to ‘+’ mark rising trend while vice versa defines falling trend. 

 

a) 
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case of forward displacement, the plot exhibits a positive trend between two negative trends while a 

reverse order is witnessed for backward displacement. In either case, the major duration of the pattern 

is lapsed by central trend that is unique with intended direction and thus termed as dominant trend. 

The presentation infers that more complex acceleration trend pattern could be expected during walk 

by virtue of rotations, uneven transition between gait phases alongside linear displacement of the foot. 

Thus, walking direction cannot be judged simply on the bases of order or intensities of changing trends. 

 DTD Detection 

 Gait Phase Detection 

Since the directional determination is intended from acceleration changes during swing phase, the 

simplest gait detection model is employed, comprising of two states (stance and swing) as shown in 

Figure 6.3. Therefore, the single-foot tri-state model described earlier chapter in sec. 5.3.3 is reduced 

into two states by considering initial contact state as component of stance. Simplification is considered 

in terms of state detection too by considering pressure only conditions for interstate transitions. 

Therefore, state detection is done by monitoring the pressure applied over the two FSRs: under heel 

(FS1) and under 1st metatarsal head (FS2). Under foot pressure sensing is the gold standard in 

distinguishing stance and swing as well as standing from resting as discussed in chapter 5. Therefore, 

here again the gait specific pressure values were measured as explained in sec 5.5.2 and the equations 

(5.7) and (5.8) were utilised. The binary activity of the FSRs is thereafter utilised to set the rulings for  

 

STANCE SWING
FS1 = 0 & FS2 = 0

FS1 = 1 || FS2 = 1

START

FS1 = 0 
& 

FS2 = 0

FS1 = 1 
& 

FS2 = 1

FS1 = 1 || FS2 = 1

 
Figure 6.3 Bi state machine cycle for gait detection 
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initialisation of the gait cycle where, the interstate transitions are based on AND/OR combination of 

the binary values of FSR outputs as elaborated in Figure 6.3. As swing phase is affirmed, a window 

initiates to confine the acceleration data during swing for directional analysis. 

 Accelerometer parameters  

Dominant trend duration detection is accomplished by measuring the time elapsed between highest 

‘Amax’ and lowest point ‘Amin’ for every changing trend within the data as illustrated earlier in Figure 

6.2b); provided the difference ‘dA’ of the points satisfies a certain threshold ‘σth’ which is set out 70% 

of output deviations during the 10-stepped calibration gait at slow and smooth pace on a level surface 

prior start of directional detection. 30% lower level is set to accommodate gain attenuated frequency 

content after filtering including edge frequency. Mathematically threshold can be calculated as: 

                                  σ =  ∑ (𝐴 − 𝐴 ) /(N– 1) ∗ 0.7                    (6.1) 

where N refers to total number of acceleration samples in 10 steps, Ai is the acceleration at current 

instance i while Ar is the mean acceleration for full contact intervals during 10 steps and set as reference 

against which swing specific deviations are measured.  

 Time parameter 

Besides σth an average time period for a single step ‘𝑇 ’ is also measured during these 10 steps. 

 𝑇 =  𝑇 /10               (6.2) 

where Tt is the total time lapsed for 10 steps. 

Tg is used as threshold duration until which algorithm waits for detection of σth. If σth is undetected 

until Tg, the DTD detection algorithm stops and waits for detection of stance again. 

 Detection Algorithm 

Upon detection of FSR unloading after stance, highest and lowest trend points of antero-posterior 

acceleration are sought as follows: 
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 𝐴 = 𝐴    ∀ {𝐴 > 𝐴  & 𝐴 > 𝐴 }             (6.3) 

 𝐴 = 𝐴     ∀ {𝐴 < 𝐴  & 𝐴 < 𝐴 }             (6.4) 

where i = k-1 and k is the present sample index. Thus, latest three data samples are used in each 

iteration to determine extreme trend points. The difference of the points is then calculated as: 

𝑑 = 𝐴 − 𝐴         ∀ {𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑁 & 𝑗 > 𝑖}             (6.5) 

where i and j refers to sample indexes at which most recent Amax or Amin is detected. 

Trend is considered falling if ending point is lower than the starting one and duration is termed as 

‘𝜏 ’ while a vice versa is referred as rising trend and duration denoted as ‘𝜏 ’. So, 

  𝜏 = 𝑡 − 𝑡     ∀ {𝜏, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑁 & 𝑑 ≥ 𝜎 }            (6.6) 

𝜏 = 𝑡 − 𝑡     ∀ {𝜏, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑁 & 𝑑 ≥ 𝜎 }             (6.7) 

where t represents the occurrence time of the respective endpoint of the trend under analysis and can 

be shown as: 

       𝑡 = (𝑘 − 1)/𝐹               (6.8) 

where FS is the sampling rate. 

During the process, any subsequent 𝜏  or 𝜏  found larger than preceding one in respective 

direction is marked as maximum. However, if it is not so then last value is sustained as maximum. At 

the end of swing phase, the prevailing maximum trend duration specifies the direction ‘D’ as forward 

‘F’, backward ‘B’ and undefined ‘U’ as indicated in (6.9). 

 𝐷 =

𝐹      𝜏 = 𝜏 ↔ 𝜏 > 𝜏

𝐵      𝜏 = 𝜏 ↔ 𝜏 < 𝜏

𝑈                        𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒                      

            (6.9) 

Figure 6.4 defines a comprehensive illustration of the DTD algorithm. 
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Figure 6.4 Algorithm for Dominant Trend Duration Measurement and Directional Detection 
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 Data Collection 

 Sensing base and subject preparation 

The sensing setup described in sec 5.4.1 is utilised and depicted in Figure 6.2a). Out of three axes of 

accelerometer, the one oriented in antero-posterior direction is considered for DTD measurements. 

Alongside, the gyroscope measuring dorsi/plantar flexions is used for validation of walking styles 

during test trials. With FSRs, swing is distinctively detected, leaving no possibility for any unexpected 

and abrupt move during stance or swing to be misjudged as start or end of swing. The data of sixteen 

participants was collected from sensors and analysed in MATLAB as described in sec 5.4.1. 

 Experimental procedures 

All the participants wore the sensing base with a flat sole foot enclosing (closed) footwear and were 

asked to perform 3 walking trials on a level surface and straight path at 3 self-selected speeds, which 

they feel in routine life as casual walk (slow speed), usual walk (normal speed) and hastened walk (fast 

speed). Each trial consisted of a normal and simulated unilateral foot drop walking (here onwards 

termed as steppage) in both directions. The participants were instructed to emulate steppage gait as in 

[171], [178] and also shown a video of actual steppage gait. Thereafter, each participant walked at 

least 5 steps at each foot during each movement that are normal gait, normal backward walk, forward 

steppage gait and finally steppage in backward direction where one foot was swung backwards with 

steppage style. In this way, every participant walked at least 20 steps in each speed category and 

minimum 60 steps in all speed trials. A stable stance interval of minimum 3 seconds was undertaken 

between two moves. For detection reliability, the analysis samples are confined to walking trials 

executed in a straight path on a level surface only. Also, it was assured not to turn the face or trunk 

while stepping backwards. 

Another couple of trials for each participant were performed on a right-angled turning path on a 

level walking surface with a normal walking style. Here, each participant was supposed to walk 

forward at a normal speed and turn (left and right) in a curvilinear fashion without stopping. Once 

again a quiet stance interval of minimum 3 seconds was undertaken between two curvilinear path trials. 

The turning path was marked such that a participant has to execute minimum 2 forward steps by each  
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Table 6.2 Minimum steps at one foot by a participant in each walking trial 

Path Variation Style Forward Backward 

 

Straight 
 

Slow Speed Normal, Foot Drop 5, 5 5, 5 

Normal Speed Normal, Foot Drop 5, 5 5, 5 

Fast Speed Normal, Foot Drop 5, 5 5, 5 

Turning  Right Turn 

Left Turn 

Normal  

Normal 

3 

3 

 

 

foot in a linear fashion before and after the curvilinear move of at least 3 steps. Table 6.2 elaborates 

the distribution of steps amongst the trials for a single participant. Overall 960 steps were recorded 

from straight path trials with equal division of 480 steps for normal and foot drop style; further each 

style contributes 240 steps each for FW and BW. Whereas 100 steps in total from turning path trials 

with 51 steps for right turn and 49 steps for the left turn. 

Prior test trials, a calibration trial was performed with every participant, which consisted of a 5-

seconds quiet stance followed by the 10 steps of a slow and smooth pace linear FW on a level surface. 

From the trial, the thresholds for stance pressure and swing acceleration were determined to identify 

these phases during test walks by that participant as discussed in sec. 6.4.1 and sec. 6.4.2. 

 Data Processing 

Unlike FSRs, accelerometer reads out minute vibrations irrelevant to gait that could be misleading, 

hence it needs to be processed before directional estimation. Previous researchers used variety of 

filtering methods as per permissibility of their researches including FIR with linear phase delay or non-

linear phase IIR filters. However, considering the compromise on greater delay for linearity, FIR filter 

approach is opted out with a real-time application perspective. For a real-time analysis of walking 

activities, most researchers applied Butterworth low pass filter with varying bandwidth. For example, 

Lee et al [210] chose 10Hz, 2nd order filter for analysing activities outputting low to high intensity of 

acceleration in three axes. Hanlon et al [178] applied a 4th order Butterworth low pass filter with 

bandwidth of 0-30Hz. Whereas, Morrow et al [222] utilised a 1st order low pass filter with 50Hz cut-

off frequency. In this research, the walking activities with changes in speed are analysed. However, 
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due to inclusion of backward stepping with normal and foot drop style, the frequency spectrum of 

acceleration was visualised from a complete trial before selection of the filter. For the selection of 

appropriate bandwidth, a Fast Fourier Transform “FFT” was extracted in MATLAB for all the 3 trials 

of each participant. It was found the frequency contents with substantial spectral powers are 

concentrated below 35Hz in most cases. Figure 6.5 is a FFT plot of a participant considering all the 

walking styles with slow, normal, and fast speeds displaying acceleration intensities ranging from 50 

to 550dB lying within 35Hz. For further verification data samples were analysed at a range of 1-50 Hz 

and optimum detection results for all the conditions were found at 35Hz. Next for the approximation, 

decision ground was based on uniformity in filter’s pass band alongside maximum bandwidth with 

anattenuation below 1dB. Also, it is vital to have smallest group delay and minimum suppression of 

amplitude of desired frequency contents, making sure the entire acceleration trend changes including 

deterministic IC spike must be recorded within swing window boundaries after being smoothen. 

Hence, based on the aforementioned criteria, the Butterworth and Chebyshev1 approximations were 

analysed for different orders through filter visualization tool in MATLAB. Finally, a 2nd order 

Butterworth filter, 35Hz cut-off frequency was found suitable for this application. The filter offered 

maximum group delay less than 2 samples and a band of 25Hz below 1dB attenuation in the pass band. 

 

 
Figure 6.5 Spectral plot of a trial including forward and backward walks with normal and simulated foot 

drop style with slow, normal, and fast speeds. 
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The processed output is realised by difference equation for 2nd order IIR filter as follows: 

𝑦 = 𝑏 𝑥 + 𝑏 𝑥 + 𝑏 𝑥 + 𝑎 𝑦 + 𝑎 𝑦           (6.10) 

where ‘y’ is the filtered data, ‘x’ represents raw data, ‘k’ refers to present sample index while ‘b’ and 

‘a’ are filter coefficients for input and output values respectively. 

Besides acceleration filtering, gyroscope output about medio-lateral axis is integrated to determine 

angular changes in dorsi/plantar flexion for validation of walking styles during test trials. So, angular 

change at an instant ‘k’ can be found as: 

𝜃 = 𝜃 +
( )

    ∀  {1 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑛}           (6.11) 

where ‘θ’ represents angular rotation and ‘ω’ is the angular velocity output from gyroscope. Also, the 

angular variations are compensated for gyro drifts upon detection of every full contact period during 

which angles are reset to zero and reference is adjusted in ‘ω’ values for later calculations. 

 Data Analysis 

Detection accuracy of DTD is evaluated using descriptive statistics including means and standard 

deviations calculated for the success rates (SR) per participant as well as overall success rate per 

condition. SR of individual participant is a percentage of steps detected with correct direction during 

five consecutive steps in a trial as given in (6.12). Thereafter, average SR per speed category per 

walking direction was determined and then overall SR per walking direction was noted. 

𝑆𝑅 =  
     

     
            (6.12) 

Next, repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with accepted significance level (p<0.05) was 

used to examine significant differences of success rates across experimental variations of speed and 

walking styles. Further, post-hoc pairwise comparisons based on Tukey’s honest significant difference 

(HSD) were made to consolidate the difference hypothesis. Moreover, DTD efficiency for forward 

direction detection is compared with efficiency of latest bidirectional walk discrimination method 

(PCA+GNB) discussed in [218] under the same walking conditions. Furthermore, metrics scores for 
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precision, sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy were calculated as per following equations to evaluate 

DTD capability for bidirectional distinguishability under variations of walking styles and speeds. 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  
 

    
                     (6.13) 

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
 

    
                     (6.14) 

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
 

  
                     (6.15) 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
  

     
             (6.16) 

 Experimental Results 

 Window Marking, Attributes, and Trend Definition 

Figure 6.6 - Figure 6.9 represent graphical view of each move within a trial of a participant. In all of 

them, the swing phases are marked in windows. The window boundary lines are consistent with FSRs 

(FS1 and FS2) switch plots. So, window initiates with the falling instance of switch line lowering last. 

Similarly, window terminates with switch line rising first upon IC. For heel IC, window terminal line 

is shown continuous while a dashed boundary line indicates forefoot IC. Dorsiflexion and plantar 

flexion angles measured through gyroscope data are presented as topmost plot. The bottommost plot 

indicates phasic transition with intended direction of swing. Within a window, dark and light shaded 

stripes are indications of τR and τF respectively. The highest detected peak during an entire swing phase 

is marked by “+” whereas the lowest point amongst all by “o”. Inclination of the foot prior forward 

swing occurs with heel-off (FS1=off) and forefoot-on (FS2=on) in plantar flexion direction for which 

accelerometer outputs positive (+g) values. Whereas a vice versa phenomenon is observed, prior 

backward swing, where foot undergoes dorsiflexed inclination and accelerometer outputs negative (-

g) values. At the beginning of the window, the acceleration trend deviates oppositely to the attempted 

direction due to inertia as discussed earlier in sec. 6.3. Later, it progresses in headed direction of motion 

for major portion of the window length until IC is detected. The alternating trend durations are 
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measurable through width of respective shades. One that prevails longer determines direction 

according to (6.9). 

 Normal Forward Gait Detection 

Figure 6.6 represents normal gait in compliance to conventional gait definition by Perry in [1]. So, 

plantar flexion is observed in both angle and acceleration plots as FS1 goes off, referring to a normal 

case PS. Later, when foot leaves into swing, dorsiflexion accompanied with forward transition prevail 

during the swing as indicated by wider dark shade. Swing is terminated with switch ON of FS1 

indicating heel IC. Finally, foot plantar flexed for full contact on the ground. 

 

 Normal Backward Walk Detection 

Figure 6.7 shows backward walk highlighting time reverse version of normal gait. So, FC is terminated 

with forefoot lift indicated by FS2 OFF prior to FS1 before entering swing. This dorsiflexion is 

extended till initial period of swing, but later switches into plantar flexion to get forefoot IC for a stable 

landing. The window terminates as FS2 switches ON. Here, lighter shade dominates and detection plot 

marks backward direction. 

 

 
Figure 6.6 Directional detection by monitoring dominant trend duration in normal forward gait 
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Figure 6.7 Directional detection by monitoring dominant trend duration in normal backward walk 

 

 Steppage Forward Walk Detection 

To simulate forward steppage gait, participants made sure to step forward with a lateral outer swing 

and plantar flexed foot to establish forefoot IC. The outcome is exhibited in Figure 6.8. So, foot IC is 

indicated by FS2 getting ON earlier to FS1. FS1 stays ON for shorter duration as for the case of 

momentary FC in steppage gait. The foot plantar flexes in PS but does not dorsiflex in the swing as 

highlighted by angle plot. However, the acceleration rise is evident during swing referring to mere 

contribution of forward move which gets detected accurately. This confirms DTD based detection is 

not affected by IC posture or angular changes during swing. 

 Steppage Backward Walk Detection 

Figure 6.9 illustrates back stepping with foot drop style. This move is specially included to judge the 

efficiency of the approach in unusual walk pattern. The participants moved the limb backwards 

keeping the foot plantar flexed along with lateral outer swing. The IC established with forefoot, 

however unlike normal backward walk, in PS forefoot lifts later so no dorsiflexion is read out in angle 

plot in PS and early swing. The acceleration also shows lowest deviations amongst all the moves 
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because it is executed cautiously to meet the instructed conditions. Yet the backward transition is 

detectable by the technique and resulted in accurate detection in this case too. 

 

 

Figure 6.8 Directional detection by monitoring dominant trend duration in steppage forward walk 
 

 

 

Figure 6.9 Directional detection by monitoring dominant trend duration in steppage backward walk 
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 Walking Variations and Detection Efficiency 

 Success rate across variations: Directional detection using DTD was found promising while 

walking in both directions especially at normal and fast speeds irrespective of walking style. DTD 

efficiency is evaluated for a minimum of five continuous steps by each limb in all the trials. The 

success rate (SR) means for individual participant as well as mean, standard deviation, and 

detection error for each walking scenario (style and direction) were calculated for each speed 

category and then the overall SR mean and standard deviations considering all the participants, 

walking scenarios and speed categories. The results suggested the detection accuracy increases 

with increasing speed across all the walking conditions while error in detectability decreases. 

Considering all trials and participants, the overall detection accuracy of 91.3% and error of 8.7% 

was resulted. The results are illustrated in Figure 6.10 where SR represented as normalised 

detection percentage with 1 = 100% on y axis. Whereas on x-axis, three walking speed categories 

are mentioned in terms of average cadence measured in steps/min (s/min), and calculated from all  

 

 

Figure 6.10  DTD detection accuracy for normal and foot drop styles with varying walking speeds. 
FW (normal forward gait), BW (normal backward walk), DF (steppage forward gait), DB (steppage 

backward walk). 
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the trials of respective speed category. Thus, normal forward gait “FW” and normal backward walk 

“BW” are detected flawlessly in all 16 participants during usual and fast speed trials and with less 

than 5% and 1% error for FW and BW respectively during a slow walk. Similarly, the simulated 

forward and backward directed steppage gait “DF” and “DB” respectively, were accurately 

detected during fast pace with detection accuracy of 91% and 92%, respectively. At normal speed, 

DF detection was not affected much and stays around 90% but DB detection reduced to 75%. The 

observations advocate DTD efficiency for normal and faster walking speeds with any style. 

However, in case of slow speed, efficiency decrease is observed for both directions in steppage 

style only and detection accuracy reduces to 71% and 53% for DF and DB respectively. 

 

 Statistical analysis: Statistical validation of observations was performed via repeated measures 

ANOVA at significance level (p< 0.05) and Tukey’s HSD post-hoc analysis.  The effects on SR 

due to variations of speed and walking conditions were studied separately. During foot drop 

walking conditions, parallel healthy foot was also examined alongside simulated abnormal foot. 

The speed effects upon a specific walking condition of moving foot is elaborated in Table 6.3. 

Detection accuracy was also investigated across normal and foot drop styles in both directions 

during each speed category. Therefore, during slow speed, significant variations were observed 

between normal and foot drop conditions in both directions (FW vs DF, BW vs DB). Next, during 

normal speed significant difference between NB and DB was retained and also noted between DF 

and DB. In fast speed, ANOVA suggested significant variations but were rejected after post-hoc 

analysis. 

 

 Efficiency comparison with state-of-the-art detection technique: The DTD efficiency for 

forward detection is further compared with efficiency of a latest bidirectional walk discrimination 

method (PCA+GNB) for the same scenario of straight path walking [218]. Table 6.4 infers DTD 

can reliably distinguish FW from BW with different normal and foot drop walking styles with 

speed changes unlike (PCA+GNB). Moreover, DTD starts detection from the first step and can 

accurately detect slowest cadence of 0.5 steps/sec to the fastest cadence of 3 steps/sec. Thus, even 

if the walking activity is as short as a couple of steps executed within a couple of seconds, the 

direction is detected by DTD. 
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Table 6.3 Speed effects upon walking conditions of foot 

Walking foot condition  
Repeated measures ANOVA and Tukey HSD post-hoc results for speed 

variations  

Normal forward No significant differences found 

Normal backward ANOVA suggested significant effects but overruled after post-hoc analysis 

Foot drop forward All the pairs (slow-normal), (normal-fast) and (slow-fast) significantly 
differed 

Foot drop backward Significant difference found in pairs (slow-normal) and (slow-fast) 

Parallel healthy foot 
forward 

ANOVA suggested significant effects but overruled after post-hoc analysis 

Parallel healthy foot 
backward 

No significant differences found 

 

 

Table 6.4 Comparison of (PCA+GNB) with DTD for forward walk distinguishability on a straight path  

Feature  PCA+GNB  DTD  

No. of participants tested 1 16 

Normal walking style:   

 Normal speed 100% 99% 
 Slow speed X 96% 
 Fast speed X 100% 

Foot drop style X 90±1% (normal/fast speed) 

X = not analysed 

 

 Metrics scores: To further consolidate DTD efficacy over (PCA+GNB), the bidirectional 

distinguishability was analysed using metrics precision “P”, sensitivity or recall “R” and accuracy 

or “F1” score for forward and backward direction detection are calculated for 480 steps executed 

by all participants in all speed trials with normal style. The steps are equally proportioned into 240 

steps each for forward and backward directions. The results are based on true positives “TP”, false 

positives “FP” and false negatives “FN” and presented in Table 6.5.  

Next, to highlight the backward detection capability irrespective of style and speed, specificity 

and sensitivity scores are calculated for 960 steps executed by all participants in all the trials. For 

this, steps are equally proportioned into 480 steps each for normal style and foot drop style moves  
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Table 6.5 Reliability scores for bidirectional distinguishability for normal style walk using DTD 

 TP FP FN P % R % F1 % 

FW 236 3 4 98.75 98.33 98.54 
BW 237 4 3 98.34 98.75 98.55 

 

and then further halved for forward and backward directions. Thereafter, sensitivity and specificity 

are calculated separately for bidirectional normal moves and bidirectional foot drop moves. Thus, 

considering backward detection as positives and forward or missed detection as negatives we use 

the following notation: TP (true positives) for backward detection in backward walk; FP (false 

positives) for backward detection in forward walk; TN (true negatives) for forward detection in 

forward walk; FN (false negatives) for forward or missed detection in backward walk. The step 

count for TP and TN in case of normal style are found to be 236 and 235, respectively. After wards, 

the sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy scores for backward detection during normal style trials 

turns out to be: 

𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
=  

236

240
= 98.3% 

𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃
=  

235

240
= 97.9% 

𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑃 +  𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑁
=  

471

480
= 98.3% 

Similarly, for foot drop style the step count for TP and TN equals 179 and 204, respectively, and 

the results for sensitivity, specificity and accuracy are: 

𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
=  

179

240
= 74.6% 

 

𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃
=  

204

240
= 85% 

 

𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑃 +  𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑁
=  

383

480
= 79.8% 
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For FW on turning paths, 46 out of 49 steps while turning left and 47 out of 51 steps while 

turning right were detected as forward steps. Therefore, overall detection accuracies of 94% and 

92% were found for left and right turns, respectively. A possible reason for reduced accuracy in 

turning trial is the shorter step length to make a turn. If anteroposterior acceleration in such step is 

less intense than the one for which the algorithm is calibrated, the detection would be erroneous. 

 Discussion 

 Behavioural Uncertainty and Detection Efficiency 

IC is translated by a high derivative value change in opposite direction of motion in acceleration 

alongside a rise of FSR switch plot. However, the FSR indicates IC slightly later than accelerometer 

due to inherent delayed responsiveness. Since the swing window boundaries are dependent on FSR, 

rapid and sometimes intense acceleration deviations caused due to retarding foot strike are observed 

near window end. Thus, rapid trend changes could be detected just before the window end. As shown 

in second swing window in Figure 6.6, the lowest peak is relocated causing a falling trend just before 

the window ends. Similarly, in Figure 6.9, the highest peak is detected near the end of first window. 

However, the detection accuracy is not affected by such uncertainties since trend changes for any 

duration shorter than maximum detected duration are automatically ignored. So, the detector plot is 

accurately indicating forward walk in earlier example and backward walk in the later one. 

 Detection Limitations and Grounds  

Although the detection stats for foot drop style are not very convincing while walking slow, yet it can’t 

be generalised that detection at slow speed will always be unreliable, since 2 out of 16 participants 

showed 100% accuracy at slow speed trials for both DF and DB. Besides, 5 other participants had 

100% accurate DF detection and out of those 5 one showed above 90% DB detection as well. 

Altogether, above 80% detection was found for DF with 10 participants and for DB with 7 participants 

during slow speed trials. The obvious rational behind the variability is participants’ ability to walk at 

the similar slow speed during test trial with which they walked during calibration trial where detection 

thresholds were set. Since the acceleration intensity is directly proportional with walking speed as also 

indicated in [210], a speed slower than in calibration mode might not exhibit sufficient strength of 
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signal to overcome the detection threshold and so goes undetected leading to false direction indication. 

Also, smoother and slower walk exhibited lower bandwidth of frequency contents with greater than 

50dB intensity. Besides, foot drop style is emulated and all the participants did not execute with same 

level of comfort and uniformity and that could be another cause of getting variance in detection 

accuracy amongst the participants for slow speeds. 

  Error Compensation and Prospective Stimulation Control 

Decreased detection accuracy for slowly moving affected foot is not a major issue for the purpose of 

bidirectional FDS control since the directional detection for a simultaneously moving healthy limb is 

found accurate irrespective of speed variations. This has been proven by ANOVA results as mentioned 

in Table 6.3 where detection at parallel healthy foot appeared unaffected with speed changes and also 

shown in Figure 6.11 where all those cases that showed below 80% detection accuracy with unhealthy 

foot are considered and compared with simultaneously moving healthy foot. The healthy foot detection 

accuracy is observed to be above 90% for even the worst-case detection at unhealthy side. Here,  

 

 

Figure 6.11 DTD detection accuracy at parallel moving healthy foot during a bidirectional steppage 
style walk. FH (forward moving healthy foot), FU (forward moving unhealthy foot), BH (backward 

moving healthy foot), BU (backward moving unhealthy foot) 
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forward, backward, healthy foot and unhealthy foot are annotated by “F”, “B”, “H” and “U” 

respectively. Thus, integrating information from healthy foot can enhance directional detection 

precision and FES control thereof. To translate this information for FES control, the direction 

confirmed by normal foot can be fed to the FES controller and the stimulation could be adjusted for 

the upcoming affected foot swing. So, whenever the normal foot contacts the ground after swing, the 

swing data would be analysed and thereafter the FES parameters for intended direction adjusted prior 

the swing phase of successive affected foot step. 

 Merits of DTD based bidirectional detection approach 

 Immune to vibration noises: The DTD-based direction detection is found robust against vibration 

noises, since noises have frequency features quite higher than gait specific acceleration deviations. 

 

 Time-efficient procedure: The approach does not require a time-consuming process of large 

datasets collection and training for directional recognition, rather considers individual specific 

threshold and show appreciable detection accuracy. 

 

 Uninfluenced by speed variations: DTD is not restricted by the walking speed or the step counts 

within a walking activity. From the trials, it accurately detected direction for slowest cadence of 

0.5 steps per second to the fastest cadence of 3 steps per second and started detecting with first 

step. Thus, even if the walking activity is as short as couple of steps executed within a couple of 

seconds, the detection is performed. This is an important achievement with respect to rehabilitation 

or fitness exercises where a walking activity in a direction could be as short as two steps only. 

 

 Other application areas: Beside FDS application, the approach can also be utilised in distance 

and position estimation in pedestrian dead reckoning applications. 

 

Based on above facts, the proposed approach outperforms existing bidirectional detection approaches. 

 Potential Improvements and Future Prospects 

Improvements can be made by adapting filters specific to walker’s style, fusing gyroscope, and 

pressure measurements with dominant trend information from accelerometer and also by considering 
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previous steps in a continuous moving event. Although it is rare to have false readout from both feet 

simultaneously yet information from previous steps or fusing data from other sources like gyroscope 

and FSR can further contribute to detection capability and robustness of the proposed algorithm.  

Further tests are focused to inducting a larger pool of participants including actual patients with 

added non-gait moves and non-level surfaces. Later, integrating the detection system with an actual 

stimulator for evaluation of a real-time control is the ultimate target of the research. 

In future, FDS with bidirectional detectability and stimulation control can pave a way for foot drop 

patients towards a carefree participation in fitness exercises involving backward steps, bringing them 

another step closer towards unrestrained lifestyle. Also, rehabilitation periodicals involving back 

stepping could be more effective as the patient would execute joint movements actively and not 

requiring any person or passive assistance. 

 Summary 

The chapter highlights the need of adapting stimulation while walking backwards which is proven 

useful in foot drop rehabilitation. So, a novel approach for recognition of walking direction is proposed 

based on monitoring dominant acceleration trend in terms of duration during swing from antero-

posterior acceleration. The feature is termed dominant trend duration DTD, which itself is novel and 

has not been utilised before as per author’s best knowledge. The approach is found at par with a recent 

work for bidirectional classification under common conditions. Moreover, approach is found 

promising for direction detection under walking speed ranges from slow to fast with accuracy above 

98% with normal style and overall 90% including detection during unilateral foot drop styles. 

The proposed direction detection approach can play a vital role towards development of a foot drop 

FES that could be adapted in real-time with changing directions of walk. Since the directional 

information can be fed forward to stimulation controller and thereafter stimulation parameters could 

be adjusted prior to the next step useful. Such a FDS can be effectively used in communal settings for 

orthotic purpose as well as in clinical setup for rehabilitation. Beside FDS, the DTD approach could 

be a useful parameter in position estimation in pedestrian dead reckoning and navigation applications. 
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Stimulation Adaptability for Backward 

Walking

 Introduction 

The need of adapting FES while walking backwards has been the focus of the thesis. As the first step 

towards fulfilment of this goal, a simple and real-time effective technique of DTD monitoring for 

walking direction detection was introduced in previous chapter. This chapter will discuss the 

implementation of DTD based direction detection for stimulation adaptation by utilising BPM 

investigated earlier in Chapter 5.  

 The chapter will start with description of stimulation control mechanism in commercial FDS with 

respect to foot biomechanics. Thereafter, correlating with the stimulation control, inappropriate 

stimulation possibility during BW in commercial FDS will be explained. To overcome this limitation, 

integration of BPM with DTD based direction detection will be discussed. So, an updated stimulation 

control model will be presented. The updated stimulation control is analysed upon the data from sixteen 

participants in real-time simulation manner. 
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 Mechanics of commercial foot drop stimulators  

At this point reader is aware the gait sensing mechanism in commercial open loop foot drop stimulators 

is based on monitoring either the heel pressure or the tilt of shank with knee rotation during FW only. 

The earlier mechanism delivers stimulation as long as heel is lifted whereas the latter one would initiate 

stimulation whenever knee flexes in pre-swing PS and inhibits with knee extension on IC [13]. Figure 

7.1 illustrates a normal FW with constituent states and indications of moments when stimulation is 

actuated and ceased in commercial FDSs. In both types of sensing systems, stimulation provokes ankle 

dorsiflexion via constant stimulation pattern throughout the FW swing. 

 Inappropriate stimulation possibility with backward walk in commercial 

FDS 

BW is often included in fitness exercises, moreover, it is helpful in revitalization of ankle 

dorsiflexors (muscles) in foot drop attributing conditions. Currently, patients are passively supported 

by the therapists or they hold bars with hands to step backwards [30]–[32]. Thus, electrical stimulation 

in BW case could be useful for an active joint rotation to promote an independent BW. 

 
Figure 7.1 Stimulation during a forward walk by current open loop foot drop stimulators based on 

sensing the heel pressure or shank tilt 
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Angular trajectories followed during BW are noticed as if FW is time reversed. This implies that 

in a real-time BW, the IC (the landing of a foot after swing) occurs on the forefoot, accompanied with 

a flexed knee and planter flexed ankle. Same posture is seen before the swing in a FW and termed as 

PS stage. Whereas in the PS of a BW, knee is extended, ankle is dorsiflexed and heel found in contact 

with the ground, same as IC posture in a FW [37]. Thus, with either FDS sensing mechanism, postural 

information in BW might be misinterpreted and stimulation would be delivered inappropriately or 

undelivered when required. Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 highlights the likely misconduct in stimulation 

during BW in accordance of the gait sensing criteria of commercial FDSs. In Figure 7.2 a heel pressure 

controlled FDS (FDS_P) is considered, where stimulation would be ON from state no. 1: the initial 

swing backwards (ISw_B), till state no. 5: the loading response backwards (LR_B) as mentioned in 

BW states order defined on affected foot activity. In BW, the forefoot lift is unneeded from the later 

one-third part of backswing, hence it could be deduced the FDS_P would deliver unnecessarily 

prolonged stimulation from state no. 3: the terminal swing backward (TSw_B) till state LR_B. In case 

of a shank tilt controlled FDS (FDS_T), the situation could be worse. As depicted in Figure 7.3 the 

stimulation actuating tilt would be sensed upon state no. 4 when initial contact backwards (IC_B) is 

established. Thereafter, the stimulation would stay ON until state no. 8:  

 
Figure 7.2 Likely stimulation triggering during back stepping by a heel pressure controlled commercial 

FDS 
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Figure 7.3 Likely stimulation triggering during back stepping by a shank tilt controlled commercial FDS 
 

the preswing backwards (PSw_B) is detected. After which, stimulation would go OFF during 

backswing from the states ISw_B to TSw_B, where it is actually needed. 

 Improper stimulation possibility in state-of-the-art FDSs during BW 

Also, its worthy to mention, that none of the previous FDS solutions analysed the stimulation control 

on BW, yet the probable stimulation output during BW from two state-of-the-art affected foot based 

FDSs are investigated here. 

Therefore, stimulation control described in [121] requires a plantar flexed angular change after ST 

to transit into heel-off or PS, whereas in case of BW the foot tends to dorsiflex after ST. So, ST-PS 

transition might go undetected. To detect swing SW, a sign change indicating plantar flexion to 

dorsiflexion transition is searched. In case of BW, it is least likely to measure such variation as foot 

tends to be dorsiflexed in PS. Hence, it could be envisaged, the stimulation would not actuate at all as 

the walking activity is not acknowledged by the detection system.  

In another FDS control expressed in [86], the criterion for ST-PS transition requires angular 

velocity norm to exceed a predefined threshold after foot flat condition. Therefore, during BW, the PS 

detection criterion will be established due to consideration of vector norm values. Similarly, 
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requirement for PS-SW transition is a sign change from plantar flexion to dorsiflexion values in the 

output of gyroscope measuring dorsi and plantar flexion; or the velocity norm in horizontal plane 

exceeding a threshold value. Although the sign change criterion would not fulfil for backswing, since 

the foot gives opposite rotation, however the horizontal velocity norm criterion would fulfil. Thus, BW 

would be misinterpreted as normal forward directed gait due to horizontal velocity norm based swing 

detection. Therefore, in such FDS systems, stimulation would be delivered throughout the backswing. 

Both scenarios are unfavourable to attain a normal BW. Hence, it is required to obtain an optimum 

control that actuates and adapts the stimulation appropriately for both FW and BW. 

 Augmented Stimulation Control  

 Integration of bipedal gait model and dominant trend duration monitoring 

To achieve an appropriate stimulation pattern with respect to walking direction, the algorithm to 

monitor the DTD for walking direction (chapter 6) is integrated with BPM based gait detection and 

stimulation control (chapter 5). Therefore, whenever SW at either foot is detected by BPM, the antero-

posterior acceleration data during SW is stored and upon IC of that foot, DTD monitoring algorithm 

is executed. 

 Stimulation pattern for a backward walk  

In an assisted FW, stimulation induces strong dorsiflexion from pre-swing (PS/PSw) and continues 

throughout swing phase until the heel of dorsiflexed swinging foot strikes the ground after terminal 

swing TSw, as shown in Figure 7.4. Therefore, visualising in reverse time for BW, the foot must be in 

dorsiflexed posture immediately before backswing. However, upon reaching the last one-third period 

of backswing, the dorsiflexed foot must return into plantar flexed posture, so the forefoot touches the 

ground and exhibits a time reversed transition from ISw to PSw posture of FW. This distributive 

pattern of dorsiflexion stimulation for backswing is based on the facts that a BW is time reversed 

version of a FW and forward swing is divided into three equal periods: initial swing (ISw), mid-swing 

(MSw), terminal swing (TSw) [1]. So, when foot takes off into backswing, it is believed to demonstrate 

mechanics of TSw of forward swing followed by MSw and ISw before it lands back on the ground. 
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Figure 7.4 Stimulation control during a forward walk using BPM and DTD based direction detection 

 

 Mechanism for stimulation adaptation with respect to direction 

The direction of a unilateral foot drop walk is accurately detected with analysis of normal foot data 

using DTD monitoring as highlighted in chapter 6. So, after every swing period of normal foot, data 

is evaluated for direction using DTD monitoring. If backward direction is detected, the stimulation for 

upcoming swing of affected foot is adjusted for backward mode in a continuous gait cycle defined by 

BPM. In backward mode, the dorsiflexion stimulation starts as pressure under forefoot of affected foot 

gets below the stance threshold value upon PSw_B, determined through the force sensitive resistor  

under metatarsal (FM). The dorsiflexion stimulation stays for two-third period of backswing, and starts 

reducing from last one-third part until forefoot contacts the ground as illustrated in Figure 7.5.  

 

 Stimulation duration: The duration of stimulation ON period during backswing is set in 

accordance of the time length of the affected foot’s backswing that is ultimate to the ongoing one. 

In case affected foot is stepping for the first time, the time length of preceding normal foot 

backswing is considered as reference. 
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Figure 7.5 Proposed stimulation control while back stepping using BPM and DTD based direction 

detection 
 

 Process model and algorithm 

The integration of BPM and DTD mechanisms updates the functional system for gait detection and 

stimulation control described sec. 5.6 and illustrated in Figure 5.3a). The update is shown in Figure 

7.6a), where the functional block comprising of ‘TSTATE’ is extended by inclusion of ‘DIRECTION’ 

detection. Consequently, the algorithm elaborating the detection process and stimulation control in 

Figure 5.3b) is also updated for walking direction based stimulation control. The updated algorithm is 

presented in Figure 7.6b). 

 Experimental Results for Stimulation Adaptability 

The normal BW data was collected from sixteen healthy participants using heterogeneous sensing 

setup as described in sec. 6.5. The data was first processed for gait detection and directional 

determination. Later, the functionalities of different stimulation control techniques were compared. 

The results are presented in Figure 7.7. 
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a) 

 

BEGIN 
SET State to none, Stimulation to 0 and Stim mode to forward 
WHILE State change duration (TSTATE) is less than 𝑇  

        SWITCH State 

                CASE none 
                        READ sensors 
        IF bipedal stance detected THEN 
                SET State to q0B 

        ENDIF 
                CASE q0B 

       READ sensors 
        IF bipedal stance detected THEN 
                SET State to q0B and Stimulation to 0 
        ELSEIF foot lift detected THEN 
                SET State to q1B and Stimulation to 0 
        ENDIF 
                CASE q1B 

       READ sensors 
                 IF foot strike detected THEN 

                SET State to q2B 
                IF normal foot struck THEN 
                         SET Stimulation to 1 
                ELSE 
                         SET Stimulation to 0 
                ENDIF 
                        ELSEIF affected foot lifted and last state is q4B 
                SET Stimulation to 1   
                        ENDIF 

      CASE q2B 
                Analyse q1B for direction 

                        IF normal foot strike and backward direction detected 
              SET stim mode to backward 
      ELSE 
              SET stim mode to forward 

                       ENDIF  

                                                                       /*continued next column*/ 

                READ sensors 
      IF bipedal stance detected THEN 

                                       SET State to q0B and Stimulation to 0 
      ELSEIF foot lift detected THEN 
                                      SET State to q3B 
     ENDIF 
     CASE q3B 

          READ sensors 
IF foot strike detected THEN 

  SET State to q4B 
  IF normal foot struck THEN 
            SET Stimulation to 1 
  ELSE 
            SET Stimulation to 0 
  ENDIF 
     ELSEIF affected foot lifted 
                   SET Stimulation to 1   
    ENDIF 
     CASE q4B 
               Analyse q3B for direction 
               IF normal foot strike and backward direction detected 

      SET stim mode to backward 
               ELSE 

     SET stim mode to forward 
               ENDIF 
              READ sensors 
     IF bipedal stance detected THEN 
                                 SET State to q0B and Stimulation to 0 
    ELSEIF foot lift detected THEN 
                                SET State to q1B 
 ENDIF 

ENDSWITCH 
SET State to none and Stimulation to 0 

ENDWHILE 
END 

b) 

Figure 7.6 BPM and DTD integration based a) Functional organisation of overall system b) Updated 
algorithm for stimulation control 
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Stimulation controls during backward walk 

 

 

Figure 7.7 Stimulation control for back stepping based on integration of BPM and DTD monitoring 
(Stim_BP), compared with state-of-the-art SFM based stimulation (Stim_SF) and heel pressure based 

commercial FDS stimulation (Stim_OL) 
 

 Parameters for stimulation control analysis during BW 

Referring to Figure 7.7, the topmost plot represents state activity of normal foot, underneath that 

comes, angular variations in dorsiflexion and plantar flexion at affected foot, marked as DF_AF and 

PF_AF respectively. Below angle plot, activity of heel pressure sensor at affected foot termed as 

‘HSw_AF’. Next the state activity of affected foot is presented followed by stimulation patterns 

marked as ‘Stim_OL’ for FDS_P, ‘Stim_SF’ for only affected-foot based FDS solution which would 

stimulate during BW [86], and ‘Stim_BP’ for the proposed bipedal and bidirectional information based 

stimulation control. Here, the stimulation activity of shank worn FDS_T could not be considered due 

to foot-worn sensing system. The stimulation plots are linked with their corresponding control 

parameters and state activity plots through vertical lines with different endpoints and line style. So, the 

solid vertical line represents switching the stimulation ON while turning OFF is marked by dashed 

style vertical line. The endpoints ‘o’, ‘x’ and ‘*’ refers to Stim_OL, Stim_SF and Stim_BP 

respectively. At the bottom, a BPM based state output ‘q0-q4’ are shown. 
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 The stimulation adaptation during BW by BPM and DTD integration 

Upon IC_NF (normal foot strike) in Figure 7.7, the DTD based bidirectional detection algorithm 

analyses the preceding swing phase and confirms backward direction marked by BSW_NF. Therefore, 

complying with the BW stimulation control phenomenon, the Stim_BP is set to backward mode for 

forthcoming affected foot swing. So, the Stim_BP rises with PS_AF at instance (I) and stays fully ON 

for the two-third of affected foot swing indicated by BSW_AF and thereafter starts reducing from last 

one-third portion as marked by (II). The result is validated by the angular deviation plot which clearly 

highlights the necessity of plantar flexion in the latter half of the backswing. On the contrary, the 

Stim_SF continues unless the affected foot strikes that is notified by IC_AF pointed by (III). Whereas 

Stim_OL stays for longest duration and does not cease unless the affected foot loads the heel upon 

midstance marked by ST_AF occurring at instance (IV). Hence, an unneeded stimulation would be 

borne by the user in BW case with commercial FDS and in Stim_SF generating solutions. 

 Summary 

The chapter highlights the limitation of stimulation control during BW in commercial FDSs by 

elaborating the control mechanics as well as in the state-of-the-art single-foot-based FDSs based on 

their stimulation control. Therefore, an updated stimulation control based on integration of the previous 

works: the BPM for gait detection and stimulation control with DTD monitoring for bidirectional walk 

detection. With the integration of BPM and DTD, stimulation can be adjusted in accordance of walking 

direction. Although none of the earlier state-of-the-art foot drop solutions analysed stimulation control 

for BW, yet, with their gait sensing approach, they would either not stimulate or deliver constant 

stimulation throughout backswing and both situations are not appropriate for a normal BW. Similarly, 

commercial FDS would deliver unnecessarily prolonged stimulation during backswing. Thus, the 

proposed stimulation control could be the best approach to obtain versatility in foot drop stimulators, 

making them useful in forward and backward walking simultaneously. This feature in FDS can 

promote active participation of the patients in fitness and rehabilitation activities alongside community 

dwelling scenario. Hence, stimulation adaptation is achieved with an appropriate detection of 

backward alongside forward walking direction for the first time in FDS researches.
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Conclusions and Future Directions

 Introduction  

This thesis presents an enhanced control system for foot drop stimulator based on novel algorithms for 

detection of patient’s walking and non-walking activities as well as direction of walk. Feet-worn 

embedded systems (sensor nodes) and body sensor network comprising of unobtrusive FSRs and 

miniature inertial sensors are employed for this purpose. The property of FSR to change resistance 

with applied load is exploited to distinguish communal activities based on weight or load at plantar 

foot regions. Alongside FSR, the 3D accelerometer is used to estimate the velocity and acceleration of 

gait. Moreover, the direction of walk is also determined by a single-axis accelerometer. Beside these 

parameters, accelerometers are also utilised to estimate the inclination of the walking or standing 

surface. The angular variations at the foot during different activities are determined by another inertial 

sensor (gyroscope). Thus, by fusing information from all sensors, not only the system can distinguish 

walking from non-walking activities but also describes the variations during walk. Special purpose 

algorithms and gait model are developed to harness the fused information for accurate identification 

of situation and hence offer a precise stimulation control as per need. The thesis introduces a dual-feet-
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governed gait model for gait detection and algorithm to control stimulation from information of both 

feet. Also, a strategy is proposed for the first time to determine direction of walk and adapt the 

stimulation with respect to walking direction. This chapter gives a summary of achievements in this 

PhD thesis as well as indicates potential future research. 

 Contributions / Achievements 

The following list highlights the major contributions of this thesis: 

 A functional comparison of force sensitive resistors for gait researches  

In Chapter 4, we presented a selection criteria for choosing appropriate FSR for gait evaluation with 

respect to target population and application. In past gait and foot drop researches, FSRs with different 

load sustaining capabilities and morphologies were used but none of the researches established 

criterion for choosing the FSR. Therefore, we compared functional features of two force sensitive 

resistors (TekScan A401 and Interlink Electronics FSR 406) majorly used in past foot drop researches. 

The evaluation is performed with adult participant while wearing closed footwear with laces as well 

as open footwear with fastening straps. The FSRs were connected to a wireless sensor node worn 

outside footwear on medial side. After experimental evaluation, A401 is proved as a suitable option 

for applications requiring greater load withstanding capacity. Also, it doesn’t deviate with low 

magnitude forces due to movement artefacts. A higher resistance offered under unloaded condition, 

allows lower current drain leading to a longer life for power source of sensing setup. Based on these 

advantage, A401 is a reliable option for adult gait analysis and other activities and therefore utilised 

for the proposed research as well. FSR 406 was however deduced useful in low loading activities. 

Hence, the criteria could be beneficial for future FSR based gait investigations, providing guidance for 

choosing suitable FSR for specifics of the gait conditions. 

 A novel gait model for real-time gait detection and stimulation control   

In Chapter 5, we proposed a new gait model based on simultaneous information from both feet rather 

than just affected foot as in earlier foot drop researches. This novel gait model (BPM) highlights the 

advantage of considering normal foot in foot drop stimulation control under communal activities where 

commercial FDS exhibit improper control. Sensing nodes relying on FSRs and inertial measurement 
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units with 3D accelerometers and gyroscopes are utilised to collect activity information from the feet. 

The BPM accurately detected gait amongst hybrid sets of communal and rehabilitation activities. A 

stimulation control algorithm based on BPM was developed and tested under a real-time simulation 

conditions over the collected data from sensor node. The stimulation control proved precise under all 

conditions including those where commercial open-loop commercial FDS and state-of-the-art closed-

loop FDS are reported of inappropriate triggering. Moreover, the foot drop rehabilitation exercises are 

also evaluated for the first time in this research and BPM based control showed reliability there as 

well. Besides, the BPM based sensing can promote automatic switch-off of stimulation supply based 

on activity. BPM accuracy and precision in different circumstances infers the bipedal periodicity and 

heterogeneous sensor fusion is a robust strategy to overcome prevalent stimulation triggering 

deficiencies in commercial FDS.  

 A novel method for identification of walking direction in real time 

In Chapter 6, we introduced a robust technique for detection of real-time walking direction based on 

only a single-axis acceleration data. The need of adapting stimulation with changes in walking 

direction e.g. stepping backwards, has been indicated, though not addressed in past foot drop 

researches. Therefore, this thesis addresses this research gap and brings up a novel strategy to detect 

walking direction. Once again, the foot-worn sensor node is used to collect walking data. An algorithm 

is developed which monitors characteristic fall and rise of acceleration with motion in opposite 

directions. The walking activities with normal and foot drop styles, in forward and backward 

directions, and speed variations are evaluated. The gait phases i.e. stance and swing are distinguished 

based on fused information from pressure and inertial sensors. The antero-posterior acceleration data 

collected during swing phase is analysed by the direction detection algorithm in successive stance 

phase. The direction is identified based on dominance of rising or falling trend in terms of duration 

which is named dominant trend duration (DTD). The DTD is proved to be a unique and reliable 

approach to distinguish conventional forward walk from non-conventional backward walk. Thus, 

proposed direction detection approach is regarded exploitable to develop a FDS that could adapt 

stimulation in real-time with changing directions of walk. Also, it can be a useful tool for accurate 

position and distance estimation in pedestrian navigation applications. 
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 A robust stimulation control offering adaptation for backward walking  

In Chapter 7, we demonstrated the integration of BPM and DTD techniques to enhance the stimulation 

control for adaptation of stimulation while walking backwards. So, the stimulation control algorithm 

governed by BPM is updated with DTD output. The direction is identified during stance of normal 

foot, prior the swing of the affected foot. Thus, directional information is fed forward to stimulation 

controller in time to adjust the parameters for upcoming affected foot swing. The algorithm is evaluated 

on the bidirectional (forward and backward) walking data in real-time simulation manner. The results 

successfully showed the adaptation of stimulation dose while stepping backwards with our updated 

algorithm. This capability was not found with stimulation control of a state-of-the-art FDS developed 

in 2016 [86] and renowned commercial FDS (NESS L300) [75] when compared alongside our BPM-

cum-DTD based stimulation control.  

Thus, our proposed BPM-cum-DTD based gait detection and stimulation control system can 

provide crucial information to develop a FDS that could be reliably worn during foot drop 

rehabilitation exercises alongside routine communal activities. 

 Future Directions 

Having achieved the aforementioned targets, few further goals are also identified and would be 

elaborated in this section. 

 Evaluation of proposed system on real foot drop patients  

The proposed gait sensing and stimulation control methodology has been successfully evaluated on 

normal and emulated unilateral foot drop walking styles by healthy walkers. This had been an 

acceptable strategy for feasibility studies for foot drop stimulator design published in reputed journals. 

In future, the proposed sensing and control setup would be further authenticated with analysis on the 

data from real foot drop patients for same set of activities. The tests would be performed under clinical 

supervision as well as under natural communal scenarios. 
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 Real-time control of an actual electrical stimulator  

The proposed gait model and stimulation control have been proved implementable through real-time 

simulation. As an initiative towards development of a marketable product, the control of an actual 

stimulator should be the next target. Therefore, analytical electrical stimulator e.g. RehaStim that is 

specially developed for research purpose would be tested. After a successful evaluation, an off-the-

shelf nerve stimulator with manual analogue control for intensity can be converted into a 

programmable foot drop stimulator by integrating wireless sensing node used in our research with 

stimulation generating electronics. 

 Stimulation adjustments with variations in walking circumstances 

This thesis proves the reliability of proposed sensing and control technique for precise triggering 

control in situations where commercial FDS, Ness L300 [16] and WalkAide [17], malfunction. As for 

the adaptive control, the capability of proposed setup has been demonstrated for forward and backward 

walking directions only. However, there are few other situations where, stimulation adjustments are 

required. Therefore, such situations should be evaluated in future to enhance the adaptive capability of 

proposed gait sensing and stimulation control mechanism. Below we discuss few such situations with 

applicable adaptation strategies.  

 

 Adaptation with terrain variations: Commonly occurring terrain variations during walk e.g. 

stairs and slopes, where stimulation adaptation is lacked in commercial FDS should be 

experimented. We foresee our proposed detection method would reliably identify such terrain 

changes and the control algorithm would adapt stimulation accordingly since walking on stairs and 

slopes has been reported different from level surface walk in terms of foot loading as well as inertial 

parameters in past researches. Thus, information of terrain variations collected by our setup from 

both feet would be utilised to identify the type of change in terrain and adjust the strength (dose) 

of stimulation on affected foot. In this way, the following discomforts in commercial FDS with 

terrain variations would be rectified: 

o manual switch-off of Ness L300 stimulator to avoid unnecessary stimulation on staircase.  

o manual readjustment of WalkAide stimulation for reduced shank tilt during slope walk. 
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 Adaptation for inappropriate ankle rotation during swing: Beside adaptability with walking 

direction and terrain variations, the adaptation of stimulation for inappropriate ankle rotation by 

foot drop patients can also be achieved by virtue of the real-time phase detection based on 

combined pressure and inertial sensing in our system. Therefore, whether an insufficient 

dorsiflexion or excessive inversion, the stimulation control would adjust the stimulation intensity 

based on a reference angular profile. For this purpose, the sensing base can utilise a pre-set angular 

profile of a normal walking person or can store the values of starting swing phases for which 

stimulation intensities are set for safe ambulation. 

 

 Adaptation for footwear and user changes: Current pressure sensing based commercial FDS e.g. 

Ness L300 users find it challenging to change the footwear type or wear a stimulator used by 

another patient. The reason is the changed pressure values which might not meet the threshold 

pressure to actuate stimulation. Our system can overcome this problem by introducing an automatic 

periodic calibration feature alongside gait detection and stimulation control. Such a calibration 

feature would also promote in house adjustment of actuation thresholds, for which the current 

commercial FDS user needs to visit clinician. 

 Benefits in other applications 

Beside the utility in FES control for foot drop patient, the proposed sensing and control setup can also 

find its application in following areas:   

 

 Hybrid ankle foot orthosis: The sensing and control system can be useful to develop intelligent 

AFO or advanced foot drop solutions e.g. hybrid AFO, where FES is used as partial support for 

rotation. 

 

 Pedestrian dead reckoning: The feature of direction detection during walk, can bring up 

important breakthrough in position and distance estimation in pedestrian dead reckoning (PDR) 

applications. Since, distance estimation in state-of-the-art PDR researches relies on vector norm 

values of acceleration. However, the dependence on vector norm criterion will be misleading if 
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pedestrian back steps and wrong position would be estimated. Therefore, our direction detection 

algorithm if integrated in such applications, would indicate step direction. Thereafter, the distance 

and position could be adjusted with respect to step size. 

 

 Context aware systems: The intelligence of our gait detection algorithm to identify pre and post 

gait orientations can be useful in context aware and elderly activity monitoring where accurate 

information of person’s physical orientation is essential to be known. 

 

 Health and fitness tracking: Nowadays, the fitness concerned persons often use mobile phone 

based applications to record their daily walking activities. Such applications collect walking 

information through accelerometer embedded in mobile phone or in special arm bands or wrist 

watches. However, the users complain about discrepant step counts while using these technologies. 

The possible reason would be sensitivity of accelerometer to minute non-walking variations. 

Therefore, we foresee an opportunity for our pressure and inertial sensor based gait phase detection 

system to bring in accuracy in step counting in these fitness tracking applications. The erroneous 

reading could further lead to wrong calorie consumption values. So, with accuracy in step counts, 

accurate health monitoring would also be performed. Besides, the discrimination of rest, stand and 

walk and with inclusion of stair stepping, would make the developed foot worn gait detection 

system a promising setup for accurate and detailed activity and health tracking. 
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